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INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
We will study the integrationtheories for functions which are defined 
on a finite measure space (Ω, Σ, μ) and which take on values in a 
Banach lattice. In the general case of a Banach space we have the no-
* 
tions Bochner, Pettis and Gelfand (= weak ) integrability. When an 
order structure in a Banach space is given, which turns that Banach 
space into a Riesz space or even a Banach lattice, we will define 
the order Pettis and order Gelfand integrability. The advantage of 
this is, that the thus created spaces of integrable functions are 
Riesz spaces for the natural ordering of functions. It is true that 
the Bochner integrable functions form a Riesz space, but the Pettis 
and the Gelfand integrable functions do not generally do so. In order 
to end up with even larger Riesz spaces of Pettis integrable functions, 
we will generalize the concept order Pettis integrability into Danieli 
integrability. 
The space |p|(μ, X) of all order Pettis integrable functions on Ω 
with values in a Banach lattice X generally appears not to be com­
plete with respect to its natural norm. In this it therefore differs 
from the space Β(μ, X) of Bochner integrable functions, which is 
even a Banach lattice. For the completion of |p|(μ, X) we will in­
troduce the order tensor product of two Banach lattices. The order 
Gelfand integrable functions also form a normed Riesz space, which 
is generally not complete. But here we prefer to compare the functions 
with vector measures rather than with tensors. Every order Gelfand inte­
grable function corresponds with a regular vector measure of 
σ-finite variation. In relation to vector measures we can also 
* 
define the (weak, weak ) equivalence of vector valued functions. 
In that case positive measures correspond with positive functions, 
which is proved for Bochner, Danieli and Gelfand integrable func­
tions, but yet remains the question for Pettis integrable functions. 
vii 
We proceed by giving a summary of the various chapters. 
In chapter I we will give the most important definitions and theorems 
from the theories of vector valued integration and of Banach lattices. 
For sequences in Banach lattices we will introduce the notion "order 
suimnable". 
Chapter II is simply titled "Integration" and gives the various integra­
tion concepts Bochner (B), order Pettis (|p|) and order Gelfand (|G|). 
After classification in equivalence classes we will then get the inte­
gration spaces Β(μ,Χ), |ρ|(μ,Χ) and JGJCPrX ), in which X is a Banach 
* 
lattice with norm dual X . It turns out that they are all Riesz spaces 
for the natural ordering of equivalence classes of functions. Every 
separably valued Pettis (Gelfand) integrable function is order Pettis 
(order Gelfand) integrable if and only if the Banach lattice, in which 
the function takes on its values, is isomorphic to an AM-space. Now 
ι ι * II 
|G| (μ,Χ ) is always σ-Dedekind complete, while Β(μ,Χ) and |P| (μ,Χ) are 
(a-)Dedekind complete if and only if the norm on X is (a-)order conti­
nuous and X itself is (a-)Dedekind complete. If we provide the integra­
tion spaces with their natural norms, then Β(μ,Χ) is complete, while 
|ρ|(μ,Χ) (respectively |G|(P,X*)) is complete if and only if X (respect-
it 
ively X ) is isomorphic to an AL-space. The norm duals of Β (μ,Χ) and 
|p|(μ,Χ) are characterized as the spaces of the bounded and of the cone 
1 * 
absolutely summing operators from L (μ) to X . 
When comparing the several integration spaces m chapter III, we will 
introduce the notions Θ- and Δ-operator. Now it is certain that 
θ-operators (respectively A-operators) transform order Pettis integra­
ble functions (respectively essentially separably valued Pettis inte­
grable functions) into order Pettis integrable functions. Here again 
the AL- and AM-spaces play a special part. Every bounded operator which 
takes on values in an AM-space is both a θ-operator and a Δ-operator. 
Every operator defined on an AL-space is a θ-operator. These assertions 
are also reversible. The second part of this chapter deals with ordered 
tensor products. We will prove that the completion of |p|(μ,Χ) is 
characterized as such a tensor product. The duality between the order 
projective tensor norm |π| and the order injective tensor norm |ε| has 
not completely been solved. We show that | π | = |ε| and |e| <_ | ττ | , 
but we do not know if |ε| = |π| holds. 
v i n 
Vector measures are the subject of chapter IV. In short we will mention 
the integration of real valued functions for a given vector measure. 
The equivalence of vector valued functions f can be translated into the 
equality of the induced vector measures m . Here we will also mention 
the recent results on Banach spaces, especially those of G.A. Edgar and 
R.F. Geitz. Our attention is called to functions with values in a Banach 
lattice X. A weakly measurable function f : Ω •+ X is weakly equivalent 
to a strongly measurable function if one of the following conditions 
is satisfied. 
(i) f is positive and Pettis integrable. 
(11) f is Pettis integrable and с ^ X. 
(ill) с ^ X and f (Si) has IR-nonmeasurable cardinality. 
The condition с ¿ X is necessary after all so that X has the (weak) 
* 
Radon-Nikodym property. If X has this property or is weakly compactly 
* * * 
generated, then every weak measurable function Ω •+• X is weak equiva­
lent to a strongly measurable function. If f is Gelfand integrable and 
m is positive, then f is equivalent to a positive function. If the 
analogous case with Pettis integrability instead of Gelfand mtegrabl-
lity is correct, is as yet an open question. 
Chapter V finally extends the Pettis integral, viewed as an X-valued 
function on |pl (μ,Χ). Let us assume that X is σ-Dedekind complete. The 
Danieli procedure will then produce a Riesz space of Pettis integrable 
functions. It is a proper extension if and only if the norm on X is 
not σ-order continuous. Therefore we will give special attention to 
CD 
the space Я (Г), with Γ any infinite set. We will investigate if the 
theorems on monotonie and dominated convergence are valid for these 
spaces. We will end with the theorem that states that isomorphic mea­
sure spaces will lead to isomorphic Danieli spaces. This is not the 
case for Pettis spaces. 
ix 
CONVENTIONS AND NOTATIONS 
The scalar field for a Banach space will always be Ш. The cardinality 
of a set A will be denoted by #A. The cardinality of И is ÎV) » while 
К stands for the first uncountable cardinal. If an equivalence rela­
tion is given in A we will denote by [a] the equivalence class repre­
sented by the element a of A. The characteristic function of A will be 
denoted by χ . 
If a word is typed in italics, then the meaning of that word will be 
explained in the sentence in which it has appeared. We use the for­
mula χ := у when χ is the same as у by definition. The symbol » will 
express equality by approximation. The abbreviation "iff" will stand 
for "if and only if". In references we will first indicate the number 
of the chapter, next the section and finally the theorem, example ... 
etc. If we refer to some statement in this thesis we will omit the 
number of the chapter (and the section) when it is done in that chap­
ter (section). The end of a statement will be marked by D. 
I. PRELIMINARIES 
In this preparatory chapter we will give the definitions of the concept­
ions with which we will exercise in the following chapters. In succession 
these conceptions are vector valued integrals (§ 1), Banach lattices 
(§ 2) and summable sequences (§ 3). As far as the theory of vector valued 
integration is concerned, we will often refer to the most complete work 
in this field 
[DUj : J. Diestel, J.J. Uhi, Jr.: Vector measures. 
When discussing the theory of Banach lattices, 
[Sch] : H.H. Schaefer: Banach lattices and positive operators, 
will be frequently cited. We will give a proof of some already accepted 
theorems, because we will need this in the sequel. When studying integrable 
functions with values in a Banach lattice, the conception "order summable 
sequence", which is introduced by us in section 3, will be of service. 
§ 1. MEASURABILITY AND INTEGRABILITY OF FUNCTIONS WITH VALUES IN A BANACH 
SPACE 
(Ω,Σ,μ) is a fixed, nontrivial finite measure space. We always assume this 
measure space does not consist of only finitely many atoms (an atom is a 
set E e Σ with the property μ(E) > 0 and for F e l with F с E we have 
either μ (F) = 0 or μ (F) = μ (E) ) . 
1 
(Ω,Σ,y) is called purely atomic if every set of positive measure in Ω 
contains an atom. An example of a purely atomic measure space is 
(IN, p(3N) , V), where V (E) = Σ 2 for every subset E of ТЫ . In the sequel 
ηεΕ 
we refer to this measure space by simply writing U . An example of a 
frequently used nonpurely atomic measure space is (Γθ,1], 8([0,l]), λ) 
where 8([0,lJ) stands for the Borei σ-algebra of [0,1] and λ is the 
Lebesgue measure. This measure space will often be denoted simply by [0,11. 
(Ω,Σ,μ) is called complete if every μ-null set is I-measurable (E e Σ is 
a null set if E is a subset of a Σ-measuraЫe set with measure 0) . ΠΝ is 
complete, [0,1] is not. But we can always construct a completion of a 
measure space ([Hal] , 13.B). The completion of [0,1] is the Lebesgue 
measure space ([0,1], 8([0,1]), \) . 
(Ω,Σ,μ) is called perfect if for every μ-measuraЫe function f · Q -*• X and 
every ε > 0, there is a compact set К с f (Ω) such that μ(Ω \ f (К)) <_ ε. 
Every regular measure on a topological space is perfect (see [Saz]). 
A (finite; partition of Ω is a (finite) sequence (Ε., Ε , ...) of dis-
loint measurable subsets E <= Ω (neüN) such that Ω = U E . 
η
 η
 η 
A function f : Ω ->• ГО is (μ-) measurable if there exist step functions 
f : Ω •* m (ncU) with f ->· f, μ - a.e. In addition, such a measurable 
η η 
function is ( j-) integrable if we have (ƒ„ f dy) ,.. is Cauchy, for all 
E n neJN 
E e Σ. The function f is called a null function if {ω:f(ωΙ^Ο} is a null set. 
The collection of all μ-integrable functions modulo the null functions 
is denoted by L (μ). 
For more details on measure spaces we refer to [Hal] and [z]. 
2 
Now we will deal with measurability and integrability of functions 
with values in a Banach space. In chapter II we will study the case of 
a Banach lattice instead of a Banach space. 
Let X be a Banach space with norm | | | | . A function f : Ω •* X is called 
a step function if there exist a finite partition (E ,..., E ) of Ω and 
elements x, , .. . , χ in X (neM), such that f takes the value χ on E 
I n 1 1 
(l<i<n); in this case we write f = χ,χ„ + ... + χ х
в
 . For f с L (μ) and 
— — I E . η Ξ 
1 η 
χ e Χ, the function ω •+ f (ω) χ is denoted by f Θ χ. The space of all 
step functions will be denoted by 5(μ,Χ). Next, f is called strongly 
measurable if there exist step functions f : Я •+ X with f -»• f, ι - а.е. 
η η 
Finally, f is called weakly measurable (weakly integrable) if for every 
* 
φ e X we have that φ ° f is measurable (integrable). The space of all 
strongly (weakly) measurable functions Ω -»· X is denoted by Ρ(μ,Χ) (F (μ,Χ)) 
w 
In the example below we will show that weak measurability for functions 
does not imply strong measurability (the converse implication is evident­
ly true.) 
ρ 
Let Γ be any set. By i (Γ) , where 1 _< ρ < <», we denote the space of all 
a = (a ) „ with a e ГО (Υ£Γ) and 
У Ύ^Γ γ j 
||a|| := ( Γ |a |P)P < -. 
By e and e. we denote the characteristic function of {v} and A, resoect-
γ A -
ively, where γ e Γ and А с Г. The space of all bounded a = (a ) „ with 
γ усГ 
the supremum norm |, || is denoted by £ (Γ). If Γ = IN , we write t in­
stead of lP(TN) . 
3 
EXAMPLE 1.1 Define f : [0,1] •+ I ([0,1]) by f (ω) = e for all ω e [0,1]. 
ω 
2 * 
For every φ £ ί. ([0,1]) we have φ (f (ω)) ^  0, for at most denumarably 
many ω e [0,1]; thus φ ° f is measurable. Would the function f be strong­
ly measurable, then it would have almost all its values in a separable 
2 
subset of Я ([0,1]) (f is essentially separably valued), which is defi­
nitely not the case with f. Π 
B.J. Pettis has proved a fundamental theorem for measurability: 
THEOREM 1.2 Let f : Ω ->• X. Then f is strongly measurable iff 
(i) f is weakly measurable and 
(n) f is essentially separably valued. 
Proof. See [DU], II, 1.2 or [Pet], 1.1. D 
If f : Ω -»• X is strongly measurable, then the function | |f | | : Ω •* ГО, 
defined by 
| | f | | (ω) = | | f (ω) I | (ωίΩ) , 
is also measurable. This is no longer true for weakly measurable functions, 
as one can see by changing example 1.1. a little. 
We proceed by giving a decomposition theorem for strongly measurable 
functions. This theorem was first proved by J.K. Brooks ([Br]). Here we 
present a proof of this theorem because we need the construction for 
applications in chapter II. 
THEOREM 1.3 Let f : Ω -* X De strongly measurable. For every α > 0 
there exist functions g, h : Ω •+ X with 
4 
(ι) g is strongly measurable, 
(11) | |g((D) | | £ α for μ-alraost every ω, 
(in) h is countably valued, 
(iv) f = g + h. 
Proof. We may assume that f(Я) is a separable subset of X. Therefore, 
there exist ω £ Ω (пеІЧ) such that 
η 
f (Ω) с Π {χ € Χ : Ι lx - f (ω ) I I < α}. 
ιι
 n
 ι ι 
n=l 
Define for η e ]N 
F = {ω e Ω : | | f (ω) - f (ω ) I I < α}, 
η ' ' η ' 
E = F - U F . 
η η m 
m<n 
Let h := f(ω.)χ + f(ω_)χ + ... . Then h is countably valued and 
1 El 2 E2 
strongly measurable. Let g ·= f - h. It follows that g is strongly 
measurable and if ω e E (neu) , then 
η 
I I g (ω) I I = | ] f (ω) - h (ω) | | = ||f (ω) - f ((Ο | | < α. 
Remark that we have ƒ ||д(ы)|| dp(ω) < », and that h(fi) с f(Ω), by 
the construction in the above proof. U 
We continue by defining integrability for vector valued functions. 
A function f : Ω •+• X is called Bochner integrabie if f is strongly mea­
surable and ƒ | | f | | du < ». Next to this, f is called Pettis mtegrrabie 
if f is weakly integrable and for each E e Σ there exists an χ € X 
* 
with f φ o f â\i = ф(х_) , for all φ e Χ . Then χ is uniquely determined 
Е Е E 
in X for each E с Ζ and will be denoted by Ρ - ƒ f du, or simply f f du. 
The element ƒ f du is called the Pettis integral of f over E. The map 
I •* X with E •*• Ρ - ff du is called the Pettis integral of f. 
5 
THEOREM 1.4 A function f : Ω -»• X is Bochner integrable iff there exists 
a sequence (f ) „, of step functions Ω •+• X with lim ƒ |]f-f 11 <3μ = 0. 
η ne]N ' ' η ' ' 
η-κο 
Proof. See [DU], 11,2.1 and 2.2. Π 
Let f be as in the above theorem, with step functions f (neIN) . As one 
η 
can easily check, lira ƒ f du exists and is independent of the choice 
Ε η 
η-*» 
of the sequence (f ) _ for which lim ƒ f - f I dy = 0. We define 
η nelN ' ' η ' ' 
n-x» 
the Bochner integral of f over E (В - ƒ f dy, or ƒ f dy, for short) as 
E E 
lim f f dy. The map Σ ->· X with E •+ В - ƒ f dy is called the Bochner 
η χ» 
integral of f, and will be denoted by m . 
It will be clear that every Bochner integrable function is Pettis inte­
grable. The converse is not true. Firstly, a Pettis integrable function 
is not necessarily essentially separably valued (see example 1.1, where 
the given function is Pettis integrable with Pettis integral 0). Second­
ly, a Pettis integrable function f may have ƒ ||f|| dy infinite. 
EXAMPLE 1.5 By c„ we denote the Banach space of all sequences a = (a ) 
0 η nfU 
with lim a = 0 , endowed with the supremum norm. Define f : [0,1] -»• с by 
η-ню 
" 2 n 
ί(ω) = L — e x ^, (") (ω e [0,1]). 
n-1 n n L2" n, 2- n + 1 ) 
Then f is Pettis integrable with 
αο η ƒ„ f d\ = Σ — λ (E η [2~ η, 2~ η + 1)) e (Ε € Σ) . 
Ε , η η 
η=1 
But f is not Bochner integrable, because ƒ |f | dX = =>. D 
The next theorem indicates that Pettis integrability is stronger than 
weak integrability. We give a proof of it with the aid of theorem 1.3 
6 
and we now remark that the Banach lattice version is very important for 
THEOREM 1.6 The following assertions are equivalent. 
(i) с j¿ X, i.e. there does not exist a linear homeomorphism from с 
into X. 
(il) Every weakly integrable function f : Ω -*- X with essentially separa­
ble range is Pettis integrable. 
Proof. d) ^ (11). We know that f is strongly measurable and therefore 
has a decomposition f = g + h as is stated in theorem 1.3. Now h is at most 
countably valued, so there are χ e X and disjoint E e Σ (пеЗМ) with 
η η 
œ 
h = Σ χ χ . Furthermore, g is Bochner integrable, so h = f - g is 
< η E 
n=l η 
weakly integrable, i.e. Σ μ(E )|φ(χ )| < ", for all φ e Χ . By a 
η=1 
theorem of Pelczyñski and Bessaga ([DUI, I. 4.5) it follows that 
(μ(Ε )x ) _. is unconditionally summable. Then h is Pettis integrable 
η η neJN ^ 
OD 
with ƒ h dy = Σ μ(ЕЕ ) χ . Thus f = g + h is Pettis integrable. 
n=l 
(li) =» (ι) . Let (χ ) „, be a sequence in X which is weakly summable, 
η neJN 
C O 
I I * 
i.e. Σ |φ(χ ) J < », for all φ € X . Choose disjoint E (neM ) in Σ 
n=l 
with u(E ) > 0, for all n. Define f : Ü •* X by 
η 
CD 
f= Σ ^ V ^ ' V E • 
n=l η 
Then f is weakly integrable with an essentially separable range; by 
00 
assumption f is Pettis integrable. Then ƒ f dp = Σ χ necessarily. 
n=l 
Thus (x ) _, is summable. 
η neüN 
J. Diestel and J.J. Uhi, Jr. use the notion "Dunford mtegrability" in-
stead of "weak mtegrability" ([DU], II, § 3). But in other literature 
7 
we often meet "weak integrability"; it is one of the reasons we choose 
this name. Another reason is that in reading the words, there can be 
no confusion about what is meant. We still give an example of a weakly 
integrable function which is not Pettis integrable. The function takes 
its values in a Banach space which does not contain с Ï 
EXAMPLE 1.7 Suppose Г is a measurable ordinal, i.e. there exists a 
nontnvial measure ν : ρ(Γ) -»• {0,1) such that ν is not a point measure. 
Let X = Ι (Γ) and define f : (Γ,ρ(Γ),ν) -+ X by f (γ) = e for all γ e Г. 
Then f is weakly measurable and bounded, thus f is weakly integrable. 
We show that f cannot be Pettis integrable. 
We identify X with Ι (Г), as usual. Suppose f is Pettis integrable. 
Then we have 
ƒ φ « f dv = φ (Ρ - ƒ f dv) , for all φ е. Χ*. 
If φ = e we get 
e
r
 (P - fT f dv) = ƒ 1 dv = 1. 
If φ = e ( „еГ) we get 
Y 0 0 
e (Ρ - ƒ_ f dv) = ƒ_ e » f dv = 0. 
Ύ0 г Г Υ0 
This is a contradiction. Therefore, f is not Pettis integrable. Q 
If we are dealing with dual Banach spaces there is still another 
form of measurability (integrability) in use for which J. Diestel and 
J.J. Uhi, Jr. use both the name "weak integrability" and "Gelfand 
integrability". The last name refers to I.M. Gelfand who seems to have 
been the first person working with this concept of integrability 
θ 
([Gel]; 1936). In chapter II and IV we will encounter the space |θ|(μ, X ), 
where G stands for "Gelfand". 
* * 
As before, X is a Banach space with norm dual X . A function f : Ω •* Χ 
is weak measurable (weak integrable) if < f(-)
r
 χ > is measurable 
* * 
(integrable) , for every χ € X. For a weak integrable function f : f! •+ Χ 
4 4 A 
and E € Σ we can define in X the weak integral of f over E, w - ƒ f du, 
E 
by 
< w - ƒ f dp, χ > = ƒ <f((u), x>dy((j) (x с X) E E 
(see [DU], II, 3.2) . The map Σ -»· X with E -> w - f f dp is called the 
E 
Gelfand integral of f and will be denoted by m . 
* 
EXAMPLE 1.8 In general weak measurability of functions is less strong 
œ 
than weak measurability. In this example we deal with the Banach space I , 
which is identified as the dual of i . 
A rational interval m (0,1) is an open interval in (0,1) with rational 
endpoints. The collection of all characteristic functions of finite 
disjoint unions of rational intervals of (0,1) is countable. Let 
f., f_, f , ... be an enumaration of this collection. Then for every 
η с ]N , ω , ..., ω e (0,1) with ω jí ω if ι ^ j , and every e с {0,1} 
(i=l,...,n) there exists an N e IN with f (ω ) = ε for ι = l,...,n. 
Define f . [0,1] ->• I by f (ω) = (f (ω) , f (ω) , . . . ) . For every 
OD 
χ = (χ. ,χ„,. . . ) € Ι , the function ω •+ < f (ω) , χ > = > χ · f (ω) is 
ι ¿ η η 
η=1 
measurable, because every f is measurable. But f is not weakly measura-
n 
ble because for every function θ : [0,1] •* [0,1] there exists a φ £ (£ ) 
with φ » f = θ. Indeed, {ί(ω) : ω e Го,Ij} is a linearly independent 
OD 
set in I and the map span ({ f (ω) : ω e [0,1 ]г) ->· m with 
9 
a. f (ω.) + . . . α f (ω ) -*• α. θ (ω.) + . . . + α 9 (ω ) has a Hahn Banach 1 1 n n l l n n 
OD 
extension φ : I •* ГО with norm 1. 
The collection of all weak integrable functions Ω -*• X is denoted 
• 1 * by L (μ,Χ ). With pointwise addition and scalar multiplication it is 
w
 , 1 * * 
a vector space. Let f, g e L [μ,Χ ). Then f is called weak equivalent 
* w 
w 
to g, notation f ~ g, if for every χ e X we have < f(-), χ > = 
1 * 
< g(-), χ >, μ - a.e. By L (μ,Χ ) we denote the vector space of all 
. w 1 * 1 * 
equivalence classes of L (μ,Χ ). As usual, elements of L (μ,Χ ) are 
w w 
being treated as functions and will still be denoted by f, g, etc. 
1 * 
For f e L (μ,Χ ) we put 
w 
I I f I L := sup ƒ | < f (ω) , χ > ! αμ (ω). 
G
 xex* 
Ι Μ Ι±ι 
ι ι ι ι 1 * We can derive that || | defines a norm in L (μ,Χ ). The map 
G * 
w 
L (μ,Χ ) -*• X with f -»• w -ƒ f du is called the Gelfand integral. 
Just as in the case of weak measurable functions we can define equiva­
lence relations in the spaces of strongly and weakly measurable func­
tions. Let f, g : f! •* X. Then f is called equivalent to g, notation f ~ g, 
w if f = g, μ - а.е.; f is called weakly equivalent to g, notation f ~ g, 
* 
if for every φ e X we have φ ° f = φ ° g , u - a . e (the excluded set may 
depend on φ). 
It is standard to prove that ~ is an equivalence relation in the space of 
Bochner integrable functions Ω •+ X; so is ~ in the space of Pettis inte­
grable functions Ω -»• X. The spaces of equivalence classes are denoted by 
B(u,X) and P(u,X), respectively. In the sequel, elements of B(u,X) andP(u,X) 
are still being viewed as functions and denoted by f, g, ... . в(μ,Χ) and 
10 
Ρ(y,X) are vector spaces for the pointwise addition and scalar multi­
plication. The map Β(μ,Χ) -»• X with f •* В - S f αμ is called the Bochner 
integral. The map Ρ(μ,Χ) ->· X with f ->• Ρ - ƒ f άμ is called the Pettis 
integral. 
THEOREM 1.9 Β(μ,Χ) is a Banach space for the norm defined by 
|If|| = ƒ ||f||αμ (f e Β(μ,Χ)). 
о 
Proof. A.C. Zaanen proved this theorem in section 31 of [z], which is 
completely devoted to Bochner integrability. U 
For a Pettis integrable function f : Ω ->• X we define 
| | f | | = sup ƒ | φ ° f | dv . 
фех* 
||Ф'|<1 
Again, one can easily verify that || || defines a norm αη Ρ(μ,Χ). There 
exists an alternative description of the Pettis norm, namely 
||f||p= sup Ι Ι Σ e^ ^ . / E f du I I (feP(y,X)). 
(Ε ,.,.,Ε ) partition of Ω ι=1 ι 
ε = + 1 for Ififn 
(see Γου], page 4). 
If dim X = o°, then Ρ(μ,Χ) is not complete for | [ | | . This fact has been 
observed by L. Janicka and N.J. Kalton ([JK]). In the next chapter we 
give an example (II, 4.5) of a noncomplete Ρ(μ,Χ). There exists an im­
portant subspace of P(u,X) which will often be the subject of our con­
siderations. 
DEFINITION 1.10 Ρ (μ,Χ) = {f e Ρ(μ,Χ) : f is strongly measurable}. Q 
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Of course Ρ (μ,X) is a linear subspace of Ρ(μ,Χ). If we want to define 
sep 
order Pettis integrability in II, 1.6, we need this subclass of P(y,X). 
In chapter III we report what the norm duals of Β(μ,Χ) and Ρ (μ,Χ) are 
sep 
(III, 3.3 and 3.5). 
To finish this section we want to say something about operators and vector 
measures induced by integrable functions. Suppose f : Ω -* X is Pettis 
integrable. Then f induces an operator Τ : L (μ)->·Χ with 
W = ;E f d y (E e Σ). 
(see [DU], II 3.8) . 
OD 
Sometimes we write Ρ - ƒ gf dp for Τ (g) (geL (μ)). The adjoint S of 
* 
Τ is given by S (φ) = φ ° f, for all φ e Χ , and takes its values in 
1 CO * 
L (μ), identified as a subset of (L (μ)) . Notice that weakly equivalent 
oo 
Pettis integrable functions induce the same operators L (μ) -*• X. 
THEOREM 1.11 Suppose f : Ω ->• X is Pettis integrable. 
(i) f is Bochner integrable iff Τ is nuclear. 
* (ii) Τ is weak -weakly continuous and weakly compact. 
(iii) T. is compact iff f is an element of the closure of Ρ (μ,Χ) in f sep 
Ρ(μ,Χ). 
Proof. For (i) and (ii), see [DU], II,3.8. The proof of (iii) is given 
in chapter IV, theorem 3.8. 
Finally, a Pettis integrable function f : fi •* X induces the Pettis inte­
gral of f, m. : Σ •* X. It follows that m is a vector measure, i.e. m. 
is finitely additive. B.J. Pettis has proved that m has special proper­
ties. 
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THEOREM 1.12 (Pettis) Let f be Pettis integrable Ω ->· X. Then m is a 
C-additive vector measure with lim m (E) = 0. 
μ(Ε)-Κ) 
Proof. See [Pet],2.4 and 2.5. Π 
§ 2. BANACH LATTICES 
Many Banach spaces which we encounter in doing mathematics carry a 
natural order, which is compatible with their vector space structure. Then 
we use the terms ordered vector space, Riesz space and Banach lattice. 
For the theory of Riesz spaces and Banach lattices we often refer to the 
following literature: 
[Lux, Z] : W.A.J. Luxemburg, A.C. Zaanen: Riesz Spaces, 
[Per] : A.L. Peressini: Ordered Topological Vector Spaces, 
[Sch] : H.H. Schaefer: Banach Lattices and Positive Operators. 
Other references to this theory are [AB] and [dJ, vR]. For someone who 
is not familiar with the material, [dJ, vR] is an excellent book to start 
with. 
Let X be a vector space (the scalar field is always m). Suppose <^  is 
an order relation in X with the properties: 
d ) x ^ y * x + z<^y + z, for all x, y, ζ e Χ, 
(il) χ <^  y ^  αχ <_ ay, for all x, y € X and α e IR . 
Then X is called an ordered vector space. By X we denote the positive 
cone ofX, X := {xc X : 0<^x}. In general, a subset С of a vector space 
X is called a cone in X if 
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(i) С + С с С 
(іі) оеС с С, for all α e JR 
(ili) С η (-С) = {0}. 
If Χ is an ordered vector space, then X is a cone in X. On the other 
hand, if С is a cone in a vector space X, then 
x ^ y : = y - x £ C (x, у e X) 
defines an order relation in X in such a way that X is an ordered vector 
space. An ordered vector space X is called a Riesz space (vector lattice) 
if χ ν у
 :
= sup {x,y} and χ л у := inf {χ,у} exist, for all χ, у e X 
(i.e. the order in X is a lattice order). 
Notations χ = χ ν 0 
(x e Χ) χ" = (-χ) ν 0 
|χ| = (-χ) ν χ (absoiute value of χ). 
Let Χ be a Riesz space. A linear subspace Y of X is called a Riesz 
subspace (of X) if for every y , y_ e Y we have y ν у с Y and 
у. л у с Y. A Riesz subspace Y of X is called an ideal (of X) if for 
every χ с X and у e Y we have |x| <_ |y| =»x e Y. An ideal Y of X is called 
a band (of X) if for every subset A of Y for which X- = X-sup A exists, 
we have χ e Y. The Riesz space X is called (σ-) Dedekind complete if 
every nonvoid (countable) subset A of X, which has an upper bound in X, 
has a supremum (= least upper bound) in X. A unit in X is an element e of 
X, such that for every χ e X there is an η e ]N with χ <^  n'e. A weak unit 
in X is an element e of X, such that |x| л e = 0 implies χ = 0, for all 
χ e X. 
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PROPOSITION 2.1 Let X be a Riesz space. Then the following relations 
are valid for all x, x', y, y' e X and all α ε Ж . 
+ 
(i) χ = χ - χ 
(ii) |χ| = χ + χ 
(iii) x + y = x v y + х л у 
(iv) |χ| = 0 » χ = 0 ; |οχ| = |α| |χ] ; | х + у | £ | х | + ІУІ 
(ν) |χ V у - χ· V у" I <_ ]χ - χ' I + |у - у' I . 
Proof. See [Lux, Z ] , 11.7, 11.θ and 12.1, [Perl, 1. 1.2 or [Sch], 11,1.4. 
Π 
Conventions χ >^  у means у <^  χ 
(x,y,x.,x-,...eX) χ > 0 means χ >^  0 and χ ¿ О 
χ l у means |x[ л |y| = 0 
χ + χ means χ. < x„ < .. . and χ = sup {x : η e IN } 
η 1 — 2 — η 
χ +
 x
 means χ. > x„ > ... and χ = inf {χ : η e Ж } . 
η 1 — ¿ — η 
THEOREM 2.2 (Decomposition property) Let X be a Riesz space. If 
x, ,. .., χ , y,,..., у с X with χ. + ...+X =У, + . . . + У , then there I n l m 1 n i m 
exists a finite family (z..) in X such that 
ID 
x. = z. . + ... z. , for all i, 1 < i < η 
ι il im — — 
y. = ζ.. + ... ζ ., for all j, 1 < i < m. 
Proof. See [dJ, vR], I 1.7, [LZ], 15.6, [Per], 1.1.3 or [Sch], 11,1.6. D 
Now suppose || || is a norm on a Riesz space X. X is called a normed 
Riesz space and || || is called a Riesz norm if for all x, y e X we have 
that |x| <_ |y| implies | |x| | _< | |y| |. If, in addition, X is complete for 
|| |[, then X is called a flanach lattice. In general, the completion of 
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a normed Riesz space X (denoted by X) is a Banach lattice with the clo­
sure of X as the positive cone ([Sch], II,5.2,Corollary 2). From 
proposition 2.1 it is clear that in a normed Riesz space the lattice ope­
rations (taking ν or л) are continuous. 
EXAMPLE 2.3 
(i) Every (real) sequence space can be ordered coordinatewise. If 
χ = (x ) _, and у = (у ) _. are real sequences, we put χ < у iff 
η пеШ η neu — 
χ < у , for all η e IN . With this order relation we get Dedekind com-
n — η 
Ρ Ρ 
píete Banach lattices с and I for 1 <^  ρ <_ ra. In the same way, i (Γ) 
with 1 _< ρ <^  => and Γ any set, also become Dedekind complete Banach latti­
ces if we define the order coordinatewise, as above. 
(ii) Let ν be any measure. In L (v) , where 1 <^  ρ j< °°, we have an order 
relation by defining f <_ g if f (-) <^  g(-) holds v-almost everywhere 
Ρ Ρ 
(f, g e L (ν)). Then L (ν) is a Dedekind complete Banach lattice for all ρ 
and finite v. W.A.J. Luxemburg and A.C. Zaanen have made an extensive 
study of a special class of Banach lattices, the so-called Banach 
ρ 
function spaces. L (v) , 1 <^  ρ <_ », are members of this class. In the 
sixties Indagationes Mathematicae has published a series of articles 
of these authors called "Notes on Banach function spaces" (Indagationes 
Mathematicae 25 (1963), 26 (1964) and 27 (1965)). 
(iii) Let К be a compact Hausdorff space. Pointwise order of functions 
renders С(Κ), the Banach space of all (real) continuous functions with 
the supremum norm, a Banach lattice structure. C(K) is Dedekind complete 
iff К is Stonian ([dJ, vR], IV. 12.16, [Lux, Z] 43.11 or [Sch], II, 
Corollary 7.7). D 
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Suppose X is a Banach lattice. We define an order relation in the norm 
dual X of X by setting φ <_ Ψ iff φ (χ) <_ ψ (χ) , for all χ e Χ (φ,ψ e Χ ) . 
* 
Then Χ becomes a Dedekind complete Banach lattice. We have 
(φ ν ψ) (χ) = sup {φ (y) + ψ (ζ) : y, ζ e Χ and χ = y + ζ}, 
+ * 
φ (χ) = sup {φ (y) : 0 <_ y <_ χ}, (φ, ψ e Χ ; χ e Χ) 
|φ| (χ) = sup { Ι φ (y) Ι : 0 <_ |y| <_ χ}. 
* * 
If А с Χ , Α ? 0 and there is a φ e Χ with φ <^  φ for all φ e A, then 
sup A exists with for all χ > 0 
(sup A)(x) = sup {φ.ίχ.) + ... + φ (χ ) : φ € A , x=x,+...+x ,xeX }. 
1 1 n n i 1 n i 
For applications in chapter II we make the following 
REMARK 2.4 Suppose X is an ordered Banach space. Even when X is not 
* 
a Riesz space, the above formulas may define a lattice structure in X . 
It is enough to require that X is an ordered vector space, which has 
the decomposition property, and such that X generates X (see [Per], 2.4). 
D 
Let X and Y be Banach lattices. A linear map X -»• Y is called an operator. 
+ + 
An operator Τ : X •* Y is called positive if T(X ) с γ . if τ is infective, 
we say that Τ is bipositive if for all x, x' e X we have 
χ <^  x' •» Tx <_ Tx'. A linear bipositive and bijective Τ : X •*• Y is called 
an isomorphism. If such an isomorphism exists we say that X and Y are 
isomorphic (notation X = Y as Banach lattices) . A. positive Τ : X •* Y is 
called (σ-) order continuous if for every decreasing net (x ) _ (sequence 
(x ) _. ) with 0 = inf x,, (0 = inf χ ) , we have inf Τ χ = 0 
η neu τ .„,η „ γ 
уеГ neu γεΓ 
(inf Τ χ = 0). If every decreasing net (χ ) „ (sequence (χ ) _,) m Χ 
η Ύ уеГ η neM 
ne Μ 
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with О = inf χ (О = inf χ ) implies inf χ = 0 (inf χ = 0), 
Υ η ''γ'' ' η ' 
γεί ' neHN γ^Γ ' ne]N 
* * 
then we say that X has (σ-) order continuous norm. By X (X ) we denote 
* 
the collection of all (σ-) order continuous elements of X and we de­
fine Χ = { ψ ε Χ : ψ 1 φ for all φ e X }. Then X and X are bands in 
s Ί - Τ
 c
 c s 
X with X = X ffl X ([Sch], II, 2.10 and Corollary 4.3). 
с s 
** 
THEOREM 2.5 The canonical injection X ->• X is an isomorphism for every 
Banach lattice X. 
Proof. See [Sch], II, 4.8. D 
** 
Let X be a Banach lattice. The canonical injection X •* X is denoted by 
q , or q, for short. X is said to have (Proj) if there exists a positive 
** 
linear contraction ρ : X -*- X such that ρ ° q (x) = x, for all χ € X. 
H.H. Schaefer calls this property (P) . For reasons of cleanty we use 
1 °° (Proj). If ν is any measure, L (v) and L (v) have (Proj), whereas с 
does not. 
Yet, we mention two important theorems from the theory of Banach lattices. 
For the proofs we refer to [Sch], chapter II, theorems 5.14 and 5.15. 
THEOREM 2.6 Suppose X is a σ-Dedekind complete Banach lattice. Then X 
has an order continuous norm iff no closed Riesz subspace of X is iso-
œ 
morphic to IL . 
D 
Convention. If there does not exist any infective linear bipositive 
map from a Banach lattice У onto a closed Riesz subsoace of X, we write 
Υ ^ X as Banach lattice. 
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THEOREM 2.7 Suppose X is a Banach lattice. The following assertions 
are equivalent. 
(ι) q(X) is a band in X 
(li) с ?! X as Banach lattice. G 
Before we formulate more properties of Banach lattices and operators 
between them, we continue by proving three theorems for functions with 
values in a Banach lattice. 
THEOREM 2.8 Let X be a Banach lattice and f : Ω -* X be strongly 
measurable such that f (ω) >_ 0 for all ω e Ω. Then there exist a Bochner 
integrable g : Ω •* X and a function h : Ω -»• X which is strongly 
measurable and takes only countably nany values, such that f = g + h. 
Proof. See theorem 1.3 and the remark below the proof of that theorem. U 
THEOREM 2.9 Suppose f, g : Ω •* X are Pettis integrable functions with 
values in a Banach lattice X such that f <_ g, μ- a.e. Then 
ƒ f d\i < f g dy, for every E e l . 
E E 
* + 
P r o o f . F o r e v e r y φ с (Χ ) we have < | > ° f ^ < < t > ° g , μ - a . e . I t f o l l o w s 
t h a t 
ф(/ f dy) = ƒ φ » f dy < ƒ φ » g dv = φ(ƒ g d y ) , 
E E ci ti 
for every E e Σ. Thus Я(/_ f dy) <_ q(/ p g dy) and then 
fE f dv < fE g du (E £ Σ). D 
THEOREM 2.10 Let X be a Banach lattice. Suppose f, f' : Ω •* X have 
the properties 
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(i) О <_ f <_ f' , у - a.e, 
(ii) f' is Pettis integrable, 
(lii) f is strongly measurable. 
Then f is Pettis integrable. 
Proof. By theorem 1.3 we can write f = g + h, with g Bochner integrable 
Ω •* Χ and h : Ω •+ Χ, with h = Ε χ ·χ , χ e X , E e Σ disjoint (neu) . 
η=1 η 
Then 0 <^  h <_ f ' - g and we know that f ' - g is Pettis integrable. For 
every E с Σ and M, Ne Ж , M > Ν we have: 
M N M 
Il L μ(ЕЕ ) x - Σ μ(ΕΕ ) x | | = | | Σ μ(ЕЕ ) x | | = 
ι
 n n
 ι n n
1 1
 ' ' η η
1
 ' 
n=l n=l n=N+l 
= || ƒ h dp И < И ƒ (f - g)du ||. 
Ö E ö E 
n-N+1 n n=N+l n 
Because the Pettis integrai of f'-g is μ-continuous (1.12), we conclude 
OD 
that Σ μ(ЕЕ )x exists, for every Е е Σ. It then follows that h is Pettis 
η η 
n=l 
integrable with 
/ h dy = Σ μ(ЕЕ )χ (E e Σ) , 
E η η 
η=1 
and therefore f is Pettis integrable. Π 
Several times we need additional properties of the norm in a Banach 
lattice. We now describe two of such classes of Banach lattices. For 
other characterizations of these classes we refer to section 3. 
A Banach lattice X is called an AM-space if for every x, у £ X we have 
||x ν у I I = sup {||x||, ||y||}.A Banach lattice X is called an AL-space 
if for every x, у e X we have ||x+y|| = ||x|l + ||y||. Every C(K) 
(space К is compact and Hausdorff) is an AM-space with a unit, с is 
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AM-space without a unit. Every L (υ) (where ν is a measure) is an 
AL-space. Remark that a closed Riesz subspace of an AM-space (AL-space) 
is again an AM-space (AL-space). 
THEOREM 2.11 (Kakutam, M. Krein, S. Krein) 
(i) Every AM-space with unit is isomorphic to C(K) for some compact 
Hausdorff space K. 
(11) Every AL-space is isomorphic to L (v) for some Radon measure ν on 
a locally compact space. 
Proof. See [dJ, vR], IV Ιό.о and 16.0 or [Sch], τι, 7.4, Corollary 1 
and II. 8.5. Π 
PROPOSITION 2.12 If X is an AM-space then X is an AL-space. If X is 
an AL-space than X is an AM-space with unit. 
H.H. Schaefer ([Sch], II, 9.1) gives a proof of this duality between 
AM- and AL-spaces. From proposition 2.12 and theorems 2.5 and 2.11 it 
follows that every AM-space is isomorphic to a closed Riesz subspace 
of a C(K), for some compact Hausdorff space K. Q 
We conclude this section with some definitions for operators between 
two Banach lattices. Let X and Y be Banach lattices and Τ : X ->- Y be 
linear. Τ is called order bounded if Τ(A) is order bounded for every 
order bounded А с χ. τ is called reguiar if Τ is the difference of two 
positive linear operators. For a regular Τ we define 
I M I = inf { I |s| I : S + T>_0, where S : X -* Y is linear} . 
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Every regular operator is order bounded. Furthermore, every positive 
(and therefore every regular) operator is continuous. It follows that 
an isomorphism between Banach lattices is bicontinuous. The collections 
of all continuous, positive and regular operators X -+ Y are denoted 
by L(X,Y), L (X,Y) and Lr (Χ,Υ) , respectively. 
THEOREM 2.13 Let X and Y be Banach lattices with Y Dedekind complete. 
r 
Then L (Χ,Υ) is a Dedekind complete Riesz space with positive cone 
L (Χ,Υ). In addition, for Τ £ L· (Χ,Υ) we have ||τ|| = || |τ| || and 
(L (Χ,Υ), ,| ¡| ) becomes a Banach lattice. 
Proof. See [Sch], IV , 1.4. [ 
The following formulas will be useful in the sequel. Let X and Y be 
r + 
Banach lattices. If T, S € L (Χ,Υ) and χ € X , then we have 
(Τ ν s)x = sup ÍTy + S z : y , z c X , x = y + z } 
|τ| χ = sup{|Ty| : у £ X, |y| £ x } . 
If {Τ : γ £ Γ} is a subset of L r(Χ,Υ), bounded from above, then for 
all χ с X we have 
(sup Τ ) (χ) = sup (Τ (x,) + ...+T (χ )). 
Τ,Γ
 Ύ
 γ, γ
η
£Γ Υι 1 
χ=Χι +. .. +χ 
„ η 
χ >0 for all i 
ι— 
Let X and Y be Banach lattices and Τ : X •* Y be linear. Τ is called соле 
absolutely summing (abbreviated c.a.s.) if 
η
 +
 η 
| |T| \ i := sup { Σ | |Τ x j | : x i e X , | | Σ X i | | < 1 } 
i=l 1=1 
is finite. Τ is called majorizing if 
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| Ι τ | ! ·= sup {Μ sup ІТх I I I · χ , б X, I lx 11 < 1} 
I l i j , , IT I I Γ , χ ' ' ! 1 l l j ^ l l — 
l < i < n 
ib finite. By L (X,Y) and L (X,Y) we denote the space of all c.a.s. and 
all majorizing operators, respectively· 
THEOREM 2.14 (L (Χ,Υ) , || || ) and (L"'(X,Y), || || ) are Banach soaces. 
If Y has (Proj), then L (Χ,Υ) and L (Χ,Υ) are Banach lattices and ideals 
of L r(Χ,Υ). 
Proof. See [SchJ, IV, 3.6 and 4.3. 
Finally, an operator Τ : X -+ Y, where X and Y are Banach spaces, is called 
an integrai operator if 
η *
 n 
I |T| I := sup Τ ψ (Τ χ ) : neIN ,χ еХ,ф eY , sup | | Γ ψ (у ) χ | |_<1} 
ι=1 y eY ι=1 
I I d i l l i 
is finite. By L (Χ,Υ) we denote the space of all integral operators 
i n t 1 * I I I I 
X •+ Y. In Corollary II.3.4 we prove that (L (L (μ) , X ) , J is 1 1 1
 int 
1 * 
a Banach lattice for the natural order of operators between L (y) and X 
(X is a Banach lattice). 
§ 3. SUMMABILITY OF SEQUENCES IN BANACH LATTICES 
Although several definitions in this section can be given in the context 
of Banach spaces, we restrict ourselves to Banach lattices. For in the 
following we want to set up an integration theory for functions with 
values in a Banach lattice. 
In this section X is a Banach lattirp. 
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Let (χ ) be a sequence in X. The sequence (x ) _, is called 
η ne]N ., η neu 
Ν 
summabie if ( Ζ χ ).. is a Cauchy sequence (the limit will be denoted 
. η N€]N 
n=l 
by Σ χ ). The sequence (x ) is called unconditionaiiu sunmabie J
 . η ^ η ne]N 
n=l 
if every subsequence of (x ) ,.. is summable. The sequence (x ) _, is 
n n e M n n e ^ I 
c a l l e d order summabJe i f ( Ι χ 1) _, i s summable. F i n a l l y , (x ) _. i s 
1
 n' ne]N η nelN 00
 M 11 
called absolutely sunmabie if Σ χ < ™. 
, ' ' η
1
 ' 
n=l 
Instead of saying (x ) is summable we sometimes use the expression 
η пеШ 
œ 
" Σ χ exists"; likewise, "Σ χ exists" means that (χ ) _ is uncondi-
. η η η ne Ж 
η=1 η 
OD 
tionally summable and we write Σ χ instead of Σ χ . 
η . η 
η η=1 
THEOREM 3.1 For a sequence (χ ) we have the following implications. 
η neu 
(χ ) is absolutely summable =» (x ) _ is order summable ^ 
η neJN J η ne IN 
(χ ) _, is unconditionally summable =» (x ) _, is summable. 
η nelN η neTO 
The rather easy task of proving this theorem is left to the reader. 
THEOREM 3.2 For a sequence (x ) _ the following assertions are 
η neJN 
equivalent. 
(1) (x ) is unconditionally summable. 
η ne M 
(11) For every subsequence (x ), of (x ) _, the series 
n, кем η nclN 
К к 
( Σ χ ) is convergent in the weak topology. 
, . n, Ke JN k=l к 
(in) For every bounded sequence (a ) of real numbers (a * ) 
n ne M п п п е Ж 
is summable. 
Proof. See [Day], IV, 1.1. The equivalence of (1) and (11) is contained 
in the well-known Orlicz-Pettis theorem for sequences in Banach spaces. 
• 
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For an unconditionally, possibly finite, summable sequence χ., χ , ... 
we introduce 
IlltXj, x 2, ...>||| := sup (¡| Σ « x | | ) . 
α <1 η 
η — 
According to a famous theorem of A. Dvoretsky and C.A. Rogers ([Day], 
IV, 1.2), every infinite dimensional Banach space contains an uncondition­
ally summable sequence which is not absolutely summable. Now we will see 
in what kind of Banach lattices there exist unconditionally summable se­
quences which are not order summable and order summable sequences which 
are not absolutely summable. 
THEOREM 3.3 The following assertions for X are equivalent. 
(ι) X is isomorphic to an AL-space. 
(11) Every (disjoint) order summable sequence in X is absolutely 
summable. 
Proof. See [Sch], IV, 2.7 and [LTj , l.b.l and l.b.2. D 
THEOREM 3.4 The following assertions for X are equivalent. 
(ι) X is isomorhic to an AM-space. 
(n) Every unconditionally summable sequence in X is order summable. 
Proof. (i) * (n) . We may assume that X is a closed Riesz subsnace of 
C(K) for some compact Hausdorff space К (see 2.5, 2.11 and 2.12). Let 
(x ) _ be an unconditionally summable sequence in X. For every s e к 
η ne IN 
we have y(s) .= Ζ |x (s)I < ». Then the sequence (y ) with 
Ν η=1 
y := Σ | χ | is an increasing sequence in X, which converges pomtwise 
n=l 
to y. By Dim's theorem it follows that (y M) M _, converges uniformly. 
Because X is closed we conclude that y= Σ χ exists in X. 
. ' n' 
n=l 
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As far as we know, there exists no reference for the proof of (11) •* (i). 
In [Sch] this implication is stated in IV,exercise 16 (page 302). But 
we frequently make use of this result and therefore present a (necessa­
rily?) rather complicated proof of it. We follow the lines of the above 
mentioned exercise. 
Step 1. For any Banach lattice Y we have that every c.a.s. operator 
Τ : X •+ Y is absolutely summing. Indeed, let (x ) „, be summable in X,· 
η ne IN 
by assumption ( χ ) is summable. It follows that (x ) _, and 1
 n' neia η neu 
- « ι ι + ι ι (χ ) are summable sequences. Then Τ Τ χ < «• and 
η neM ^ ' ' η ' 
η=1 
Σ Ι ΙΤ χ Ι Ι < ·= and therefore Σ Ι ΙΤ χ 11 < ». 
. η ' η 
η=1 η=1 
* 
Step 2. For any Banach lattice Y we have that every majorizing Τ : Y -*• Χ 
is hypermaiorizing, i.e. if (y ) _. is a null sequence in Y and 
η ne]N 
* 1 Г 1 
R : X •+ Í is a continuous operator, then IR » T(y ) : η с И } is 
η 
majorized in Í . This fact is a consequence of the duality between (hyper) 
majorizing and cone absolutely summing operators (FSchJ, IV, 3.8 and 5.12). 
Τ majorizing =* Τ ι .„.c.a.s. . p Τ ι , , absolutely |q(X) (step 1) |q(X) 
* * 
summing -• (Τ ι , , ) hypermajorizinq, |q(X) 
and therefore T, which can be viewed as a restriction of (Τ ι , ,) is hyper-
¡q(X) 
1 1 ** 
majorizing (note that q(î. ) is a band in (I ) (2.7)). 
* 
Step 3. Every positive linear map с -*• X is hypermajonzing: every 
null sequence in с is majorized ([Sch], IV, 2.8) and thus every positive 
linear map С- >· X is majorizing. Now use step 2. 
* 
Step 4. X is isomorphic to an AL-space. Once we have proved this step 
we are done (compare 2.12). By adapting the proof below, we can show 
that a Banach lattice Ζ is isomorphic to an AL-space if every positive 
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linear map с » Ζ is hypermajorizing. We are only interested in the 
* 
case Ζ = X . We dévide the proof of this step into six parts. 
+ * 2 + * 
Part 1. If Ξ € L (X , £ ) and Τ e L (с , Χ ), then S ° Τ is hypermajor-
izing; its adjoint is absolutely summing. Now use [Sch], IV, 5.10, Co­
rollary 1, IV, 5.3 and IV, 5.5, Corollary 2, to conclude that S » Τ is 
nuclear. 
Part 2. There exists a positive constant γ such that 
| |s ° T | | < _ Y . | | S | | . | | T | | , for all S e L+(X*,Í, ) , Τ € L+(c , Χ*) . 
Indeed, every nuclear operator between Banach lattices is c.a.s. as one 
can easily check. If such a γ does not exist, choose for every η e Ш 
+ * 2 + * 
operators S e L (Χ , 4 ) and Τ e L (c„, Χ ) in such a way that 
η η U 
Ι Is II < 2 _ n , 1 |т I | < 2" n and I |s » τ I I, > n. Let S := I S and 
' ' η
1 1
— ' ' η
1 1
— ''η η ' Ί — . η 
n=l 
œ 
Τ := Σ Τ , than S » Τ is nuclear but not c.a.s., which is a contra-
1 n n=l 
diction. 
* * 
Part 3. We claim that с ¡c X as Banach lattice. Indeed, if Τ : c
n
 -»• X 
is a positive operator, then Τ is hyperma]orizing and therefore weakly 
compact ([Sch], IV, 5.10 Corollary, IV, 5.12). From [Lotz] it follows 
* * 
that с ? X as Banach lattice, so X has order continuous norm (2.6). 
Part 4. Suppose (Q ) _, is a sequence of disjoint band projections 
n neJN 
* * + 
in Χ . Let φ € (Χ ) be fixed. We prove that 
( " I I Q . W 1 1 2 ) 4 ι γ · ІІФІ Ι· 
3 = 1 ^ 
For α = (α ) _, € (ί. ) and χ e Χ with | |χ Ι Ι < 1 ( n e U ) , the map 
η neJN η ' ' η — 
«ο - '
2 
(a ' ™ "*" ί* α '* 'Q (Φ) » χ >> ,., 
η пет η η η η neJN 
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has l-norm 5.Ύ·||α||-·||φ|| (see part 2) . For every j € UN there exists 
a
 У·
 € x
 ι ІІУ-ІІ5. 1 such that ξ. :=<0.(φ)# y.> is approximately 
||Q.(φ)||. Then it follows that 
3=1 J ]=1 J 0 
Thus 
ς k .-ς, Ι < γ · ||α|| 
j-l з 3 
Il ( ? ! ξ
η
) M 2 Ι Ύ · Ι Ι Φ Ι Ι -
Now it follows that 
« l a t t i l i 2 + · · · + \\Q
n
w\\2)h ±y • Ι Ι Φ Ι Ι -
* 
Part 5. Suppose 0 < φ e X , all η e IN , with φ i φ if η φ ra, and 
- η η m 
such that φ := Σ φ exists. Then we have Σ | |φ | | <_ γ · | | φ | | . 
n=l n=l 
* 
Indeed, let Q denote the projection of X onto the band generated by 
φ (neIN). The map 
η 
c
o •*
 X + 
(a ) _, -*• Ϊ a ·φ 
η neM , η η 
η=1 
is positive and has norm <_ \ \ φ | | . The map 
* 2 X -> Í 
φ
 *
 (
ΐ ^ η
( φ )
ΐ ΐ )
η ε ] Ν 
is continuous and has norm <_ y. The composition of both maps 
c 0 - I
2 
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has 1-norm <_ у | | Φ | | . 
N 2 
We deduce that T. | | φ | | _< γ | | φ | | , for all N e U . 
n=l 
* 
Part 6. Define for φ € X 
η (φ) = sup { Σ Ι |φ I I : 0 <_ φ e x , Σ φ = |φ| and 
n=l n=l 
φ 1 φ if n ^ m}. 
n m 
Then 
1 П(ф) < γ Ι |φ| Ι (Φ e X* 
If φ, φ' e X with φ л φ" = 0, then 
П(Ф + Φ') = П(Ф) + Πίφ"). 
It follows that (X ,n) is an AL-space ([Ber]). D 
COROLLARY 3.5 The following assertions are equivalent. 
(i) X is isomorphic to an AM-space. 
(ii) there exists a constant γ > 0 such that for every N £ ]N , 
N 
<(>!»·..« Φ
Ν
 e X we have | | Σ |ф
п
| | |<γ. | | | (φ1, ..., ΦΝ) | | | . 
n=l 
* * 
(iii) Every weak summable sequence (φ ) in X 
n neIN 
(i.e. Σ Ι φ (χ) | < "β, for all χ £ X) is also order weak summable 
n=l n 
(i.e. Σ ||φ |(x)| < » for all χ e X). 
n=l n 
Proof. The equivalence of (i) and (ii) is an immediate consequence of 
theorem 3.4. 
* * 
(ii) =» (iii) . Suppose (φ ) is a weak summable sequence in X . 
n n£ JN 
For every χ £ X and every N £ Ю we have 
N N 
Σ | | φ Ι (χ) I < Σ Ι φ I ( | x | ) < _ γ · | | x | I- sup ( Σ |ф (у) | ) < », 
n=l n n=l n | | y | | < 1 n=l n 
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so Σ φ (χ) < ». 
, ' ' η' ' 
η=1 
(in) »» (11) . Suppose such a constant does not exist. Then for every 
η € "Ν we would have а к e M , (k„ = 0) 
η 0 
* 
φ , . . . , φ € Χ such that 
η-1 η 
'Ι Κ +1 Ι +··· + ІФ
к
 Ι Μ > η and HI (φ
 + 1 ф к ) m < 2"
η
. 
η-1 η η-1 η 
This will contradict our assumption (111). The sequence (φ , φ , ...) 
* 
is weak summable, for 
ΐΦ^χϊΙ+.-. + ΐΦ,,ίχ)! = ε ^ ί χ κ - . + ε ^ χ ) < | | | ( Φ 1 Φ
Ν
) | | | . | | χ | | ι | | χ | | 
for all χ с It} , and suitable с = + 1. The sequence (φ., φ_, ...) is not 
η — l ζ 
* + 
order weak summable, because for every η £ 3N there exists an χ € X 
η 
with | |x || <_ n" and (|φ | + . .. + | φ | ) (x ) = 1. It follows that 
η-1 η 
if χ := Σ χ we have (|ф| + |ф|...)(х)=<>0· ü 
n=l 
It is not hard to construct an order summable nonabsolutely summable 
sequence m an infinite dimensional AM-space. Indeed, in с the sequence 
(—e ) _, has this property. To present an example of an unconditionally 
η η neu 
summable sequence in for example Я which is not order summable, we still 
have a lot to do. 
LEMMA 3.6 Let n e u and A be the collection of all sequences 
a = (a,, , a ) e m with a = + 1 for all ι (thus ft Ά = 2 ). For every 
I n ι -
Α' с A we have 
(i) || Σ a|| <2 n./n 
aeA' 
(ii) || Σ a|| < г 1 1 - 1. 
aeA' 
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Proof. (ι) We calculate an upper bound fori I Í" al L where А' с A. 
aeA' 
Choose a finite subset A for which the above mentioned l-norm attains 
its maximum. We may suppose Τ a e (IR ) (if, for example, the first 
a £ A 0 
coordinate of L a would be negative, we choose A' instead of A 
a e Ä0 
where A! is obtained from A by changing the sign of the first coordi-
nate of all elements of A ; analogously for other negative coordinates) 
Now we have got 
η η 
S U P I I E a|| = И Σ a|| = Σ ( Σ a) = Σ ( Σ a ). 
А'сд aeA' a e A n 1 = 1 a e A n a e A n 1 = 1 
η 
It follows that l a > 0 for all a e A . , because we have a maximal 
l-norm with A . Furthermore, A contains at most (, ) many elements a 
η 
with exactly к entries -1, i.e. with F a = η - 2k. 
1=1 1 
Therefore, 
η ГЦп] 
Σ ( Σ а ) <_ Σ (") (η - 2к) . 
aeA ι=1 1 k=0 
Now one can easily check the following formula 
,n-l 
^(n-l) [bn] 
Σ О^-Й»-- 2k) 
k=0 
<_ η I j if η is odd 
Ц(п-1 / 
Í П \ 
— ^
п
 \и I if η is even. 
By induction it then follows that 
η 
Σ ( Σ a ) <_ 2η·/η . 
a e A
o
 1 = 1 1 
( n ) . In fact we will prove by induction that 
| | Σ a| | 2 <_ (*A· · (2n - <th'))h . 
aeA' 
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Suppose the inequality has been proved for all natural numbers smaller 
than к := tfA'. Let A! := {a f A' : a = 1} and A' := {a e A' : a^ = -1} 
ρ := ÍA' and q := HA' . Then ρ + q = k. Furthermore, Σ = (p,b ) with 
ι - — 1 * 
n-1 aeAì 
and Σ = (-q, b . ) , where b , b f Ш and 
aeA' 
by induction | |b | | < p(2 - p) and | |b | L <_ q(2 - q) . 
Now, Σ a = (ρ - q, b. + b ) and 
aeA 
|| Σ a\\22 = (p-q)2 + ||b + b_ | | ^  1 (p-q)2 + ( I |b I 12+1 |b_ | | ) 2 < 
a£A 
< (p-q)2 + (p(2n"1-p) + q(2n"1-q) + 2 | (bj | | ,,· | ¡Ъ^ | |.,) <_ 
< -2pq
 +
 2П-Х· k
+
 (| 1^1 | 2 + llb^H 2) = 
= -2pq + г""1· к + (г"'1· к - ρ 2 - q2) = 
= 2η· к - к 2 = к · (2П - к). 
EXAMPLE 3.7 We construct a sequence (χ ) in ί, which is uncondi-
^ η ne IN 
tionally summable , but not order summable. 
For the time being, fix к e И . Define 
Ν = {η € U : 2 к - 2 < η <_ 2 k + 1 - 2} and let {a3 : j = 1, ..., 2 k} be 
the subset of all (+1, -1)-sequences m Ж . 
Define у*'3 e i1 for ] = 1, ..., 2 k by 
= 0 if ι <_ íjktk-l) 
y*'3 = a3 if yUk-l) < ι < hkfk+l) (i e U) . 
1 1 — 
= 0 if 'sMk+l) < ι 
From the above lemma we know that for every subset N of N we have 
,Л'3| I , -,* | Σ y*' 3!^ < 2 * · A 
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Define χ for η б Ж by 
η к 
-2 . _-к к,п-2к+2 
χ = к 2 «у 
η 
It follows that (χ ) „ is a sequence in I with χ ι χ if there is 
η пеЖ η m 
no к e IN with η, m £ Ν, . Furthermore, (χ ) is not absolutely 
к η neu 
summable in Î. , for 
( D i l l i Œ> l i l i OD V — 2 — к О 0 " 1 
Σ ||х || = Σ Σ ||х И = Σ 2 -к ·2 -к = Σ к = ». 
η=1 η k=l neN, η k=l k=l 
к 
We conclude that (x ) is not order summable. However, Σ χ exists 
η ne]N _, η 
neu 
in i . To prove this, we only have to show that every subsequence of 
(x ) „ has a coordinatewise sum which lies in Я . Well, if M is a 
η neüN 
subset of ]N , then χ := Σ χ exists coordinatewise, because χ . -/ 0 
neM 
for only finitely many n e M (fixed i e ]N) . Furthermore, 
S j k ( k + 1 )
 M 9 ν ν 
Σ |xM| < к - 2 · 2-к · 2 к · /к 
i^ktk-n+l 1 
and thus 
Σ |хМ| < Σ к"2 · 2-к · 2 к · А 
i=l :L к=1 
Finally we mention a Khintchin inequality for Banach lattices. First we 
state the classical Khintchin inequality. For every ρ with 1 <^  ρ < », 
there exist positive constants γ and γ' such that 
Ρ Ρ
 i 
O I L . « I T L 
γ · (α, + ...+ct Ρ < (2~η· Σ | Σ ε.α.|Ρ)Ρ < γ' •(οι, + ...+α ) 4 
Ρ 1 η -
 e
 ' 1 = 1 ι χ
1
 - ρ 1 
ι — 
for all α., ..., α e Ж ([LZ]., 2.b.3). For the choice of constants I n 1 
γ and v' we refer to [Kad]. There it is stated that we can choose 
Ρ Ρ 
2 
Yl = π' 
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J. Lindenstrauss and L. Tzafrin prove in their book [LT!, the following 
"Khintchin's inequality" for Banach lattices. 
PROPOSITION 3.8 Suppose X has an order continuous norm. Let (x ) _, r r
 η neu 
be a sequence in X with | |x | | = 1, for all η e JN . There exists a 
constant γ > 0 such that for every choice of scalars (a ) we have 
η neüN 
2 n · γ - ( a ^ + . - . + a 2 ) 1 5 < Σ | | Σ ε · α · χ | Ι . D 1 η - ' ' , ι ι ι ' ' χ 
ε =+1 ι=1 
ι — 
In the case of Χ = I and with the special choice χ = e (ι = 1, ..., η), 
we get in proposition 3.8 one part of the classical Khintchin inequality. 
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II. INTEGRATION 
1 * 
We will examine the integration spaces of В(UrX),P(p<X) and L (μ,Χ ), 
w 
presuming X is a Banach lattice. In that case only Β(μ,Χ) will get a 
1 * lattice structure; Ρ(μ,Χ) and L (μ,Χ ) will become singly ordered 
w 
* 
vector spaces. In order to get Riesz spaces of Pettis and weak inte­
grable functions in spite of this, we will introduce order Pettis and 
* 
order weak integrability. This will be done in section 1, where we 
will also compare several integration concepts with each other. Next, 
in section 2 we will establish when a vector valued integral is σ-order 
continuous and also when the integration spaces are Dedekind complete. 
Tne Banach lattice properties of these spaces will be dealt with m 
section 3. Ultimately, section 4 gives some examples, from which it 
œ 
will be evident that Ρ(μ,Я ) is not a Riesz space m contrast to 
oo 
Ρ (μ,ϊ ), which is a Riesz space. 
sep 
Jn this chapter X is a Banach lattice. 
§ 1. INTEGRATION OF FUNCTIONS WITH VALUES IN A BANACH LATTICE 
By F(μ,Χ) we have denoted the space of all strongly measurable func­
tions Ω -* X. An order <_ is defined in Γ (μ,Χ) by f <^  g if f (ω) < g (ω) 
for every ω € Ω (f, g e Ρ(μ,Χ)). This order renders Ρ(μ,Χ) a Riesz space 
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with 
f V д(
Ш
) = f (
ω
) V g(ü)) (f, g £ F(U,X),· ω € fi). 
The subspace Μ(μ,Χ) of all μ-null functions Ω •+ X is an ideal of Ρ(μ,Χ). 
Therefore, we get a Riesz space F(u,X) := F(p,X)/W(μ,Χ), if we define 
[f] <. [g] if f(-) 1 g(-), ν - а.е., 
(f,g € Ρ(μ,Χ), [fi = if' € F(u,X) : f' ~ f} e Γ(μ,Χ)). 
The space of all weakly measurable functions Ω •* Χ has been denoted 
by F (μ,Χ). However, the pointwise order for functions does not define 
w 
a Riesz space structure in F (μ,Χ). 
w 
EXAMPLE 1.1 Suppose E is a non-Lebesgue measurable subset of ΓΟ,Ι] 
(see [Hal] , III, 16.D). Let G be the compact group {-1,1} ' with 
2 
Haar measure, and X = L (G) . Let {f : ω e [0,1]} be the set of the 
ω 
coordinate functions on G. Then <f I f > = 0, if ω φ ω'. Define 
ω ' ω' 
f : [0,1] •* Χ by 
firn) = χ„(ω) · f for all ω e [0,1]. 
E ω 
* 
One can immediately check that f is weakly measurable (for every φ € X 
we have φ ° f(ω) φ 0 for at most countably many ω e [0,1]). However, 
for every ω e [0,1] we have φ(|ί(ω)|)= χ (ω) , if φ is the constant 
2 * I l 
function 1 on G, viewed as element of L (G) . Thus ω •* |f (ω) | is not 
weakly measurable. D 
Anyway, we can define an order on F (μ,Χ) := F (μ,Χ)/Μ (μ,Χ), where 
w W W 
Ν (μ,Χ) := {f e F (μ,Χ) : f o r a l l ф е Х Ι 3 φ ° ί 3 n u l l f u n c t i o n } . 
w w 
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For f, g e f- (μ,X) we def 
w 
ine 
* + [fi <_ [g] if for every φ e (Χ ) we have φ » f <_ φ ° g y - а.е., 
where [f] = {f' £ F (μ,Χ) : f' " f}. Then (F (μ,Χ), < ) is an ordered 
w w — 
vector space. If, for instance, X is separable or reflexive, then for 
every f e F (μ,X) there exists a g e Ρ(μ,Χ) with f ~ g (see IV, 3.19). 
w 
For such an X it follows that F (ν,Χ) is a Riesz space. In general, 
w 
F (μ,Χ) is not a Riesz space (IV, 2.9 and IV, 2.13). 
w 
г (μ,Χ ) denotes the space of all weak measurable functions Ω ->- X , 
w 
Ν (μ,Χ ) the subspace of all weak null functions Ω •* X . In 
w 
F ^(μίΧ ) := F ^(μίΧ )/Ν
+
(μ,Χ ), an order relation is defined by 
w W W 
[f] S [g] if for every χ с X we have f(-)(x) <_g(-)(x), μ - а.е., 
* 
where f, g e F
 +
(μ,Χ*) and [f] = {f с Ρ^'μ,Χ ) : f' ~ f}. 
THEOREM 1.2 F (μ,Χ ) is a Riesz space. 
w 
r * 1 
Proof. Let f, g e г .(μ>Χ )· By using lattice properties of L (μ) 
w 
(see [Mus] , 5 2),there exists a partition (Ω , Ω , ...) of Ω such that 
* 
both f and g are weak uniformly bounded on each Ω (neIN) . Thus 
oo * 
f · χ and g · χ represent elements of L (μ,Χ ), which is charact-
η η w 
erized as the dual space of Β(μ,Χ) (see 3.7). Then 
sup ([f ·χ0 J, [g · χ 0 ]) exists in L (μ,Χ ), and is represented by 
"η η w 
* * * 
some weak measurable h : Ω •+ Χ . Define h : Ω -»• Χ by h (ω) = h- (ω) 
η j η 
* * 
for ω e Ω (neIN). Then h • Ω -> X is weak measurable. It is not hard 
η 
to prove that 
[h] = sup ([f], Lgl) m F ^(μ,Χ ). • 
w 
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In the sequel we simply write f (instead ofFf 1) for the equivalence class 
* 
of a (weakly, weak ) measurable function f : Ω -* X. If confusion is 
impossible, we do not make distinction between a function and the equi­
valence class of that function. 
Let f, g : Q -»• X be Bochner integrable. In particular f and g are strong­
ly measurable. Thus f ν g is strongly measurable and also Bochner inte­
grable, since for every ω € Ω 
I |f ν g(
u
) || = | | f (ω) ν g(
u
) I I £ I | f (ω) I I + I | g (ω) | |. 
Therefore we have 
ƒ | |f ν g(u)) || dp (ω) <_ ƒ | | f (ω) I I dp (ω) + ƒ I |g(u) | | dp (ω) < ». 
Thus, Β(μ,Χ) is a Riesz subspace of Κ(υ,Χ). If f, g s F(p,X), with 
0 <_ | f | <_ g and g £ Β(μ,Χ) , then 
ƒ | |f (ω) || аиЫ) <_ f I |g((ü) I Ι άμ(ω) < », 
so f is Bochner integrable. We conclude that Β(μ,Χ) is an ideal of 
Γ(μ,Χ) . 
THEOREM 1.3 Β(μ,Χ) is a Banach lattice. 
Proof. It only remains to be proven that the norm on Β(μ,Χ) behaves 
well with respect to the order relation. We have already seen that the 
norm is monotone. Furthermore, if f e Β(μ,Χ), then 
II |f| I L = f I I |f((ü)| II αμ(ω) = f ||f(u))|| du (ω) = ||f||_. D 
o o 
In contrast, Ρ (μ,Χ) is generally not a Riesz subspace of F(u,X). 
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EXAMPLE 1.4 In chapter I we have seen (I, 3.7) an example of a se­
quence (x ) „ in I which was unconditionally summable, but not order 
η neM 
summable. Define f : M •+ 4 by 
f(n) = 2 n · χ ( п е т . 
η 
Then f e P(]N,X), but |f| is not Pettis integrable. It follows that 
{-f,f} does not have a supremum in P(D,£ ) (see I, 2.10). G 
This example shows us that we can always construct a Pettis integrable 
function Ω ->• X, which cannot be majorized by a positive Pettis integra­
ble function, as soon as we have unconditionally summable sequences in 
X, which are not order summable. In theorem I, 3.4 it was pointed out, 
that this is precisely the case, when X is not isomorphic to an AM-space. 
THEOREM 1.5 Ρ (μ,Χ) is an ordered normed vector space with the Riesz 
sep 
decomposition property. 
Proof. If f, g , g : Ω •* X are positive strongly measurable functions 
and 0 <_ f <_ g + g-, with g and д. Pettis integrable, then f. = f л g 
is also Pettis integrable (I, 2.10). So is f := f - f and, in addition 
we have 0 ¿ f < g . Q 
In order to get a Riesz space of Pettis integrable functions we have 
DEFINITION 1.6 A function f : Ω •* X is called order Pettis integrable 
if f is strongly measurable and |f| is Pettis integrable. For such an f 
we define 
l l f l l u i = II ƒ Ifl d y | | . 
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The collection of equivalence classes of all order Pettis integrable 
functions Ω •* X will be denoted by |p| (μ,Χ). Π 
THEOREM 1.7 (|ρ|(μ,Χ), || lllpl) is a normed Riesz space. 
Proof. From the above it is clear that |p|(y,X) is a Riesz subspace of 
F(u,X) . If f, g e |p| (μ,Χ) , then |f ν д(
ш
) | <_ |f (ω) | + |д(ш) |, for 
every ω e Ω. It is easy to see that || ||ι ι is monotone, and 
II I f I II „I = II f I f(ω) I dp (ω)11=1 If I 1 ,„, for all f с ІРІ (
И
,Х). [ 
In general, |ρ|(μ,Χ) is not a Banach lattice (conpare theorem 3.1). 
In example 4.5 we will show that |p| (Г0,1], С(Г0,1])) is not complete. 
REMARK 1.8 Every Bochner integrable function is also order Pettis inte­
grable, the converse is not true (see example 1.9 and theorem 1.10). 
Every order Pettis integrable function f : Ω -*• X is also Pettis inte­
grable: 0 <_ f , f <_ |f|, thus f and f are Pettis integrable and we 
conclude that f = f - f is Pettis integrable. [J 
2 n 
EXAMPLE 1.9 The function f : M • с. defined by f(η) = — • e (neM) 
0 η η 
is order Pettis integrable, but surely not Bochner integrable. In fact 
we can construct an example of an order Pettis integrable function Ω -*· X, 
which is not Bochner integrable for every Banach lattice X in which there 
exist order summable sequences which are not absolutely summable. This 
is precisely the case when X is not isomorphic to an AL-space 
(see I, 3.3). D 
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We have already seen, that not every Pettis integrable function is order 
Pettis integrable. In section 4 we give an example of a Pettis integrable 
CO 
function with values in I , which does not have an absolute value. This 
is very surprising, for whenever the function is strongly measurable, 
it has an absolute value (1.11). We will prove two theorems which com­
pare order Pettis integrability with Bochner and Pettis integrability. 
First, we recall a result from chapter I (see I, 1.3): for every 
(positive) f e Ρ (μ,X) and ь > 0 there exist a Bochner integrable 
sep 
g : Ω •+ Χ and a (positive) countably valued h : Ω >• X such that 
f (ω) = g (ω) + h (ω) and | |д(ш) | | <_ г, for all ω e Ω. We will use this 
result for the proof of the following two theorems. 
THEOREM 1.10 The following two statements are equivalent. 
(i) Every order Pettis integrable function Ω ->• X is Bochner integrable. 
(il) X is isomorphic to an AL-space. 
Proof. (i) -*· (n) . Suppose (x ) is a summable sequence in X . 
η ne IN 
Choose disjoint Ε ΕΣ such that μ(Ε ) > 0, for every η с И . Define 
f : Ω •+ Χ by 
f = ïufEj-1 · xn · XE -
n=l η 
Then f is a Pettis integrable function, thus by assumption f is Bochner 
integrable. This means that a j > / | | f | | d p = £||x||. Apparently, 
n=l n 
every order summable sequence in X is absolutely summable. It follows 
that X is isomorphic to an AL-space. 
(n) •+ d) . Suppose f : Ω ->• X is order Pettis integrable. As is stated 
in I, 2.0 we have f = g + h, where g, h : Ω -* X with g Bochner integrable 
со 
and h = F χ · χ , for some sequence (χ ) _, in X and disioint 
, η
 Λ
Ε ^ η пет 
η=1 η 
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E e Σ (nelN) . Now h is order Pettis integrable, i.e. Σ y (E ) · [χ [ 
η
 » η=1 η η 
exists. Then, assuming (il), we have Σ μ(E ) χ < ", i.e. h is 
η ' ' η 
η=1 
Bochner integrable. We conclude that f is Bochner integrable. 
In the case that X is an AL-space we get |P|(υ,Χ) = Β(μ,Χ) as Banach 
lattice. Indeed, suppose f is order Pettis integrable. Then 
l l f | | | p | = II ι If| dull i / I M I dw= | | f | |B . 
On the other hand, for every e > 0 there exist g, h : fi •+ X with 
• • • ι α> 
I |g(ii)) I I < ε, for all ω e fi, h = Σ χ · χ (dis]oint E e Σ, χ e Χ) , 
η=1 η 
and f = g + h. Thus, 
l l f l l | p | = Из + h | | | p | i l l h | | | p | - l | g | l | p | l 
> H Σ μ(Ε ) · |xJ M - С = Σ u(E ) ' ||x
n
|| - ε = 
n=l n=l 
= l l h | l B - E > ||f|| B- | | g | | B - e > ||f|l B- 2ε. 
We note that if || ||ι ι and || || are equivalent norms on 
II 
5(μ,Χ) := S(μ,Χ)/Ν(μ,Χ), then we deduce, as above, that X is isomorphic 
to an AL-space, thus |p|(y,X) coincides with B(y,X) and [| ||ι ι is equi­
valent to | | | | . D 
В 
THEOREM 1.11 The following assertions are equivalent. 
(i) Every strongly measurable Pettis integrable function Ω •+ X is 
order Pettis integrable. 
(il) X is isomorphic to an AM-space. 
Proof. (i) • (n) . Let (x ) be a summable sequence in X. Take dis-
η neu 
loint E e Σ (η с IN) , with μ (E ) > 0. Define f : Ω -»• Χ by 
η η 
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f = S y i E j - 1 · x
n
 · xE · 
n=l η 
Then f is Pettis integrable , thus by assumption f is order Pettis inte-
œ • • 
grable. It follows that Σ |x | exists in X. Then X is isomorphic to 
n=l 
an AM-space (I, 3.4). 
(ii) -»• (i) . Let f : Я ->· X be a strongly measurable Pettis integrable fune-
co 
tion. There exist g, h : Ω •+ Χ with g Bochner integrable, h = Σ χ .χ 
Λ
 η Ε 
η=ι η 
(disjoint E e Σ, χ e Χ, η e H ) . Now h = f - g is Pettis integrable, 
thus Σ u(E ) · χ exists. Then by assumption Σ μ(E )|x | exists, i.e. 
η η η η 
η η 
h is order Pettis integrable. We conclude that f is order Pettis inte­
grable. D 
In case X is an AM-space we have Ρ (u(X) = Ρ (μ,Χ) as Banach spaces. 
sep 
Indeed, let f e Ρ (μ,Χ), then 
sep 
l | f | L = sup и / f dp - / f dp 11 < 
Ρ
 ЕПЕ'=0 Ε Ε -
1 sup || |/ f dp | + |/ f dp] ||£ 
ΕηΕ·=0 Ε Ε 
< sup || ƒ |fI dp + ƒ |fι dull ι 
ΕηΕ·=0 *' 
1 II / |f| ay|| = ||f|||p|. 
On the other hand, if f : Ω •+ X is a step function, 
N 
f = Σ x
 ' X„ (with disjoint E e Σ and χ e Χ, N e и ) , 
. η Ε η η 
η=1 η 
then 
l | f | | | p | - II Σ u(En) - IxJ M = Μ Σ p(En) · ε η · x j 
1
 ' n=l n=l 
(with e = + 1) 
η — 
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(here we have used X as an AM-space, so X is isomorphic to a sub-
space of C(K) for some compact Hausdorff space К) 
Ν Ν 
= Ι Ι Σ μ (E )· χ - Σ u < E ) - χ Ι | = 1
 ' . η η . η η 
η=1 η=1 
г =1 ε = -1 
η η 
" II ; υ E f dy - ; υ Ε * « * || < ||f||p. 
ε =1 η ε =-1 η 
η η 
Because S (μ, Χ) is dense in Ρ (μ, Χ), we have ИиМт,! f. l|f|L· f o r 
every f e Ρ (μ,Χ). 
sep 
* 
Now we turn to weak integrability. We have already seen that 
+ 1 * * 
F (μ,Χ ) is a Riesz space. In general, the subspace L (μ,Χ ) of weak 
w w 
* * 
integrable functions fi -* X is not a Riesz subspace of F (μ/Χ ). From 
w 
* 
corollary I, 3.5 it follows that if X is not isomorphic to an AM-space, 
* it 
then there exists a weak summable sequence m X which is not order 
* * 
weak summable. With such a sequence it is not hard to construct a weak 
* integrable function f : Ω -*- Χ , for which {-f,f) does not have a supremum 
1 * 
in L .(μ<Χ )· On the other hand we have 
* 1 * 
THEOREM 1.12 Suppose X is isomorphic to an AM-space. Then L (μ,Χ ) is 
w 
a Riesz space. 
The proof of this theorem is postponed until chapter IV (see theorem 
IV, 1.11). There it will be proved, that the map f -> m, (m is the 
Gelfand integral of f) defines an isomorphism of ordered Banach spaces 
1 * σ * * 
from L .(U/X ) onto M .(VfX ), the space of all μ-continuous, weak 
w w 
* 
countably additive vector measures Σ •+ X with σ-finite variation. 
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* σ * 
Furthermore, if X is isomorphic to an AM-space, then Μ (μ,Χ ) is a 
w 
* 
Riesz space (IV, 1.11). For arbitrary X we also want to have a Riesz 
* 
space of weak integrable functions. The above mentioned isomorphism 
1 * σ * * 
between L MV/X ) and M ^(U/X ) enables us to define order weak inte-
w w 
grability. 
DEFINITION 1.13 A weak integrable function f : Ω •+ X is called order 
weak (order Geltand) integrable if |m | exists in the ordered vector 
σ * ι ι σ * 
space M (у,Х ), i.e. m is regular and m e M (y,Χ ). The collection 
X f f * 
W W 
of all order weak integrable functions fi •* X is denoted by |G| (μ,Χ ) 
D 
Also in chapter IV we derive (IV, 1.10) 
ι ι * * 
THEOREM 1.14 |G|(μ,Χ ) is a normed Riesz subspace of F (μ,Χ ), where 
w 
the norm is defined by f -»• | | |m | | | , the semi-variation of f. Furthermore, 
ι ι * * π 
|G|(μ,Χ ) is a Banach lattice iff X is isomorphic to an AL-space. G 
It is worth noting that, in general, for an f e ]G|(μ,Χ ) it is not true, 
that sup (f,-f) is given by ω •+ |f(u) |. Indeed, let G := {-1,1} ' with 
Haar measure and θ : [0,1] -»• [0,1] be a non-Lebesgue measurable function. 
00 
Define f [0 ,1] •+ L (G) by arranging t h a t f (ω) i s the function 
χ •+ θ(ω)χ(ω) (χ e G, ω ε [0,1 ]) . Then [ f] = 0 in L (μ,Χ*) , but 
w 
I l * I l 
ω •*• | f (ω) | i s not weak measurable, because | f (ω) | i s the constant func­
t i o n θ (ω) on G. 
F i n a l l y , we w i l l make a few remarks about the order s t r u c t u r e of the 
i n t e g r a t i o n spaces . I t i s c l e a r t h a t B(y,X) i s an i d e a l of | ρ | ( μ , Χ ) . 
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In addition, 5(μ,Χ) is a Riesz subspace of Β(μ,Χ), but in general 
not order dense as can be seen in example 4.2. In that example we con­
struct a positive Bochner integrable function f, such that for every 
step function g with 0 <^  g <_ f we have g = 0. When we deal with Banach 
lattices X with a strong unit e, then Ξ(μ,Χ) is order dense in Β(μ,Χ) 
and also in |p| (μ,Χ) . Let f e |ρ|(μ,Χ). For every η e ÍN there exist 
g , h : Ω -»• X such that 
η η 
(i) Ι Ig (ω) I I < — for all ω e Ω 1
 ' η — η 
ш η 
(ίί) h^ is countably valued, say h^ = Σ χ χ 
P=l E p 
(Ε" η E " = 0 if Ρ / Ρ'). 
Define 
m , 
h m = ( Σ χ" χ - ie) ν 0. 
η
 ρ=1 Ρ Ε" η 
Ρ 
m Then h is a step function (η, m e UN ) , and 
η 
1 2 2 3 3 3 f = sup { h , h ν h , h ν h ν h , ... }. It is also clear that in the 
case that X has a strong unit, every Bochner integrable function 
f : fi •* X can be majorized by countably valued functions f : fi ->- X, 
η e IN r with f + and ƒ f αμ + ƒ f d\¡. This is no longer true for weak 
η η 
integrable functions, as can be seen from example 4.3. 
In case X is Dedekind complete with (a-)order continuous norm, |ρ|(μ,Χ) 
is the largest sublattice of Ρ(μ,Χ), for every positive Pettis inte­
grable function is weakly equivalent to a strongly measurable one 
(IV, 2.13). In chapter V we will see that there exists a sublattice of 
Ρ ([0,1], I ) , which contains |ρ|(Γθ,1], i ) as a proper subspace. 
In fact we have such a sublattice of Р([0,П), X) for each σ-Dedekind 
complete X with ηοη-σ-order continuous norm. 
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§ 2. RIESZ SPACES OF INTEGRABLE FUNCTIONS 
II ι I * 
In section 1 we have derived that Β(μ,Χ), |Ρ|(μ,Χ) and |G|(y,X ) are 
Riesz spaces for the natural ordering of equivalence classes of func­
tions. In this section we collect some order properties for these spaces. 
We start with convergence theorems. 
THEOREM 2.1 Suppose f , g : Ω -> X are Pettis integrable such that 
f (ω) <д(ш) and lim f (ω) exists, for every ω e Ω. Then lim f is 
η ' — η η 
η-» η-*" 
Pettis integrable and lim ƒ f dy = ƒ lim f du. 
η η 
η-«
5
 η-» 
Proof. Define f(ω) = lim f (ω), for all ω e Ω. It is clear that f is 
η 
* 
weakly integrable: if φ € X then φ » f = lim φ 0 f and 
η 
η-»» 
| φ ° ΐ | < |φ| 0 g . Next we prove that lim ƒ f du exists for every 
Ε η 
η-κ» 
E e Σ. Then we are done, because 
φ d i m ƒ_ f du) = l i m φ ( r„ f du) = l i m / φ » f du = E n E n E n 
n-x» n-x» n-«
0 
=ƒ φ « f du 
E 
* , 
for all φ e Χ . Suppose that lim ƒ f du does not exist for some E € Σ. 
η-χ» 
For infinitely many n,m ε IN (n И m) we have 
I 1 ƒ f du - f„ f du I I > ε for some e > 0. Thus there exist Pettis 
II
 E n E m 1 1 
integrable functions g : Ω •* X, with lim g.du) = 0, |g (ω) | <_ 2д(ш), 
k-x» 
|| ƒ g du II > e for all к e ]N (choose g as f - f for suitable 
nk+1 nk 
choice of (n ) ) . Now { ф 0 д | ф е Х , | ]ф| | <_ 1} is a collection 
of integrable functions. There exists a measurable function h : Ω •* Го,») 
such that | φ <> g (ω) | <_ h (ω) holds μ - а. е., for every φ € X with 
Ι |φ| I <_ 1. Let Ω := {ω € Ω: η - 1 <_ h (ω) < η} (η£ΠΝ) . Then (Ω , Ω , ...) 
is a partition of Ω. There exists an Ν ε Ή such that 
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Il " f
a
 я dy | | < i * . 
n=N+l η 
Then we have 
II „ / g k ¿μ II < kt> 
U Ω K 
n=N+l n 
for all к ε К and consequently 
|| ƒ g du I I > L· (k e И ) . 
N к ¿ 
U « 
η=1 
For every к e ΠΝ there is a φ e Χ , | | φ | | < 1 with 
/ Фк 0 gk άμ > Г' 
U Ω 
η=1 η 
Ν 
But φ » g. -s- 0 pointwise, and |φ ° g | <_ 2|φ | og <_ 2h on U Ω , where h 
n=l 
is bounded. Therefore, 
ƒ φ ° g dy -»· 0 (k -*••»), a contradiction. • 
N к к 
U Ω 
1 η 
η=1 
Theorem 2.1 is a "dominated convergence theorem". The next example shows 
that norm domination is not the good one for convergence of Pettis inte­
grals (compare [DUl, II, 2.3 with Bochner integrals). 
EXAMPLE 2.2 We construct Pettis integrable functions f , g : [0,1] -> I 
such that I If (ω) | | < | |g(a)) | I and lim f (ω) = 0 (ω e [0,1]), but for 
' ' η ι ι _ ι ι ^ PI
 n 
n
-xo 
which l im ƒ f dX d o e s n o t e x i s t . D e f i n e f : [ 0 , 1 ] -*• i by 
η η •' 
n-w» 
f l = 2 ' e r X
r n
 Ì / f 2 = 4 ' e 2 " X r i 3 / f 3 = 8 · Θ 3 · Χ
Γ
3 7 / · · • e t C · LU, 2 J L 2 , 4 J L 4 , 8 J 
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One can easily check that we have ƒ f dy = e for all η e UN . Define 
η η 
g : LO, 1 ] •+ i" by 
g = 2
'
Cl' Xrn II + 2 ' Θ 2 ' Χ Γ 1 1 , + 4' e3" X
r
l 9
 Ί
+ 4
·
Θ 4 - χ 9 10.. + 
^ ' ^ '4'2J L2'16 J 116'16J 
+ 4
'
е5- Х
г
і0 П , + 4 " е 6 - Х
г
П Ι
Ί
 + 8
-
e7- X
r
3 49, + •·· • 
L16'16J L16'4 J L4'64 J 
Then g is Pettis integrable with 
ƒ g <3λ = ƒ дал + У д а х + у +...= 
ГО il Г- -1 fi — 1 L U
' 4 J L4'2 J L2'16 J 
1
 j . ! j . 1 ,1 1 1 1 1 1 ì ) 
=2el+2e2+Tì3+ ••• = ( 2 ' 2 ' 4 ' 4 ' 4 ' 4 ' 8 ' • • • , · 
Then we have lim f (ω) = 0 and Ι Ι f (ω) I I < Ι Ι g (ω) Ι Ι (ω e LO, Π ) . 
η η ι ι _ ι ι J ιι 
η-χ» 
Note that ω -> | |д(ш) | | cannot be X-integrable, otherwise we would have 
lim У f dX=0 (dominated convergence for the Bochner integral). D 
n-x» 
For |G|(V,X ) we do not have such a dominated convergence theorem. 
Define f : L0,1] -+ i (η e ΦΙ) as follows: 
η 
fi = 2 " е Г Х ι ' f 9 = 4 - e 7 - X , -, · f, = 9-e ·χ , . . . e t c . [ 0 — 1 Г— —1 Г— —1 
L U , 2 J L 2 , 4 J L 4 , 8 J 
L e t f (ω) = Σ f (ω) ( i i )eL0, l ])and i d e n t i f y , a s u s u a l , I w i t h (£ ) . 
n=l
 Λ
 η 
A l l f (η f Ш) and f a r e weak i n t e g r a b l e , 0 £ g := Σ f. ^ f , 
n
 k = l ( η - ) 
p o i n t w i s e . However, w - У f dX г l i m w - У g dX. 
n-x» 
For the classical integration theory of real valued functions we also 
have theorems on "monotonie convergence" (LHall ,§ 27; [z](§ 18 ). 
Let us see whether we can prove such theorems for integration of 
vector valued functions. 
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THEOREM 2.3 Let f e Ρ CIN ,Χ) ( n e u ) . Then we have the following 
η 
implications. 
(i) f 4· 0 pointwise » inf f = 0 in | Ρ | (JN,X) . 
neU 
(n) f 4-0 pointwise =» ƒ f + 0 . 
η η 
Proof. ad (ι) =* If g e |ρ| (M,Χ) with 0 <_ g <_ f for all η e IN , then 
for (almost) every ω € U we have 0 < g (ω) < f (ω) (η € ]Ν) . It follows 
— — η 
that g(ω) = 0 for all ω e Ж . 
«- It is clear that one obtains inf f in |p| (ΠΝ,Χ) by taking the infimum 
ncIN 
pointwise, i.e. 
(inf f ) (ω) = inf f (ω) ( ω e M) 
n£]N neU 
(assuming that {f : η e ]N } has an infimum in Ρ (ΠΝ,Χ)) . It follows that 
η 
f + 0 pointwise. 
η 
ad (il) . Suppose 0 ^  inf ƒ f . Then there exists an χ e X with 
ne и 
0 < χ < f f for all η e IN . Now f. is Pettis integrable, so there 
exists an N e U such that 
\f f j l < | l l x | | . 
{neu :n>N} 
For every j e U , l £ 3 < ^ N , we have inf f (]) = 0 . Furthermore, 
пеПЛ 
x < ƒ f = 2"1f (1) + ... + 2~Nf (N) + Σ 2 " ^ (]) (η e ДМ) 
— η η η η 
3>Ν 
Thus, 
χ < 2~1f (1) + 2"2f (2) + ... + 2"Nf (Ν) + Σ 2~3f (]) (η e M) 
— η η η η ]>Ν 
It follows that 
χ < Σ l ' 1 f (]) = f f . 
]>Ν {neia:n>N } 
This is a contradiction. С 
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EXAMPLE 2.4 In this example we will see that we cannot prove a general 
"monotonie convergence theorem". For every η с ]N we construct a func­
tion f : [0,1] -»C([0,1]) such that f Ι- 0, pointwise, but for which 
η η 
ƒ f dX Τ 0. We remark that this example can be generalized to C(S) 
(instead of C([0,1]), for every compact metnzable space S, in which tho 
isolated points do not form a dense subset. 
Let (q. , q7, q.,, ...) be an enumeration of β η (0,1). For every η e Ш 
we choose an open interval I с (0,1) with q e I and λ(I ) < 2 
η τι η η 
We can construct continuous functions g : [0,1] -»• Ш (η e Ж) such 
that 
(i) 0 <_ g (ω) <_ g (ω) _< <_ 1, for all ω f Γθ,1], 
η 
(ii) g (ω) = 0, for ω / U I, , 
n
 k=l k 
OD 
(lii) lim g (ω) = 1, for ω с U I . 
η-»» k=l 
Now define for η с IN and s, ω e [0,1] the number f (ω) by 
η 
1 - g (s - ω) if s > ω and 
η — 
1 - g (1 - ω + s) if s <^  ω. 
Then f : [0,l]-»-C([0,l]) is a continuous map for every η s IN , and 
η 
therefore Bochner integrable. For every s e [0,1] we have 
λ({ω e [0,1] : f (ω) (s) < 1}) < -ί (η с Ж) , so 
η ζ 
(ƒ f (ω) dX(u)))(s) = ƒ f (ω) (s) αλ (ω) > ^ for every s с [0,1]. In 
η η ζ 
our notation we have ƒ f dX + 0. But it is easy to see that for 
η 
every ω e [0,1] we have f (ω) + 0 in С([0,1]). 
η 
The generalization for compact metrizable S consists of dividing S 
into a finite number of subsets, each of which has a small diameter. 
The construction is rather technical and is omitted for that reason. D 
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THEOREM 2.5 Suppose X separates Χ. For any sequence (f ) „ m 
^ с η пеЖ 
ІРІ(μ,X) with f Ψ 0, pointwise, we have ff dp τ 0. 1
 η η 
Proof. Suppose 0 ^ inf . f du. Then there exists an χ £ X , 0 ^ χ , 
-п.-,
 n
 U U 
п е Ж 
* 
w i t h χ . < ƒ f du, f o r a l l η e IN . Choose a φ e X w i t h φ ( χ . ) > 0 . Then 
О — η с U 
(φ ° f ) i s a d e c r e a s i n g s e q u e n c e of i n t e g r a b l e f u n c t i o n s , t h u s 
η пета 
ƒ φ o f dp -I- ƒ l i m φ o f dp = 0. But 
η η 
П-Мо 
ƒ φ ο f dp = φ(/ f dp) > φ(χ
η
) > 0, a contradiction. L 
η η
 —
 U 
The condition for X, mentioned in theorem 2.5 turns out to be too strong 
to have monotonie convergence for the Pettis integral (i.e. f + 0 point-
wise =» ƒ f Φ 0). For the following definition, also see Гргі,. Suppose 
Ζ is a σ-Dedekind complete Riesz space. Then Ζ is weakly o-distributive 
if, whenever (z ) is an order bounded double sequence in Ζ such i] i, цела 
that ζ + 0 (ι ->• °°) for each ι e IN , then 
ID 
inf (sup ζ ) = 0. 
α:ΙΝ->·Μ ifIN 2-α<-1' 
E. de Jonge has proved in an unpublished paper that if X is a σ-Dedekind 
complete and weakly σ-distributive Riesz space, then we have monotonie 
convergence for the integral on S(p,X). In that case we can prove that 
the Pettis integral has monotonie convergence. 
THEOREM 2.6 Suppose X is σ-Dedekind complete and weakly σ-distributive. 
If the (Pettis) integral on S(p,X) has monotonie convergence, then so 
does the Pettis integral on |p|(p,X). 
Proof. Suppose (f ) is a sequence in p| (p,X) with f 4-0, point-
η neIN η 
wise. Let ε > 0. By theorem I, 2.8 there exist g , h , к : Ω -+ X (nfIN) 
η η η 
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with 
(i) g is Bochner integrable, | |g (ω) | | <_ ε·2 for ail ω с Ω, 
(ii) h is a positive step function, 
(iii) к is countably valued and positive with [| ƒ к du|| < ε·2 , 
(iv) f = g + h + к . 
η η η η 
Define h' (ω) = h, (ω) л л h (ω), for all ω e Ω. Then (h1) „, is a 
η 1 η η nf JN 
decreasing sequence of step functions Ω •* X. We claim that h' + 0, point-
wise μ-a.e. Indeed, 0 < h'(ω) < h (ω) = f (ω) - (f (ω) - h (ω)), and for 
— η η η η η 
U-almost every ω e Ω we may assume lim (f (ω) - h (ω)) = 0. It follows 
that ƒ h' du + 0. By induction one can prove 
I I ƒ f du - f h' dui I < e· (2" 1 + ... + 2"11"1) 
η η ' — 
(for instance for η = 3 we find: |f л h л h - h л h л h | <_ | g | + |k | 
and |f 3 - f 3 Л h 1 A h 2 | = |f 3 A f 2 - f 3 A h 1 A h 2 | < |f 2 - h 1 A h 2 ! , 
thus ¡| ƒ f dy - ƒ h^ du | | <_ 
< || ƒ (|g3| + |k3|) dull + H ƒ |f2 - h'Idul ! < ε U~3+2~4+2~1+2~2)). 
It follows that ƒ f dy + 0. U 
η 
There is still another formulation for monotonie convergence. In theorem 
2.3 we have seen that the map f •+ ƒ f du is σ-order continuous 
ι ι * 
|P| (ÍN ,Χ) •* X. If we deal with weak integrable functions we always have 
this form of convergence. 
1 * 
THEOREM 2.7 Let (f ) „ be a decreasing sequence in L ,(u,X )• The 
η neJN * 
w 
following assertions are equivalent. 
1 * (i) inf f = 0 in L (μ,Χ ) . 
η * 
neZN w 
(ii) ƒ f du + 0. 
η 
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Proof. Define f (ω) = inf f (ω) , for all ω с Ω. Then f . Ώ -*• Χ is 
neu 
* + 
weak integrable, because for every χ e X we have 
(f (ω)) (χ) = inf (f (ω)) (χ), for every ω e Ω. It is evident that 
ne]N 
f = inf f . 
neu 
* 
(ι) -»• (il) . f is a weak null function. In order to prove that 
ƒ f d\i + 0, we remark that for every χ e X we have 
( ƒ f du) (χ) = ; f (-) (χ) dp Ψ ƒ f (-) (χ) du = 0. 
η η 
* + 
(il) •* (ι) . We show that f is a weak null function. Take an χ e X , 
then ƒ f(-)(χ) dp = lim ƒ f (-)(χ) du = 0, thus f(ω)(χ) = 0 for y-almost 
η 
η-*» 
every ш е й . D 
1 * 
COROLLARY 2.8 (ι) L (у,Χ ) is σ-Dedekind complete. 
w 
di) If I I I I is σ-order continuous, then so is | | | | ι 
X L * 
w 
In that case L (μ,Χ ) is Dedekind complete ([Sch], 
w 
II, 5.10). G 
In theorem 2.7 we have seen that the Gelfand integral is σ-order continu­
ous, in example 2.4 we have seen that m general the Pettis integral is 
not. By the way, if (f ) is a decreasing sequence in |p| (μ,Χ) with 
inf f = 0, it does not necessarily follow that f 4· 0, pointwise, see 
η η 
neJN 
example 2.9 below. Furthermore, in example 2.9 we construct order Pettis 
integrable f : ΓΟ,Ι] + i" Ü 0,11) with |p|- inf f = 0 and ƒ f dA 4· 0. 
n
 • » ,
 n n 
пеж 
In example 4.4 we will see that there exist f e |p|(ro,l],L ([0,1])) 
with f Ψ 0 and / f άλ Τ 0, as η ^ ». 
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EXAMPLE 2.9 Let f : [0,1] •* I ([0,1]) be defined by 
f
n
(u) =е(и_2)2-
п
, i2-n] i f ω £ ((i-2)2"n, i2~n], 
f
n
(0) = e [ C f l ] (i,n e M ) . 
For every ω e [0,1] wc have e = inf f (ω). Therefore, f (ω) Τ 0 for 
ω η η 
neu 
all ω e [0,1]. Suppose there exists an f e |p| ([0,1], Я ([0,1])) such 
0 < f < f for all n e U . Then 0 < f(ω) < e for all ω e [0,1]. We 
— — η — — ω 
may assume {f(ω) : ω с [0,1]} is separable. Then there exist at most 
countably many ω e [0,1] such that ί(ω) > 0. Thus, f(ω) = 0 for 
λ-almost every ω e [0,1], ergo inf f = 0. 0 
neüN 
We want to investigate when the Pettis integral |p| (μ,Χ) -*• X is 
σ-order continuous. Then it is also important to know for a decreasing 
sequence (f ) in |ρ|(μ,Χ) whether inf f does exist. 
η neu ' ' „, η 
neu 
THEOREM 2.10 X is (σ-) Dedekind complete -» |p](U,X) is (σ-) Dedekind 
complete. 
Proof. Suppose (f ) is a decreasing net (sequence) in |p|(U,X) . 
Define f : U •+ X by f (ti)) = inf f (ω) (ω e U) (we know that for every 
τετ 
ш е и , (f (ω)) is a decreasing net (sequence) in X ) . Then f is 
order Pettis integrable and it follows straight forward that f = inf f . 
теТ 
EXAMPLE 2.11 |Р|([0,1]Д ) is not Dedekind complete. Let 
(q , q., q , ...) be an enumeration of φ Π [0,1]. For every ω e [0,1], 
let A := {n с U : q < ω}. We define f : [0,1] •+ I by 
ω η η
 J 
f (ω) = е. ,. , ,. 
η Α η 11,2,...,ηί 
ω 
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Then (f ) is an increasing sequence of positive step functions, 
η ne JN 
majorized by the constant function e . Suppose f = sup f exists in 
neüN 
I I ^ 
Р(Г0,1]Д ). Then ê ° f = sup ê » f for every j e ]N , where ê is 
th 00 
the ] coordinate function i •* Ш . This means f (ω) = e , for all 
ω 
ω € ΓΟ,Ι]. But this is a contradiction, because f should be essentially 
separably valued. D 
THEOREM 2.12 The following assertions are equivalent for a Dedekind 
complete X. 
(i) The Bochner integral B(u,X) •+ X is countably order-norm continuous. 
(11) The Pettis integral |ρ|(μ,Χ) •+ X is countably order-norm continuous. 
(111) || || is σ-order continuous. 
(iv) Β(μ,Χ) is Dedekind complete. 
(v) |P|(μ,Χ) is Dedekind complete. 
(vi) The Pettis integral Ρ(μ,Χ) •* X is countably order-norm continuous. 
Proof. (i) =» (ll) . Suppose (f ) is a sequence in |ρ|(μ,Χ) with 
Π ncM I I ' 
f + 0 . Let ε > 0. There exists an Ω„ e E such that f.·χ_ is Bochner 
η О 1 Sí 
integrable and 11 ƒ ». _ f, äv \ | < -χΐ. Then (f ·χ_ ) „ is a sequence 
 ' Ω\Ω 1 2 η ΛΩ ne IN 
in Β (μ,Χ) with f ·χ 4- 0. By assumption, there exists an N e UN such 
η Q 0 
that | | ƒ f ·χ d\i | | < :r€, for all η >_ N. Then for η >_ N we have 
η i¡0 ζ 
11 ƒ f du| I < 11 f
n
 f dy| I + 11 ƒ f du| I < ε. 
' η ι ι _ ι ι "
n
 η W\í¡n η 
(ii) "* (in) . Let (x ) , be a sequence in X with χ 4· 0. Define 
η nelM η 
f : Ω •* χ by f (ω) = χ for all ω с Ω. Then f e |ρ| (μ,Χ) (η ε m 
η η η η ' 
and f + 0. By assumption ƒ f άμ -*• 0, thus χ • 0. 
η
 J
 η η 
(lil) -»• (ι). Suppose (f ) _, is a sequence in Β(μ,Χ) with f i 0. 
η ne JN η 
We may assume 0 < f ,(ω) < f (ω), for all η e υ and ω e Ω. Because 
— η+1 — η 
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Ill) is σ-order continuous, every decreasing positive sequence in X 
converges in norm ([Sch], II, 5.10). Let f(ω) := lim f (ω) = inf f (ω). 
η ^, η 
η-«
0
 ne UN 
Then f is strongly measurable, 0 <_ | | f (ω) | | <_ | | f (ω) | | (ω e Ω) , thus 
f is Bochner integrable. It is clear that f = inf f in Β(μ,Χ). 
neu 
We continue the proof of theorem 2.12 by demonstrating (in) =» (iv) =» 
(v) ·* (ill) and (n) ** (vi) . 
(in) ^ (iv) . Let (f ) „ be an increasing ma]or:zed sequence in Β(μ,Χ). 
η neU 
We may assume that for every ω e Ω, (f (ω)) _, is an increasing manor-
n neU 
ized sequence in X. Let f(ω) := sup f (ω). Because || || is σ-order 
neON 
continuous, we also get f(ω) = lim f (ω). Thus f is strongly measurable 
η 
η-χ» 
and maiorized (by a dominant of (f ) _, ), therefore f is Bochner inte-
n nelN 
grable. Evidently, f = sup f in B(w,X). From this argument it also 
neU 
follows that, whenever (f ) is a decreasing sequence in B(ii,X) with 
η ne IN 
f + 0 , then f "''О, thus is σ-order continuous. We conclude 
η ' ' η ' 'в ' ' ' ' в 
that В(υ,X) is Dedekind complete. 
(iv) ·* (v) . Let (f ) „ b e an increasing net m |p| (μ,Χ) with 0 < f < g, 
τ τ еТ τ 
for some g e |p| (u,X) . There exists a partition (fi , fi-, ... ) of Ω such 
that g*X0 is Bochner integrable for every ρ e IN . From (iv) we get that 
Ρ 
f := sup (f ·χ_ ) exists in Β(μ,Χ). Then 0 < f < g«x,. and it follows 
ρ „ τ и — ρ — S! 
тсТ ρ ρ 
that f = sup f -χ in |ρ|(μ,Χ). Define f : Ω -* X by f (ω) = f (ω), if 
Ρ
 теТ ρ
 Ρ 
ω e Ω (peΜ) .Then 0 <^  f <_ f £ g and f is strongly measurable, thus f is 
Pettis integrable. It follows that f = sup f in (ρ|(μ,Χ). 
теТ 
(ν) ->• (in). Suppose | | | I is not σ-order continuous. Then we know that 
00 CD 
there exists an isomorphism of Banach lattices i : Í -• X from Л onto 
a closed Riesz subspace of X ([Sch], II, 5.14). Let f : [0,1] -»-Я be 
η 
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as in example 2.11. Then i ° f : [0,1] ->• X is order Pettis integrable 
η 
(η € UN) and 0 <_ ι о f <^  ι (e ) , for all n e IN. By assumption, 
g := sup ι ° f exists in |Ρ | ([0,1],X). Because I is an infective 
ne IN 
Banach lattice, there exists a positive linear ρ : X -> I such that 
(1) ρ ° i(y) = y, for all y e Я , 
(2) ι ο ρ(χ) < χ, for all χ e Χ . 
co 
Then we have 0 < f < ρ » g, where р о д : [0,1] -*• I is order Pettis 
— η — 
integrable. But now there exists an h e |Р|([0,1]Д ) with 
0 < f < h < ρ ° g, for all η e ]N , as can be seen from the proof in 
— η — 
example 2.11. We conclude that 0 £ i o f S i ° h ( n e u ) and 
i ° h < i ° p ° g i g , which c o n t r a d i c t s g = sup i 0 f . 
ntlN 
(il) ** (vi). In the case that || || is σ-order continuous, we have that 
every positive Pettis integrable function ñ •* X is weakly equivalent to 
a strongly measurable one (IV, 2.13), thus Ρ (μ,Χ) = |p| (μ,Χ). For the 
equivalence ( n ) « (vi) we do not need the Dedekind completeness of X. U 
3 3. BANACH LATTICE THEORY FOR SPACES OF INTEGRABLE FUNCTIONS 
I I I I * 
In section 1 we have seen that Β(υ,Χ), |Ρ|(μ,Χ) and |G|(p,X ) are normed 
Riesz spaces. The spaces Ρ (μ,Χ), Ρ(μ,Χ) and L (μ,Χ ) are ordered 
sep * 
w 
normed vector spaces. Except for Β(μ,Χ) (see I, 1.9), these spaces are 
not norm complete, in general. As an exercise we leave it to the reader 
I I I I * 
to prove that |P| (Μ,Χ) and |G| (H ,X ) are Banach spaces. But if we deal 
with measures which are not purely atomic, such spaces are only norm com­
plete for special classes of Banach lattices X. 
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THEOREM 3.1 For nonpurely atomic μ the following conditions are equi­
valent. 
(ι) |ρ|(μ,Χ) is a Banach lattice. 
(11) X is isomorphic to an AL-space. 
Proof. We may assume that Ω contains no atoms and υ(Ω) = 1. 
(ι) * (11). Suppose that X is not isomorphic to an AL-space. For every 
e > 0 there exist an η £ UN , χ , . .., χ e Χ , such that ||χ || = 1 , 
for all 1 <_ ι <^  η, and | lx. + ... + χ | | <_ ε·η. So there exist natural 
numbers η. < η. < η, < ... and a sequence (y ) _, in X, such that 1 2 3 η n€]N 
My 11 = 1, for all η e ]N and 
ι υ
η
ι I 
H v
 i + i
+
 · · •
+
 Ol < 2" k · ' " k - V i ' ' 
k-l к 
where η = 0 and к e IN . Fix к € ΠΝ , for the time being. We divide Ώ 
into (n - η ) subsets, say Я, .,..., Ω, , with equal measure. 
к к— 1 k,l к .η, -η, 
к k-l 
Define f, : Ω •> X by 
к 
к п, +1 iL . η, S¿, 
к-1 κ,Ι к к,η -η 
Then f e |p| + (y,X) and | | ƒ f dp | | <_ к · 2~ , for all к e U . Now 
we use that |p|(μ,X) is a Banach space. Therefore, f := Σ f exists 
* +
 k = 1 
in |p|(μ,Χ). For every η e IN there exists a φ e(X ) with ||φ || = 1 
and φ (у ) = 1. For μ-almost every ω e Ω and all к, η e IN we have 
η η 
||f(co)|| >_ |φ
η
(£(ω)| ΐΦ,ιί^ίω))· 
But {φ (f (ω)) : η, к f IN } is unbounded, a contradiction. 
(n) •• (i) . Suppose X is an AL-space. In section 4 we prove that 
(|P| (μ,Χ) , || N u i ) = (Β(μ,Χ) , || | Ι) , thus |ρ| (μ,Χ) is a Banach 
Ι Ρ Ι із 
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lattice. If X is isomorphic to X' as Banach lattices, then |ρ|(μ,Χ) is 
surely isomorphic to |ρ|(μ,Χ'). 0 
THEOREM 3.2 Suppose μ is nonpurely atomic. The following assertions 
are equivalent. 
(i) |G|(μ,Χ ) is a Banach lattice. 
* 
(11) X is isomorphic to an AL-space. 
Proof. (i) =» (11). The proof of this implication is almost a copy of 
the first part of the proof of theorem 3.1. Instead of φ we now choose 
χ e Χ (η e TU) and proceed with q (x ) . The reader is encouraged to 
η Χ η 
finish this proof. 
(n) =» (i) . We note that there is an isomorphism of normed Riesz spaces 
between |θ|(μ,Χ ) and Μ 0 (μ,Χ ) η ΜΓ(μ,Χ ) (IV, 1.8 and 1.9). In chap-
w 
per IV we will also prove (IV, 1.11) that if X is isomorphic to an 
σ * 
AL-space, the limit in Μ (μ,Χ ) of a sequence of measures with σ-finite 
w 
variation is a measure with σ-finite variation. Then we conclude that 
cj * ι ι * 
Μ (μ,Χ ) is a Banach lattice. This proves that |G|(μ,Χ ) is a Banach 
w 
lattice. D 
In chapter III, section 6 we will see how we can identify the norm com­
pletion of some of our integration spaces. We will now give the results. 
1 * * 
К (L (μ) ,X), the space of all compact weak -weak continuous 
w -w 
1 * 
operators L (μ) •* X with the operator norm, 
is the norm completion of Ρ (μ,Χ) (see [DU], VIII, 1.5). 
sep 
r 1 * * 
К (L (μ) ,X), the space of all regular compact weak -weak con-
w -w 
1 * 
tinuous operators L (μ) •* X with the regular norm, 
is the norm coimletion of |ρ|(μ,Χ) (see III, 6.12). 
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Now we will investigate what the norm duals of these integration spaces 
look like. As far as we know there is not a fruitful description of the 
norm dual of Ρ(υ,Χ), unless we know that Ρ (у#Х) is dense in P(y,X) 
sep 
(IV, 3.19). We remark that the norm dual of Ρ (μ,Χ) is a Banach lattice, 
sep 
because the Riesz subspace S(y,X) is norm dense in Ρ (μ,Χ). 
sep 
THEOREM 3.3 There exists an isometric isomorphism of Banach spaces 
int 1 * * 
α : L (L (μ) ,X ) ->• Ρ (μ,Χ) , which is bipositive and for which we 
Ρ sep 
have 
int 1 * (1) α (Τ) (χ_ β χ) = Τ(χ )(x) for all Τ e L (L (μ) ,Χ ) , E e Σ and 
г Ci E 
χ e Χ. 
Proof. Note that by formula (1) a (T) is completely determined as an 
* 
element of Ρ (μ,Χ) . In fact the hard part of the proof has been given 
sep 
by H.H. Schaefer ([SchJ, IV, 5). He proves that α is an isometric iso­
morphism. We continue by proving that a is bipositive, and to that end 
-1 * 1 
we remark that <οι (Φ)ί, x> = Φ(ί » χ), for all Φ e Ρ (μ,Χ) , f e L (μ), 
Ρ sep 
χ с Χ. Suppose Τ e L (L (μ) ,Χ ) with Τ >_ 0. Then for every 
f e Ρ (μ,Χ) and e > 0 there exist functions g, h : ü -*• X, with h 
sep 
positive and countably valued and | \дЫ) \ \ ^_ ε for all ω e Ω and 
f = g + h. Thus α (Τ) f = ο (Τ) g + α (Τ) h. Now |α (Τ) g| <_ Ε· I |Т| I and 
α (Τ) h >^  0. (If h is a positive step function, this can be easily proved; 
it then follows for arbitrary h that α (Τ) h >^  0, because h is the limit 
of positive step functions.) We conclude that α (Τ) f >_ 0, so a is 
* + 1 + + 
positive. Now suppose Φ e (Ρ (μ,Χ) ) . Let f e L (μ) and χ € Χ . 
sep 
Then f β χ e Ρ (μ,Χ) , thus 0 < Φ(ί β χ) = <α (Φ)ί, χ>. Therefore, 
sep — Ρ 
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α (Φ) >^  0. We conclude that α is bipositive. 
int 1 * COROLLARY 3.4 L (L (μ),Χ ) is a Banach lattice for the natural ordering 
of operators (compare [Sch], IV, 5.6). 
The norm dual of B(y,X) is characterized as the space of all operators 
1 * r- -i 
L (μ) -»• X , provided with the operator norm (see fDU], VIII, 1.10 and 2.2), 
But there is another characterization, which has already been remarked 
upon by H.H. Schaefer ([Sch], IV, 7.6) in the case that X is separable. 
We improve that result in theorem 3.7. First we mention 
THEOREM 3.5 There exists an isometric isomorphism of Banach spaces 
1 * * 
a : L(L (μ) ,X ) ->· Β(μ,Χ) which is bipositive and for which we have 
1 * 
α (Τ) (χ β x) = Τ(χ )(x), for all Τ e L(L (μ) ,Χ ) , E € Σ and χ € Χ. B E E 
Proof. It remains to be proven ([SchJ, IV, 7.6) that a B is bipositive. But 
for that purpose we refer to the proof of theorem 3.3 (read a instead of 
В 
α and Β(μ,Χ) instead of |p|(y,X)). D 
1 * η 
COROLLARY 3.6 L(L (μ),Χ ) is a Banach lattice (compare [Sch], IV, 1.5). 
Now we will deal with the second characterization of the dual of Β(μ,Χ). 
Suppose f : Й -»• X is Bochner integrable and g : Ω •* X is weak uniform­
ly bounded, i.e. there exists an M £ IN such that 
|g(-) (x) | 5. M'I |x| I μ-a.e., for all χ e X. We will prove that 
ω •+ g(ü)) (f (ω)) is an integrable function Ω -* TR . Indeed, there exist a 
separable subspace X of X and step functions f : Ω -> Χ (η e IN) such 
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that for μ-almost every ω e Ω we have 
(ι) f (ω), f (ω) Ε Χ
Λ
 (η £ И) and f (ω) = lim f (ω) 
n u η 
η-κ» 
(IL) |g(u) (χ) I <_ Μ· Ι |χ| I for all χ e Χ . 
It follows that ω •+ д(ш) tf (ω)), which is v-a.e. the pointwise limit of 
the measurable functions ω -»· α(ω) (f (ω)), is integrable, for it is 
η 
dominated by M-| | f (-) | | . We denote ƒ g(ui)(f(u)) dp (ω) by 8(g) f. Remark 
that if g ~ g' and f ~ f' for some g' : Ω •*• X* and f' : Ω -* X, then 
ßtg'Jf' = 6(g)f. Therefore, if f e Β(μ,Χ) and g e ΐΓ^ίν,Χ ), then 6(g)f 
w 
is well-defined. 
THEOREM 3.7 The function В : L ^(UfX ) "* Β(μ,Χ) defined by 
w 
g -*· ( f ->• β (g) f ) is a positive isometric isomorphism of Banach spaces. 
Proof. It is clear that ß(g)f depends linearly on f and g. Furthermore, 
I 8(g) f I = 1 /g((ü)(f(u)) dp (ω) I < I |g| | . | | f | 1 . Therefore, Bis 
I I
 ' ' — ' ' ' ' о т В 
linear and continuous with ||81 | £ 1 ; it is easy to show that В is 
positive. Let ρ be a lifting of L (μ) (see [Din], II, 11.3). For every 
* 1 
Φ € Β(μ,Χ) , к e L (μ) , χ f X and ω f Q let 
< 8' (Φ)ω, χ > = ρ (h •+ Φ (h ® χ) ) (ω) . 
One can check successively that ВМФ) (ω) defines an element of X and 
β' (Φ) is an element of L (μ,Χ ). Furthermore, | | β' (Φ) | |
ш
 <_ | | Φ | | for 
w 
Φ e Β (μ,Χ) . It is easy to show that β' is positive with | |ß' | I f. 1 a n d 
β' = β"
1
. D 
COROLLARY 3.8 (l) L (μ,Χ ) is a Banach sublattice of F (μ,Χ ). 
w w 
(il) If Y is a subspace of X, denote by i the injection 
Y -»• X. For g e L (μ,Χ ) we have 
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I I g I I „ = s u p | 11 » g I |
m
 . 
Ycx 
Y separable 
The proof is left to the reader. D 
THEOREM 3.9 There exists an isomorphism of Banach lattices 
αιι : Ь
1(Х, L (μ)*) •* |p| (μ,Χ) * with 
1 1 * 
aipitT) (χ « x) = Tx (χ
Ε
), for Τ e L (X,L (μ) ) , E e Σ and χ e Χ. 
ιι * 1 * 
Proof. First we construct a map β : |Ρ|(μ,Χ) -»• L (X,L (μ) ). Let 
Φ £ ( |p| (μ,Χ) ) . Define Β(Φ) : Χ -> L (μ) by <6(Ф)х, f> = Φ(ί в χ) , for 
all χ e Χ, f e L (μ) (remark: that if f £ L (μ) , | | f | | <_ 1 then 
| Φ (f в χ) Ι <^  | |φ| | · | |χ| | ) . We prove that β (Φ) is cone absolutely summing. 
+ 
Choose η e U and suppose χ , ..., χ £ Χ . Let e > 0. For every 1 <_ i <^  η 
there exists an Ε. ε Σ with μ(E.) > 0 and such that 
| |β(Φ) x j | <_ β(Φ) x i (xE ) - μ(Ε ί)" 1 + ε.2"1. 
i 
Then we get 
n
 ι ι ι ι
 n
 -1 
Σ ||β(Φ) χ И < Σ β(Φ) χ. (χ,, ).μ(Ε.) + ε = 
ι=1 1 i=l 1 Ei 1 
-1 
= Σ Φ(μ(Ε.) .χ ® χ.) + ε = 
. 1 Ε. 1 
1=1 ι 
η
 1 η -1 
= Φ ( Σ μ(Ε )" χ в χ )+ε < ||Φ|| · | | Σ μ(Ε ) χ в χ | | , , + ε = 
i=l ι E i ι i = 1 ι Ε. ι |Ρ| 
= Ι Μ I · I I*! + ··• + x
n
l I + ε-
Thus β(Φ) is cone absolutely summing with | |β(Φ) | | <^  | |ф| |. Of course, 
0 is linear, but also positive If Φ e (|p|(μ,Χ) ) , f £ L (μ) and 
χ £ Χ , then f в χ ε |ρ| (μ,Χ) , so Φ(ί в χ) >^  0, whence β(Φ) >_ 0. Next, 
1 1 * + 
we define for Τ ε L (X,L (μ) ), disjoint Ε. ε Σ and χ. ε Χ (1 <_ i <_ η) 
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(2) α., (Τ) ( Σ χ
Ε
 β χ
ι
) = Σ Τ χ ^ ^ ). 
' ' ι=1 ι ι=1 ι 
We want to show that oc ι ι induces an isomorphism L (X,L (μ) -»IPI (μ,Χ). 
Well, from formula (2) it follows that 
l a , , ( T ) ( Σ χ
Ε
 β χ
ι
) I = | Σ Τ χ
ι
( χ
Ε
 ) | = 
1 1
 ι=1 ι ι=1 ι 
η _ 1 
= Ι Σ Τ χ ·μ(Ε ) ( μ ( Ε
ι
) ' Χ
Ε
 ) Ι £ 
ι = 1 ι 
η _ . η 
^ Σ | τ ( μ ( Ε ) χ ) · (μ(Ε ) χ^ ) | < Σ | | τ ( μ ( Ε ) χ ) | | < 
— ' l i ι Λ Ε — . i l 1 1 — 
ι=1 ι ι=1 
1 Ι Μ ^ · llvtej) x1 + . . . + μ(Εη) χ η | | = 
η 
= I M I ·|| Σ χ
Ε
 β xjllpl· 
1=1 ι ' ' 
Thus we сап extend α ι_ι uniquely to |ρ|(μ,Χ); the extension,still de­
noted by α ι ι, is an element of |p| (μ,Χ) . It is not hard to prove 
that oi|_| is the inverse of ß. Finally, we prove that for 
Φ e |P|(μ,Χ) we have ||φ|| ± ||β(Φ)||. Indeed, 
| |φ|| и Φ(χ1 β χ Ε + ... + χ η β χ Ε ) 
1 η 
for some η e IN ,χ. , .. . , χ e Χ, disioint Ε., . .., Ε с Σ with 1 η 1 η 
η 
||Γ μ(Ε )|χ | || < 1. Thus, 
1=1 
| | Φ | | « Φ ( χ | ο χ
Ε
 + . . . + χ^ e χ
Ε
 - (χ^ e χ
Ε
 + . . . + χ " Θ χ
Ε
 ) : 
1 η 1 η 
= 0(Φ) xt (Х^ , ) + . . · - В(Ф) х" (Χρ ) < 
1 η 
<_ ||β(Φ) xj ||.μ(Ε ) + ... + ||β(Φ) χ" ||<μ(Ε
η
) <_ 
< | |β(Φ) Ι \1 · Ι Ι χ* μίΕ^ + ... + χ^ μ(Ε
η
) | | <_ | |β(Φ) | \ ^ D 
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Let X and X9 be Banach lattices. Every regular operator Τ : X -»• X-
induces maps Τ : |ρ|(μ,Χ ) -* |ρ|(μ,Χ ) and 
^* ι ι * ι ι * ~ 
Τ : |G| (μ,Χ.) •*• |G| (μ,Χ ). As example 4.4 shows Τ need not be σ-order 
continuous even if Τ is. If Τ is positive then Τ and Τ are positive. 
Furthermore we get 
THEOREM 3.10 Suppose Τ : X -»• X is regular and |ρ|(μ,Χ ) is Dedekind 
complete. Then we have |τ| = |τ| . 
Proof. Because +_T < |τ|,+Τ< |τ| , thus |τ| < ]τ| . To prove the 
reverse inequality we show that [τ| ^ χ Θ χ) <^  |τ| (χ β χ), for all 
E E 
E € Σ and χ £ Χ . Then we are done, because the positive step functions 
Ω •* X form a dense subset of |ρ|(μ,Χ ) . Well, 
|τ| (χ β χ) = sup Τ f >_ sup Τ (χ β χ ) = 
fc|p|(y,X1) x^Xj 
|f|lXEex Iх!I I х 
= sup χ
Ε
 β Tx = xE β |τ|χ = |T| (XE ® X ) . D 
V X 1 
IxJ^x 
Every Pettis integrable function f : Ω -> X induces operators 
Τ : іГiv) •* X and Ξ : Χ* •* L (μ) (see I, 1.11). 
THEOREM 3.11 Suppose f : Ω -> X is order Pettis integrable. Then the 
following statements hold. 
(i) If f >_ 0, then Τ >_ 0. 
(ii) |Tf| = T|f|. 
(lii) Τ is σ-order continuous. 
(iv) S is σ-order continuous. 
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ш + 
Proof. (ι). Suppose f >_ 0. Let g e L (μ) and ε > 0, arbitrary. There 
N 
exists a real step function q' : Ω -*• Ш , g' = i a - v with a > 0 r
 * . η Ε η — 
n=l η 
and (Ε. , . .. , Ε..) diSTOint ( N e ] N , l < n < 3 N ) , such that for all ω £ Ω 
I N — — 
we have 0 <_ g (ω) <_ g' (ω) and | |д(ш) - g' (ω) | | < ε. Then 
Ν Ν 
Tjíg') = T f ( Ζ a n.x E ) = τ- \ · fE f dy > 0 and 
n=l η n=l η 
I |Τ (g) - Τ (g') I I £ Е. I I ƒ f dp| |. We conclude that Τ (g) >_ 0 and thus 
Τ >_ 0. 
N 
(il) . Suppose f is a step function Ω •+ X, thus f = Ï κ ·χ where 
Ν n=l n η 
χ. , ... , χ , e Χ and (Ε ) , disnoint (Ν e JN) . Then 
1
 Ν
 Ν η η = 1
 Ν 
! fΙ = Σ I х Ι•Χ- a n d Τιι(χ ) = Σ у(ЕЕ ) · |χ |, for every E e Σ. 
. Π t Χ IJ . Π ΓΙ 
η=1 η ' ' η=1 
Of course, we have Τι ι ^ . + Τ . If S £ L(L™(y),X) with S >^  + Τ then 
s<xE> is(x ) + ... + S(X E E ) > |T (χ )| + ... + |T (χ )| = 
1 N 1 N 
N 
Σ y(ЕЕ ) . |x |. 
η ' η 
n=l 
We conclude that Τι ι = |τ | for step functions f : Ω ->• Χ. Let 
f £ ІРІ (y,Χ) , f : Ω •* Χ (η с ΠΝ ) such that f = lim f m ΙΡI (y,Χ) , 
η η 
η-*» 
i.e. lim ƒ Ι f - f Ι dy = 0. Then lim Τι_ ι = Τι^ι and lim Т^ = Т^ in 
η ' f f f f 
η-*» η-«» η ' ' ' η-«
0
 η 
Lr(L°>(y) ,Χ) , thus we get Τι ι = lim Τι ι = lim |τ | = |τ |. 
' η-*» η η-**> η 
œ œ 
(in). Suppose g £ L (y) with g Φ 0 in L (y) (n с ]N) . Let ε > 0. 
η η 
There exist an Ν £ ΠΝ and an Ω ε Σ such that μ(Ω\Ω ) is arbitrary small 
and | | g (ω) ¡ | < e, for all η >_ N and ω ε Ω . We know that 
E -»• ƒ gj.f dy is a y-continuous map Σ -* X (I, 1.12). Choose Ω £ Σ 
such that || ƒ gj · f dy| | <_ ε. Now we have 
Ω\Ω0 
r g
n ·
 f d y =
 \ gn ' f dV + •ΓΩ\Ω0
 g
n ·
 f dV 
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W h e r e
 Ι Ι
 /
Π\η 0 g n ' f dp| I < I I I a ^ g1. f dp | | <_ ε and also 
| | ƒ g · f άμ | | <_ ε . | | ƒ f dy | | , for η >_ N. It follows that 
"o
 n 
ƒ g · f dp -+ 0 (as η •+ ») , thus ƒ g · f dp + 0. 
η η 
* * 
(iv). If (φ ) is a decreasing sequence in X with φ Ψ 0 in X , 
η ncU η 
then for positive f we have φ » f + 0 pointwise. Thus φ ° f Φ 0 in 
η η 
L (ρ) and we get φ α f •* 0 in L (ρ ) . If f is arbitrary order Pettis 
integrable, write f = f - f and the statement follows. 
REMARK 3.12 If sup ÍT , -Τ } exists in Lr(L~(p),X) for some Pettis 
integrable function f : Ω •+ X, then f does not need to be order Pettis 
integrable, see example 4.6. If, in addition, f is strongly measurable 
and с ^ X, then it follows from the existence of sup {T , -T.} that 
f is order Pettis integrable (compare I, 1.6). С 
§ 4. EXAMPLES 
EXAMPLE 4.1 In [Fr, Tal] D.H. Fremlm and M. Talagrand have construct-
-2 -2 
ed a measure space (p(]N) χ pClN) , Σ, ρ ) and a Pettis ρ -integrable 
function f : pCIN) χ pCBJ) -*• Í. with f(a,b) = e - e (a,b e p(]N)) , such 
a b 
that the Pettis integral of f has a noncompact range. We will show that 
-2 °° {0,f} does not have a supremum in P(P , I ). Suppose that g = sup {0,f} 
exists. Let f = ê °f :р(Ж) x B(]N) > TR (n £ ]N ) be the coordinate 
η η 
functions of f. It necessarily follows that g(u) = (f (ω), f_ (ω), ... ), 
-2 
for μ -almost every ω e p(U) x p(]N) . Then g(a,b) = e .. for all 
a\b 
(a,b) ε p(IN) χ p(]N) . We prove that g is weakly measurable. If ν is a 
finitely additive function p(]N) -»• Ш , then υ « g(a,b) = v(a\b) = 
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= v(a) - v(ab) = —v(a), for μ-almost every b e ρ{Ίϋ) , and therefore ν ° g 
is measurable ([Fr, Tal], 2B). But we contradict the Pettis integrability 
of g. Indeed, otherwise 
2 -2 -2 1 -2 1 
ё (ƒ g du ) = ƒ ê ° g d\i = f e . (η) du = — - ƒ e (η) du = -¡", 
η η a\b 2 4 
-2 1 1 1 
so f g dy = (-j, -71-71 . . . ) . Let Τ be a free ultrafliter on M . We define 
φ e U ) by φ(χ) = lira x(t), for all χ e I . Then 
teT 
=1 if a f Τ and ab ^ Τ 
φ (e .,_) = φ (e ) - ф(е. ) = 0 if a e Τ and ab e Τ 
a\b a b 
= 0 if a ¿ Τ and ab ¿ Τ 
and 
-2 -2 
ƒ φ ο g du = u ({(a,b) e р(Ж)-р(М) : a e Τ and ab ^ Τ}) = 
_2 
- μ ({(a,b) с p(U)x p(]N) . a t Τ and b ¿ T}) = 
= u({a £ рШ) : a € T}) · (1 - U({b : b с Τ})) = 0. 
On the other hand, φ(/ g du ) = φ(—, —, —, ...) = —, so the desired 
contradiction is established. Π 
From the above example we conclude that in general Р(уД ) is not a 
Riesz space. The same holds for every Dedekind complete X with non 
en 
σ-order continuous norm, instead of i. (see I, 2.6). We continue by 
showing that S(u,X) need not be "order dense" m B(u,X). 
EXAMPLE 4.2 (Groenewegen) We construct a positive Bochner integrable 
function f such that for every step function g with 0 <^  g <^  f, we 
have g = 0. Let Г be the unit circle in the complex plane, provided 
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1 ]N JN 
with the Lebesgue measure. Let X := L (Г ), where Г is provided with 
the normalized Haar measure. Define 
Г = {ω = exp(ia) : 2~ П <_ a <_ 2π - 2~П} (η e ΠΝ). For ω e Γ, by 
I H l u 
Τ, , we denote the left translation L (Γ ) -*- L (Γ ) over (ω,ω,...) 
(ω, ω, . . . ) . Define f : Γ •* X by 
f (ω) = Τ (χ „ ) = χ » (ω с Γ). 
( ω
'
ω
'···
)
 Π Γ Π ω.Γ 
η=1 η η=1 η 
Then f is a continuous map Γ -> X, and therefore f is Bochner integrable. 
We claim that if Г' с Γ with λ (Γ') > 0, then inf f(ω) = 0. Then it 
шеГ' 
easily follows that for every step function g with 0 <_ g <_ f we have 
g = 0. The proof of the above claim is given in [Gr], II, 4.1. 
EXAMPLE 4.3 There exists a weak integrable function f : [0,1] -*• I 
such that there is no decreasing sequence (f ) of bounded stronalv 
η nclN ч J 
measurable functions f : [0,1] -*• n (n e IN) with 
η 
* * 
w - ƒ f d p + w - ƒ f dp. We construct such a sequence as follows. 
For every η e ]N we choose Lebesgue measurable Ε ,, Ε „, ... in [0,1] 
ni n2 
with 
(ι) λ(E ) < 2~ η for all η, m e U and lim λ(E ) = 0 
nm — nm 
m-*» 
di) if ω, , ..., ω e [0,1] are arbitrary chosen, then 
1 η 
Σ X E (Ші) · X E <ω2) - ... X E <ωη) = ». 
m=l nm nm nm 
Condition (n) says there exist infinitely many m with ω e E for 
j nm 
all -j = 1, ..., n. The Ε (η, m ε Xi) form a denumarable set 
nm 
{A , A , ...} of subsets of [0,1] with the properties 
(i) lim λ (A ) = 0 
η 
n-HB 
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(il) for N с Hi, ω , ..., ω e [0,13 there are infinitely many 
η e IN with ω. , .... ω., e A . 1 Ν η 
Thus if Sì., ..., Ω are nonempty Lebesgue measurable subsets of [0,1], 
then there exist infinitely many η with Α η Ω ^ 0 (] = 1» ..., N). 
η D 
Define f, : [0,1] •+ 1° by f. (ω) = Σ e (ω e [0,1]). Then f, is 1 1 , η 1 iiieA 
* * 1 1 
weak i n t e g r a b l e w i t h w - ƒ f dX <_ (.—,—,...). L e t 0 < ε < 1. We 
OD 
claim that if g : [0,1] •+ I is a bounded strongly measurable function 
with f. (ω) <_ g (ω) , for all ω e [0,1], then (w - ƒ g dp) (n) >_ 1 - ε, 
for infinitely many η. Indeed, we may assume that f (ω) <^  g (ω) <^  h (ω) 
holds for some step function h : [0,1] •* I , h. = a .χ + ... + a χ 
1
 Ρ 
OD 'L 
with р е Ж ; а . , . . . , а c l and disjoint subsets В., ..., Β of 
* 1 ρ l p [0,1], such that ƒ g dX >_ f h άλ - ε.e 
IN 
Then (χ , χ ,...)<_ a . χ + ... + a - χ . Thus for infinitely 
Α1 Α2 1 Β1 ρ ρ 
many η с IN we have a. > 1, ..., a > 1 and ê (/h, dX) > 1. It is 
In — pn — η 1 — 
* 
also possible to construct (along the same lines) a weak integrable 
f : [0,1] •+ S, for every η e IN , with w - ƒ f dX < 2 · e and if 
η η — IN 
q : [0,1] ->• Ζ is bounded and strongly measurable with f S g , then 
^п η 'η 
(ƒ g dX) > 1 - ε, for infinitely many ρ f Φ) . Define f : [0,1] •*• iL by 
f (ω) = 2 η · f (2η(ω-1+2~η+1)) if 1 - 2 _ П + 1 < ω < 1 - 2~ П (η e IN) . 
η — 
* 
Then f is weak integrable. If f <_ g holds for some strongly measurable 
g : [0,1] •+ í", then (ƒ è ° g dX, ƒ &2 " g dX, ...) ¿ 1°. 0 
EXAMPLE 4.4 We construct a decreasing sequence (f ) in 
η neIN 
|P|([0,1], L':"([0,1J)) with f 4- 0 and ƒ f dX І 0. Let E be a Lebesgue 
η η 
measurable subset of [0,1] χ [0,1] with 
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(ι) λ2(Ε) > Ο 
аз 
(ιι) Γ θ , Π χ [ 0 , 1 ] \ Ε = LI R with R an open block with 
3=1 :> ^ 
2 
λ (R )> 0 (j e m 
(in) E contains no block with positive measure. 
Such an E can be obtained as follows. For every q e Q η (0,1) choose an 
open interval I in (0,1) with λ(I ) < 4 . Let F be the complement of 
U I in (0,1) and define E = p. (Fx[0,l]) (p, is rotation over 
qeQ q W ^ 
hv radiais. 
2 
We prove that E also cannot contain λ -a.e. a block of positive measure. 
2 
Indeed, suppose E , E_ e 8([0,l]) such that χ < χ holds λ -a.е. 
1 Ζ E.XE_ E 
Define E' = {t e [0,1] : for each ε > 0 we have λ(Ε η (t - ε, t + ε)) > 0} 
(ι = 1, 2). Then AIE' Δ E ) = 0 and Ε' is closed. Now suppose 
(t , t ) e E' x E' and (t , t ) ¿ E. Then there exist open U, V с [0,1] 
with 
(i) t e U, t e V and λ(υ η Ε ) > 0, λ(V η Ε ) > 0 
(il) U Χ V с [0,1] Χ [0,1]\Ε. 
2 
It follows that λ ((E. x Ε,) η (U x V)) > 0, which is a contradiction, 
for (E, x E_) η (U χ V) с [0,1] х [0,1]\Е. Define f : [0,1] -> ΐΓ([0,1]) 
1 ¿ η 
ьу 
f (ω) (ω1) = 1 - χ
 η
 (ω,ω') (ω,ω' ε [0,1], η e U) . 
U R 
3 = 1 3 
Then f -I- 0 in |p|([0,l], L ([0,1])), because there is no step function 
g : [0,1] •+ L"([0,1]) with 0 < g < f for all η e IN . However, ƒ f dX Τ 0, 
— — η η 
for f (f f αλ) (ω') dX(üj') > λ2(Ε) for all η e Ж . Π 
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We already know that |ρ|(μ,Χ) is not complete, in general (see 3.1). 
For the measure space [0,1 J and X = C([0,1]), we show this fact in the 
following 
EXAMPLE 4.5 ( |p | ([0,1 ], С ([0,1 ]) ) , || | | ι ι) is not a Banach space. 
Define f : [0,1] -»• C([0,1]) (n £ JN) by 
= g (s - ω) if s >_ ω 
ί
η
(ω> (s) (s, ω f [Ο,Π) , 
= g (1 - (ω - ε) ) if s < ω 
η — 
where g : [0 ,1] -»• IR i s defined by 
-h -n 
= t - l i f 4 <_ t <_ 1 
g (t) = 0 i f 0 < t < 4 " n " 1 
η — — 
= 3 - 1 . 2 2 n + 2 ( 2 n - l ) ( t ^ - " " 1 ) i f 4 - n - 1 < t < 4 - n . 
One can check that ƒ If - f I dX •* 0 (as n, m •* ·») . If lim f = f 
n m η 
η-χ» 
in |ρ|([0,1], C([0,1])), then one can verify that there is a subsequence 
(f ), „ of (f ) „ such that f (ω) (s) •* f (ω) (s), for λ-almost 
n, kelN η nelN η, 
к к 
every ω e [0,1] and all s с [0,1]. But this is impossible by the 
construction of f (n £ IN) . D 
η 
{(a , a , . . . ) | a. £ i for j e та and EXAMPLE 4.6 Let X 
D 
| |a| | := sup I Ia.I I« < ш}· Then X is a Banach lattice for the coordi-
jelN 2 
natewise ordering and . There exists a sequence (x ) in X, 
1
 ' ' ' "> η п е Ж 
Ν 
such t h a t Σ χ e x i s t s and {Σ x : N £ ] N } i s bounded from above, but 
η , η 
η n=l 
ш
 ι ι 1 
for which Σ Ι χ I does not e x i s t . Let у , у , . . . e Í. be a sequence in 
1 n = 1 
I with | | |y | + . . . + |y | | | = 1 and | | | E у | | | < 1, 
i i l J i ^ 
| М У
П
 ., I + . . . + |y_ I II = 1 and HI Σ у IH < 4, . . . with 
1 2 n l < j - n 2 
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( η , ) , _, an i n c r e a s i n g s e q u e n c e i n IN . The e x i s t e n c e of such a s e q u e n c e 
i s g u a r a n t e e d by t h e o r e m I , 3 . 4 , s e e a l s o example I , 3 . 7 . 
<. := ( У - , 0 , 0 , 0 , . . . ) , χ := (y , 
1 1 ¿ λ η . η 
x
n 1 + i
 : =
 < 0 ' У
П і + 1 '
0
' · · · ) % 2 == «О' У П 2 ' · · · ) ' 
χ ^, := ( 0 , 0 , у ^ , , 0 , . . . ) , . . . e t c . Note t h a t f : TO ^ X w i t h 
η + 1 n p 
œ 
f (η) = x is Pettis integrable such that Τ : Л -»· X is an element of 
η f 
r ^ 
L (l ,X). However, f is not order Pettis integrable. Ü 
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III. SPECIAL CLASSES OF OPERATORS AND TENSOR PRODUCTS 
In the first part of this chapter we investigate the so-called Θ- and 
Δ-operators. They induce maps between spaces of integrable functions. 
In the second part (sections 4, 5 and 6) we deal with tensor products. 
We introduce the notion "normed ordered tensor product of Banach 
lattices". 
Whenever it is not explicitelg mentioned, X and Y will be Banach spaces. 
§ 1. INDUCED MAPS BETWEEN SPACES OF INTEGRABLE FUNCTIONS 
Let Τ : X -»• Y be a continuous operator. Then Τ induces a map 
Τ : F (μ,Χ) -»• F (μ,Υ) by T(f) = Τ ° f, for all f e F (μ,Χ). 
w w w 
THEOREM 1.1 Suppose X is a Banach lattice. The following assertions 
for Τ are equivalent. 
(ι) Τ is cone absolutely summing. 
(il) For every f e |ρ|(μ,Χ) we have T(f) e Β(μ,Υ). 
Furthermore, if Τ satisfies (i) (or (n) ) , then 
| |T| \1 = sup {| |Tf I | B : f e |ρ|(μ,Χ) with | |f | | | p| <_ 1}. 
Proof. (i) •» (n) . Every strongly measurable function Ω •*• X can be 
written as g + h, for some g, h : Ω * X with g Bochner integrable and 
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h countably valued (see I, 1.3). Suppose f e |ρ|(μ,Χ). Then 
f = g + Σ χ · χ„ with g e Β(μ,Χ) , χ e Χ (η e BI) and (E ) „, a 
η E η η neJN 
η=1 η 
CO ι . dxsToint sequence in Σ such that Σ μ(E ) · χ exists. By assumption, 
η η 
n=l 
o o I I I I 
Τ is cone absolutely summing, thus λ μ(E ) • ||Tx || < ». This means 
~ ~ „
 n = 1
 ~ 
that Tf = Tg + Σ Tx · χ is Bochner integrable, for Tg and 
n=l η 
oo 
^
 T x
 ' Xp a r e Bochner integrable. 
n=l η (il) -> (ι) . Let (χ ) _ be a summable sequence in X . Choose disjoint 
η neJN 
oo _ i 
E £ Σ (η e li) with μ (E ) > 0. Then f = Σ μ (E ) .
x
 .χ is order 
η η . η η E 
~
 η = 1 η 
Pettis integrable Ω -»- Χ. Thus Tf is Bochner integrable, i.e. 
Σ μ (E ) " · Μτχ I I · μ (E ) = Σ 1 ІТх I I < «. It follows that Τ is 
. η ' ' η
1
' η . ' ' η 
η=1 η=1 
cone absolutely summing. 
From the above it is also clear that 
| |Τ| ^  = sup {| |Τ f | | B : f € |p| (μ,Χ) with | |f| I |p| <_ 1}, 
because we can choose g in such a way that ||g|| is uniformly small. • 
Suppose Τ : X ->• Y is cone absolutely summing (X Banach lattice, Y Banach 
* * * 
space). Then Τ : Y -»• X is majorizing ([SchJ, IV, 3.8). We also know 
that Β(μ, Y)* = UL\V), Y*) and that |ρ|(μ,Χ)* = Ι ^ Λ μ ) , X*) (see II, 
3.5 and 3.9). With the obvious identifications we have for 
Τ : |ρ|(μ,Χ) ->• Β(μ,Υ) the following 
THEOREM 1.2 T*(U) = T* » U, for all U e L(L (μ). Y*). 
~* * 
Proof. In order to prove τ (U) = Τ ° U, it is sufficient to show that 
for all E € Σ and all χ e X we have Τ (U) (χ ) (χ) = Τ ° U (χ ) (χ) . Let 
E E 
E e Σ and χ £ X, then 
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Τ* (U) (χ) (χ) = T*(U) (х^ , β χ) = U (Τ (χ,, β Χ)) = ΐΗχ^ Θ Τχ) 
Ь hi hi L· 
= υ(χ) (τχ) = τ* ο υ(χ ) (χ). 
bj hi 
In analogy to theorem 1.1 we can prove 
THEOREM 1.3 Let Τ : X •+ Y be an operator. The following two assertions 
for Τ are equivalent. 
(ι) Τ is absolutely summing, i.e. j |τ| [ : = 
N a S 
sup { Σ | |τχ
η
| | : N € IN , Xj, ..., x N e X ,| | | (Xj, .... xN) I I I £ l) 
n=l 
is finite. 
(11) If f € Ρ (μ,Χ) , then T(f) £ Β(μ,Υ). 
sep 
Furthermore, if Τ satisfies (ι) (or (il)), then 
І|т||
аз
 = sup {||T(f)||B : f £ P s e p (μ,Χ), ||f||p £ 1} 
~* ~* 1 * 
and Τ (U) = Τ » ϋ, for all U e L(L (μ), Y ), where we have identified 
* int 1 * * 1 * 
Ρ (μ,Χ) with L (L (μ), X ) and Βίμ,Υ) with L(L (μ), Y ) (see II, 
sep 
3.5 and 3.3) . 
With the decomposition theorem 1,1.3 for strongly measurable functions 
Ω -> X, the proof is almost a copy of the proof of theorem 1.1. The details 
are left to the reader. [] 
For the time being, let X and Y be Banach lattices. Now we pose the 
question what kind of operators X •* Y induce maps from |p| (μ,Χ) into 
|p|(μ,Υ) and from Ρ (μ,Χ) into |ρ|(μ,Υ). According to this question, 
we define - and Δ-operators, which will be subject of study in sections 
2 and 3. 
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DEFINITION 1.4 An operator Τ : Χ -*• Υ is called a 0-operator if 
η η 
||τ|| := sup ί|| Σ ITxJ || : χ e X, 1 < i < η, || Σ |x | || < 1} 
θ
 i=l 1 1 1=1 1 
is finite. • 
It is clear that Τ is a θ-operator iff (Τ χ ) „, is order summable for 
r
 η nelN 
every order summable sequence (x ) _ in X. 
^ η neJN 
THEOREM 1.5 The following two statements about Τ : X ->• Y are equivalent. 
(i) Τ is a θ-operator. 
(ii) If f e |p|(μ,Χ), then T(f) с |p|(ν,Y). 
Furthermore, if Τ satisfies (i) (or (ii) ) , then 
||т|| = sup {||T(f)|||p|: f £ |P|(U,X) with ||f|l|p| li>· 
Proof. Again we use the decomposition theorem (I, 1.3) for strongly 
measurable functions Ω -*• X. Then we have to show that Σ Tx · χ , 
n=l η 
where χ € Χ, η £ IN , (E ) disjoint in Σ, is order Pettis integrable 
η η neu
 J a 
œ 
whenever Σ χ · χ is order Pettis integrable. This is equivalent 
n=l η 
to the property that Τ maps order summable sequences in X onto order 
summable sequences in Y, thus equivalent to the property that Τ is an 
θ-operator. For such an operator we also can easily prove that 
|τ||
θ 
sup { I |T(f) I Ι , , : f e |ρ| (μ,χ) with | |f | | ,ι <_ 1}. 
From theorem II, 3.9 and [Sch], IV, 3.8 we know that 
I I * ^ m 1 * ""* m l * 
|P|(μ,Χ) = L (L (μ), X ). So we can view Τ as a map from L (L (μ), Y ) 
m l * ~* * 
into L (L (μ), X ). Then we have Τ (U) = Τ » U, for every 
m l * 
U e L (L (μ), Y ). The proof is analoguous to the proof of theorem 1.2. 
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DEFINITION 1.6 Let X be a Banach space and Y be a Banach lattice. An 
operator Τ : X -* Y is called a Δ-operator if 
η 
Σ 
i=l 
ТІ . := sup {  Tx. : x. € X, 1 < i < η, η e 3N 
III(«i Ш - 1 1 
is finite. 
Of course, Τ : Χ -> Y is a Δ-operator iff (Tx ) „, is order suimnable for 
^ η neJN 
every unconditionally summable sequence (x ) in X. The proof of the 
next theorem is left to the reader. 
THEOREM 1.7 Let Y be a Banach lattice and Τ : X •* Y a Δ-operator. 
Then 1ІТІI. = sup {||T(f)||. , : f e Ρ (μ,X) with ||f| L < 1}. D 
м і і д с ιι ΙΡΙ sep ι ι ι Ι ρ _ 
In general, for a Δ-operator Τ : Χ -»• Υ it is not true that Τ maps Ρ(μ,Χ) 
into |P | ( U , Y ) . The identity operator i •+ I is a Δ-operator (I, 3.4), 
OD 
but there exists a Pettis integrable function [0,1] -> I , which is not 
equivalent to a strongly measurable one (II, 2.11). 
§ 2. θ-OPERATORS 
In this section X and 'I will always bo Danach lattices. 
From definition 1.4 it follows directly that θ-operators are precisely 
those operators, which map order summable sequences onto order summable 
sequences. The collection of all 6-operators from X to Y is denoted 
by Le(X,Y). 
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THEOREM 2.1 (L (Χ,Υ), || ||J is a Banach space. 
We postpone the proof until we have proved theorem 2.3. Every positive, 
and therefore every regular operator X •* Y is a θ-operator. Suppose 
Τ , Τ : Χ -* Y are positive and Τ = T. - Τ . Let χ. e Χ (1 <_ i <_ η) with 
η 
Μ Σ | χ . | Il < 1 . Then 
i - i ι -
η η η 
II ϊ Ι Τ χ - 1 II < II ζ (τ , + τ . ) ( | χ . | ) 1 1 < 11 τ , + τ , Ι ι . 1 1 ς ι χ . ι | | < 
ι ι ι
 1 ι ι ι _ ι ι J 2 > ! ι ι ι _ ι ι ι 2
ι , ι ι
. .
ι
ι
1 1 1
 — 
i = l 1 = 1 1 = 1 
1 Ι | τ 1 + τ 2 | | . 
We conclude that ||τ|| < ||τ|| . If Υ is Dedekind complete, then 
I | T | L = I|T|I . Indeed, 
ι ι ι ι g ι ι ι i
r 
| | T | I = | | | T | | | = I loy » | т | | | « | |<^ · | τ | (χ) I I (for some χ e X, 
η η 
I M I 1 1) = Ι 1<1γ( S"? ϊ |Τχ. |) Ι Ι и ( sup Σ | τχ . |) (φ) (for 
χ . > 0 i = l 1 χ . > 0 ι = 1 1 
Σχ.=χ Σχ.=χ 
ι ι 
η 
some φ e (Χ ) with | | φ | | f^l) = sup φ{ Σ | τ χ . | ) < 
χ.^0 i = l 
Σχ.=χ 
ι 
η 
£ sup || ς |τχ | || < ||τ|| . 
χ.>0 i=l 
Γ
 ι— 
Σχ.=χ 
1 
EXAMPLE 2.2 Let Τ : с •* c„ be defined by T((a ) ) = (a - lim a ) 0 η ncJN η m nelN 
m-x» 
for all (a ) „, e с. Naturally we find that Τ is an θ-operator, because 
η nelN r 
the range space for Τ is an AM-space. However, Τ is not regular. Suppose 
S e L(c, с ) with S >_+_T. Then 
η η η 
S(l,l,l,...) >_S( Σ e.) >_T( Σ е.) = Σ е. 
i=l 1 i=l 1 i=l *-
for every η e Ш, which is impossible for 3(1,1,1,...). D 
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We have seen that not every θ-operator is necessarily regular. The next 
theorem states that a θ-operator Τ : X -»• Y is preregular, i.e. α, 0 Τ is 
regular. 
THEOREM 2.3 Let Τ : X -*• Y. Then Τ is a θ-operator iff Τ is preregular. 
If Τ is a θ-operator, then | |τ| L = | |ÇL. » Τ | | . 
+ * + 
Proof. Suppose T is a θ-operator X •+ Y. For χ £ X and φ с (Y ) we 
define 
r
 00
 ι ι +
 0O
 Ί Sx(ò) = sup ί φ( Σ Tx ) : χ e Χ (ι € JN) and Σ χ = χ}. 
, ' ι' ι , ι 
ι=1 ι=1 
Then Ι Sx(φ) Ι < Ι |φ| Ι · Ι|τ| L · Ι |χ|Ι, for all χ с Χ + and φ e (Y*) . 
— о 
+ * + 
In order to prove Sx(φ + ψ) = Sx(φ) + Sx(φ) for χ £ X and φ, ψ e (Y ) , 
+ 00 OD 
we use the following. Whenever χ , χ' e X with Σ χ = Σ χ' = χ, 
then there are χ'1 £ Χ with Σ χ'' = χ and 
ifj j if! ι 
Σ χ
1
' = x
,
 (ι, j e IN) (choose χ " = χ л (χ' + ... + χ' ) -
i = 1 ifJ ] ι,} ι 1 j 
- χ л (χ· + ... + χ ' ) ) . It is trivial that 3χ(φ + ψ) £3χ(φ) + 3χ(ψ). 
ΟΟ . ι 
We get the reverse inequality by 3χ(φ) ι» φ ( Γ |τχ |) and 3χ(ψ) « 
ι=1 1 
f» ψ( Σ Ιτχ'Ι), for some χ , χ' e X + (ι, ] £ ]Ν) . Thus 5χ(φ) + 3χ(φ) « 
3=ι ^ 1 ^ 
« φ( Σ |τχ | ) + φ( Σ ІТх' |) <_ (φ + ψ) ( Σ |τ χ' ' |) _< Sx (φ + ψ) . Further-
1=1 1 D=l ^ ι,]=1 4 
more, Sx is positive homogeneous, i.e. 5χ(αφ)= α · Зх(ф), for all 
* + + + 
φ e (Y ) and α £ IR . Therefore, every Sx (χ ε Χ ) can be extended to 
* 
a positive linear functional on Υ , still denoted by Sx. The map χ -»• Sx 
+ ** + 
is also additive and positive homogeneous X •+ Y . Indeed, if x, x' £ X , 
then 8(χ + χ ,)φ>»φ(Σ I T X ' 1 ! ) with Σ χ'' = χ + χ', for some 
ι=1 Χ ι=1 1 η 
χ'
1
 £ Χ (ι ε U) . There exist χ , χ' £ Χ (ι ε U) such that Σ χ <_ χ, 
η ι=1 1 
Σ χ' < χ' for all η ε IN and χ + χ' = χ'". Then we have 
i-1 1 - i l i 
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φ( Τ |Τχ" |) £ φ( Σ |Τχ |) + ύ( Τ ІТх' |) <_ Sx (φ) + Sx' (Φ). Conversely, 
1=1 1 ι=1 1 1=1 1 
3χ(φ) + Sx' (φ) и φ( Σ |τχ |) + φ( Σ ІТх' |) =φ( Σ |τχ | + [τχ' | ) , 
ι=1 1 ι=1 1 1=1 1 
ш со -|-
where L χ = χ and Σ χ , = χ ' ( Χ , Χ , € Χ ) , Ξ Ο Χ + Χ , = 
. 1 . 1 1 1 
ι=1 ι=1 
= χ + χ! + χ + χ' + . It follows that Sx + Sx' <_ S (x + x' ) . The 
positive homogeneity is easy to prove. One can check that 
S = sup (T, -T) in L(X,Y**). 
** 
Now suppose q„ 0 Τ : Χ •* Y is reqular. If (χ ) is a sequence in X 
Y .. η ne IN 
м
 м 
со ι • I I I I I I I I I I I I 
such that Τ χ exists, then Σ Tx = Σ q„ ° Tx = 
ι
 n
l π ι
 η
ι I I II чу ι
 η
ι I I 
n=l n=N n=N 
M M 
= 11 ς | сц, ° τ x
n
| 11<| Ι τ |q ° τ| (|x
n
|) 11<| |q Y = T | | r · 
n=N n=N 
ι ι
 M
 ι ι ι ι
 œ
 ι ι 
• Σ χ "*• 0, if M > N •+ ">. Therefore, Σ Tx exists in Y. 
η — . η 
n=N n=1 
It is after all these observations not hard to deduce that 
I|T|| 0 = ||q.Y ° т|| г. D 
a у 
COROLLARY 2.4 If Y has property (Pro]), then L (X,Y) = L (X,Y) as 
Banach lattice. Every regular operator is a θ-operator. Every θ-operator 
Τ : X •+ Y is preregular, so if Y has (Proj), then every θ-operator is 
regular, and | |τ| |
r
 = | |q.Y " т|| г = | | 4 γ ° τ| |g = | |т||д. Π 
We proceed by giving the 
θ 
Proof of theorem 2.1. From theorem 2.3 It follows that L (X,Y) is iso-
r ** 
morphic (as Banach space) to a subspace of L (X,Y ) . It is easy to see 
r ** 
that as far as this goes, it is a closed subspace of L (X,Y ). It 
follows that (L (X,Y) , || || ) is a Banach space. С 
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THEOREM 2.5 Let Τ : Χ •> Υ. Then Τ e L (Χ,Υ) iff Τ t 1? (Υ ,Χ ). 
Furthermore, if Τ is a θ-operator, then ||τ |[ = ||τ|| . 
** 
Proof. Suppose T : X -* Y is a θ-operator. Then q ° Τ : X •* Y is 
* *** * 
regular, thus (сц, ° T) : Y -»• X is regular. The restriction of 
* * *** 
(q » Τ) to Y (identified as a Riesz subspace of Y ), is also regular 
and coincides with Τ : Y >· Χ . Now we show that | |τ | | = | |τ| L for 
a θ-operator T. Indeed, 
ІІТ*| l
r
 £ I Itq^  " T)*l |
r
 = || I !qY - T)*| | | £ | | |qY " T|*| ι = 
= II |qY 0 т| И = ||qY ° т|| г = | | τ | | θ . 
For the proof of the inequality | |τ| | _< | |τ | | choose χ , ..., χ f Χ 
η 
with Ι Ι L Ι χ I I | <_ 1 and | | Τ | | » | | L | Tx | | | . Then we find 
1=1 1=1 
| | Σ |τχ I | | и φ( Σ |τχ |) (for some φ e (Υ*) + with | |φ| | <_ 1) = 
ι=1 1 ι=1 
η η η η 
= Υ. φ(|τχ
ι
|) = Σ qY(|Txi|) (φ) = Ι \цч^^±)\ (Φ) » Σ 4 γ(Τχ ι)(φ ι) 
ι=1 ι=1 ι=1 1=1 
* ι ι 
(for some φ e Υ with |φ | <_ φ for all ι = 1, ... , η) = 
η η η 
= Σ Τ* φ (χ ) < Σ |Τ* φ | (|χ |) <_ Σ |Τ*|( | φ |) (|χ |) <_ 
1=1 1 1 1=1 1=1 1 :L 
η η 
< ς | τ * | (φ) ( | χ | ) < | | | τ | φ | | . | | ς Ιχ,Ι M i l l IT Ι II = 
ι=1 1=1 
II * ι ι 
= Ι Ι τ | |
r
. 
Finally, if Τ e Lr(Y ,Χ ), then Τ с ЬГ(Х ,Υ ), thus σ » Τ = Τ ι 
is regular. It follows that Τ is a θ-operator. Π 
Every θ-operator X •+ Y is of course continuous. With example 3.3 from 
chapter 4 of [Per], we see that L (X,Y) ^ L(X,Y), in general. Indeed, 
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2 2 define Τ : i > I by means of the matrix (t ) , where t = 0 pq p.qeIN pq 
i f ρ = q and t = i f ρ jt q . A.L. P e r e s s i n i p r o v e s t h a t Τ i s c o n -
pq p-q 
2 
tinuous but not regular. Note that the reflexive space I has property 
(Prou). 
THEOREM 2.6 For a Banach lattice X the following assertions are equi­
valent. 
(i) ь (хд1) = цхд 1). 
(il) X is isomorphic to an AL-space. 
θ (ill) L (X,Y) = L(X,Y), for all Y. 
Proof. (i) ->· (n) . Take a summable sequence (x ) In X , with 
η neu 
χ l x whenever η / m. We show that (x ) is absolutely summable. 
η m η nelN 
* + ι ι ι ι 
Indeed, choose φ e (Χ ) , for every η e 3Ν, such that φ (χ ) (a | |χ | [ 
and | φ (χ) | + ... + | φ (χ) | £ | | |χ| л (χ + ... + χ ) || (use the 
t h e o r e m of Hahn Banach w i t h m a j o r i z i n g s u b l i n e a r f u n c t i o n a l 
x
 "* I I Ixl л χ I I ( I I , 6 . 6 ) ) . D e f i n e Τ : X •* I by Tx = (φ (χ)) „ (xeX) 1
 ' ' ' η ' '
 J Ύ
η пета 
We have |φ (χ) | + . . . + |φ (χ) | <_ | | χ | | ( a l l χ e Χ, η € ]Ν) . By 
a s s u m p t i o n i t f o l l o w s t h a t Τ i s a θ - o p e r a t o r . T h e r e f o r e , t h e s e q u e n c e 
(Tx ) i s o r d e r summable, i . e . E x e s Σ φ ( χ ) < 
η neTN . ' ' η ' ' ' η η ' 
η=1 η=1 
i l l " |τχ| | | £ ! |τ| | . Ι Ι ™ χ Ι Ι. It follows that Χ is isomorphic 
n=l n=l 
to an ÄL-space. 
(ii) =» (in) . If (x ) _ is order summable in X, then the sequence is 
η ne]N 
absolutely summable. Furthermore, if Τ : X ->• Y is continuous, then 
(Tx ) „, is absolutely summable, thus (Tx ) is order summable. 
η пеЮ η neüN 
(in) -+ (ι) . Trivial. D 
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THEOREM 2.7 For a Banach lattice Y the following assertions are equi-
valent. 
(i) Le(X,Y) = L(X,Y), for all X. 
(11) Y is isomorphic to an ÄM-space. 
Proof. (i) -* (11) . For the proof of this implication we refer to [Sch]. 
In exercise 16, page 302, H.H. Schaefer mentions this implication. For 
the proof of it you may use [SchJ, IV, 5.4 and 5.7. 
(n) -»· (i) . This implication follows readily from I, 3.4. Π 
5 3. Δ-OPERATORS 
Γη this section X will be a Banach space and Y a Banach lattice. 
We have already remarked (see 1.6) that the A-operators X •* Y are those 
operators, which map unconditionally summable sequences in X onto order 
summable sequences in Y. The collection of all A-operators X -*· Y will be 
denoted by L (X,Y). 
THEOREM 3.1 (L (X,Y), || || ) is a Banach space. 
Proof. It is standard to prove that || |] defines a norm m L (Χ,Υ), 
which is a linear subspace of L(X,Y). Suppose (T ) is a Cauchy se-
p pelN 
quence in (L (Χ,Υ), || I I J · T h e II I I ."topology in L (Χ,Υ) is finer 
than the || ||-topology, therefore, there exists a Τ e L(X,Y) with 
lim ||Τ - Τ II = 0 . We show that Τ is a Л-operator with 
lim Ι|τ - Τ II. = 0 . Let (χ ) _, be an unconditionally summable se-
11
 ρ' 'Δ η neüN J 
p-w 
quence in X and e > 0, arbitrary. There exists an N e IN such that 
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I 1 I (Χ
Ν
,
 Χ
Ν + 1 ' · · · ' IM 1 ε/
4
 ·
 D
» where D = sup | |τ | | Δ, which is a 
pen P 
finite number. For every M, N e TO with M > N we have 
M M M 
11 £ ITX I 11 < 11 £ Ιτχ - τ , χ I 11 + 11 ς I T . χ | | | < 
ι ι ι
 n
 ι ι ι _ ι ι ι
 n
 j
 n
 ι i i i i ι !
 n
 ι ι ι _ 
n = N n = N n = N 
M 
< | | ς i T x ^ T j x J | |
 + | + Ц^ІІд - [ | | ( V xN+1, . . . ) | | | 
n=N ^ 
(where ρ depends on N,M and sup | |x | |) <_ 
neJN 
( І І Т Р - Т І І І Д + І І Т І І І Д ) · ΐ Μ ( ν χ
Ν + ι ' •••'HI - l i 
< 3D . f + f . 
— 4 4 
We conclude that Σ |τχ | exists and that Τ is a Δ-operator. There exists 
n=l 
an M с TN such that | |т - Τ | | < ε, for all p, q >^  M. For every 
x. , ..., χ e X with | | | (χ. , ..., χ )||| <_ 1 and q >^  M, we have 
η η 
Σ Ι (Τ - Τ ) (χ.) I = Σ |τ(χ.) - Τ (χ ) | = 
i=l Ч 1 i=l 1 q 
η η 
= Σ | lim Τ (χ. ) - Τ (χ.) | = lim Σ Ι τ (χ. ) - Τ (χ. ) | < e. 
. , Ρ ι q ι ' . ' p i q ι ' — 1=1 ρ-«» r ρ-*» ι=1 
Therefore, lim ||τ - Τ I I. = 0. G 11
 q''Δ q-*» 
Λ fi 
Of course, if X is a Banach lattice, then L (X,Y) с L (X,Y), for every Y. 
Furthermore, if every restriction of Τ : X -*• Y to a separable X. с χ is 
a Δ-operator X -• Y, then Τ e L (Χ, Y) , 
THEOREM 3.2 Let Τ e L(X,Y). Then Τ is a Δ-operator iff we have 
θ 
Τ » S £ L (Ζ,Y) for every separable Banach lattice Ζ and every S e L(Z,X). 
Besides, for a Δ-operator Τ : X -»· Y we have 
= sup {||т о s||
n
 : Ζ separable Banach lattice, S e L(Z,X) 
llsll < i}. 
|τ|ΙΔ 
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Proof. If Τ is a Δ-operator, then Τ ° S is a Δ-operator between Banach 
lattices. Therefore Τ is a θ-operator. Conversely, suppose (x ) is 
η пеФІ 
CD 
an unconditionally summable sequence in X. Let Z' be the Riesz space I 
with the Riesz norm 
I I (a ) ,,, | | := sup Ι Ι Σ b -x | I + Σ 2~П. la I 1
 ' η neJN ' ' і^  ι ι ι , n n M x . ' η 1 b < a η=1 η=1 1
 η
1
—
1
 η
1 
((a ) e i"). 
η пеЖ 
Let Ζ be the completion of (Z', | | | | ) . Define S' : Z' •+ X by 
00 
S'((a ) ) = Σ a . χ for all (a ) „ e Ζ'. The unique continuous 
η n€]N η η η neU 
n=l 
linear extension of S' to Ζ is denoted by S. Because (e ) is uncon-
n nflN 
4- fì 
ditionally summable m Ζ and Τ ° S f L (Ζ,γ), we have that 
CO . . CO . ι 
Σ Τ » S(e ) = Σ Tx exists. We conclude that Τ is a Δ-operator. 
, ' η ' ' η
1 
n=l n=l 
The last statement in the theorem is a consequence of the above. [ 
THEOREM 3.3 We have the following implications. 
Δ (ι) L(X,Y) = L (X,Y), for all X « Y is isomorphic to an AM-space. 
(n) L(X,Y) = L (X,Y) for all Y =» X is isomorphic to an AM-space. 
Proof. The proof of (i) and (n) is straightforward, it is left to the 
» 1 
reader. If we take X = I and Y = £ , then it follows that the converse 
of (n) is not valid. For there exists an unconditionally summable 
sequence (y ) „, in Í and scalars a (n e UN) with α -»• 0, such that 
η nel·! η η 
(α . y ) is not order summable in i (see also example I, 3.7). 
η η neu 
OD CD 1 r-
Then the map (a ) -»• Σ а у is not a Л-operator i -»• I . [ 
η neu , η η 
η=1 
THEOREM 3.4 Suppose Τ : Χ -* Υ is majorizing. Then Τ is a Δ-operator 
and we have ||τ|| Δ £ ||τ|| m. 
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Proof. There exist an AM-space Ζ and operators Τ : X •* Ζ and 
Τ : Ζ •+ Y with I IΤ J | <_ 1, 0 <_ T 2 and | |τ | | <_ | |T| I such that 
Τ = Τ » T. ([Schi, IV, 3.4). Necessarily Τ is a Δ-operator and thus 
Τ = T ?
 0
 Τ is a Δ-operator with 
Δ - n . 2 - . 1 М д = sup {|| Σ |T2 О T I ( X I , | И : χι e χ, 
η 
ITI ι. = ι іт^ » T
r
; ;
n
 . "/ 
1=1 
η 
I N t X j x
n
> I I I £ 1} £ I M I
m
 • s u p { | | Σ | Tj (x ) | II : 
1=1 
: χ 1 e χ. II U « ! x n ) l l l 1 1 ) ι І | т | | т · I I T J I < | | т | | т . 
EXAMPLE 3.5 This example will show us that not every Δ-operator is 
1 2 
majorizing. The identity operator id : Я -+ i is not majorizing, for 
-4 1 (n · e ) „, is a null sequence in í , but it is not a maionzed 
η neu 
2 
sequence in Í (cf. CschJ, IV, 3.2). On the other hand id is a 
Δ-operator: it is enough to prove that there exists a constant С such 
that for every η e 3N and a., ..., a € Ш we have 
1 η 
,2 2 Ц „-η __ ι ι (a, + + a < 2 . с · Σ ε.а, + ... + ε а . 
1 η — . , 1 1 η η' 
e i = ± 1 
By Khintchin's inequality (I, 3.8) we can take С = ^π . In fact Τ is 
an absolutely summing operator ([Sch], exc. 14, page 301). 
In order to identify the adjoint of a Δ-operator we introduce the notion 
of s-boundedness for sequences in Banach spaces. 
DEFINITION 3.6 A sequence (x ) in X is s-bounded if for every 
η nelN •' 
* 
unconditionally summable sequence (φ ) in X we have that 
η n£]N 
Σ Ι φ (χ ) I < ». A Ξ-operator Y ->• X is an operator S : Y •*• X which 
n=l 
maps order bounded sequences in Y onto s-bounded sequences in X. 
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THEOREM 3.7 Let Τ : Χ •* Υ. Then Τ is a Δ-operator iff Τ is a 
Ξ-operator. Ξ : Y ->• X is a =-operator iff S is a Л-operator. 
* 
Proof. Let Τ be a Δ-operator and (ψ ) _, in Y an order bounded se-
η neU 
I l * * 
quence, i.e. ψ < ψ, for some ψ e Y . We prove that (Τ ψ ) is 
η — η nelN 
* ** 
s-bounded in X . Indeed, if (Φ ) „, in X is an unconditionally summa-
n ncIN 
ble sequence, then there exist χ e Χ (η e UN) with 
η 
ф
п
( т
* *
ί Τ
*
ψ
η
(
ν
 a n d
 Ι Ι Ι
( χ
ΐ '
 χ 2 ' ••· ) ΝΙ ι^·\\\^1, * 2 ' • • • ' I I I · 
Thus, (χ ) is uncondionally summable in X and Σ Tx exists in Y. 
η neu ' η ' 
η=1 
Furthermore, 
" Φ (Τ*ψ ) и Σ Τ*ψ (χ ) = Σ ψ (Τχ ) < Σ Ι ψ Ι ( | τ χ Ι) < 
. η η η η . η η — . η ' η ' — 
η=1 η=1 η=1 η=1 
<_ ϊ ψ ( | τ χ | ) = ψ( Σ |τχ | ) < ». 
η=1 η=1 
* 
Conversely, if Τ maps order bounded sequences onto s-bounded sequences 
and if (x ) _. is unconditionally summable in X, then for every 
η neu 
* + 
ψ e (Χ ) we have 
Σ {q
v
 |τχ |) (ψ) « Σ Tx (ψ ) = Σ Τ*ψ (χ ) = Σ q (χ ) (Τ*ψ )<», 
. Υ η , η η . η η , Χ η η 
η=1 η=1 η=1 η=1 
* 
for order bounded (ψ ) _. in Υ and the unconditionally summable sequence 
η ηεΠΝ ^ 
(q„(x )) _.• It follows that Τ is a Δ-operator. 
Χ η neJN 
The proof of the second statement in the theorem follows the same lines 
as the above proof and is left to the reader. D 
A Hilbert lattice is a Banach lattice of which the underlying Banach space 
is a Hilbert space. Every Hilbert lattice is isomorphic (as Banach lattice) 
2 
with L (v) , for some positive Radon measure vi on a locally compact space 
([Sch], IV, 6.7). 
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Let H be a Hilbert space and H- be a Hilbert lattice. Now H.H. Schaefer 
has proved ([Sch], IV, 6.9) that the Hilbert Schmidt operators H -»• H 
coincide with the majorizing operatorb H "'"HT· W e prove the same for 
Δ-operators H. -*• H_ instead of majorizing operators H •* H». 
LEMMA 3.8 Let Τ : H -•• H„ be a Δ-operator. Then Τ is compact. 
Proof. Let Τ = Τ ο Τ- be the polar decomposition of Τ ([dJ, vR], IV, 17; 
[Hal] , problem 105) with T, : Η •* Η- , T. a partial isometry H. •+ H., 
A ir 
Τ » Т^ = Т^ » Τ = T,. Let (χ ) be unconditionally summable. Then 
2 2 1 η псЖ 
(Τ. (χ ) is unconditionally summable in H. , thus (Τ ° T„ (x )) _, is 
2 η nelN 1 2 η neJN 
order summable in H_, i.e. (T.(x )) _ is order summable:T eL (H ,H ). In 
2 I n TiCTN 1 2 ¿ 
lemma 3.8 we may suppose Η = Η- and Τ is Hermitian. For if T. is com­
pact, then Τ is compact. Let Η := Η = Η . There exist a measure space 
(Γ,Τ,ν), a unitary operator U : Η •* L (v) and an h f (L (ν)) such that 
-1 2 
U 0 Τ ° U (f) = h 0 f, for all f e L (υ). Suppose Τ is not compact. 
-1 2 
Then there exists a d > 0 with H- := U ({f e L {\>) : f = 0 outside 
{γ £ Γ : h(γ) > d}}) is infinite dimensional (see for instance [Hal],, 
solution 133.) It follows that Τ ι is mvertible. Let 
0 
t := inf {XelR : (T - λΐ) ι is not mvertible}. Then t >0. For every 
0
 1 
s > 0 there exist ρ £ IN, subspaces Η , . .. , Η of Η with Η I H 
(ι ^  ι) and Η„ = Η + ... + Η Ρ, and scalars β., , β (β > t) with 
0 1 ρ ι — 
Ι | τ χ - β χ | I <_ s | ] χ | Ι (χ e Η ) ( [ d J , v R ] , IV, 17. 21) . At l e a s t one 
of t h e Η h a s an i n f i n i t e d i m e n s i o n , say H , . L e t (x ) be an o r t h o -
i l a aeA 
n o r m a l b a s i s of Η . Then Tx = λ . χ + у w i t h My II < s , f o r a l l α £ A. 
ι a l a a ' ' - ' a 1 1 — 
η 
Define χ = Σ ε χ for e = ( с , , . . . , ε ) e {-1, 1} . I t follows t h a t f . ι a I n 1=1 ι 
II Σ Ι τ (χ ) I 11 < 2n~l • I | T | L 
I I I g I I I _ І І І І Д 
ε =^ί 
1 
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for every η £ ]N and every a. , ... , a e A . (Here we use 
1 η | | | (χ ) r ι , inl I I 1. 2 , which can be proved by induction.) Then 
ε G e i - L ι Í ì ~~ 
/η · t < /η · λ. < hi Τ . + η·3. This is a contradiction, for this would 
— 1 — ' ' ' ' Δ 
imply that /n · t < 1 ІТІ I „ for all η e ТЫ. Ώ 
_ ι ι ι ι д 
THEOREM 3.9 Let Τ : Η ->• Η . Then Τ is a Δ-operator iff Τ is a Hilbert-
Schmidt operator. 
Proof. If Τ is Hilbert-Schmidt, then Τ is majorizing and therefore a 
Δ-operator. On the other hand, suppose Τ is a Δ-operator. Then by the 
previous lemma Τ is compact. It follows that the Hermitian Δ-operator 
* * Ц 
Τ ο Τ : H_ -*• Н_ is compact. Then S := (Τ ° Τ ) is a diagonal operator 
for an orthonormal basis of H-. In order to prove that Τ is Hilbert-
Schmidt, we show that S is Hilbert-Schmidt. And we may assume S is a 
2 2 diagonal operator Í •+ I with S f = λ » f ( n e u ) , for some ortho-
n η η 
normal b a s i s (f ) _, of Î. . For η e UN and ε = ( ε , , . . . , ε ) e {-1,1} 
η neJN 1 η 
we d e f i n e f = e . f . + . . . + e f . Then 
e l l η η 
S f = e A.f. + . . . + e λ f . I t f o l l o w s t h a t 
ε 1 1 1 η η η 
I l i I s f J l l i l | s | | A . | | | ( f c ) e l l l = | | s | | u . 2 n . 
Furthermore, 
II Σ |s f
e
| И = И ς Ι ε 1 λ 1 ί 1 + . . . + ε η λ η ί η | | | > 2V<xJ + . . . +λ2) 
ε e 
(see Ι, 3.Θ) (γ constant). It follows that 
(λ + ... + λ ) £ γ · ||s|| , thus S is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator. D 
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i 4. TENSOR PRODUCTS OF BANACH LATTICES 
Let X and Y be Banach spaces. By Χ Θ Y we denote the algebraic tensor 
product of X and Y. Every u e X e Y , u = χ. β y + ... + χ в у 
(η e M ; χ., ..., χ e Χ ; y., ..., y e Υ) induces an operator 
1 η 1 η 
Τ : Χ -»• Υ by 
u 
Т
и
(ф) = φ(χ ) . У 1 + ... + φ(χη) - y n (φ e Χ*). 
We recall the definitions of the projective (π) and the injective (ε) 
norm on Χ β Y. For u = χ. Θ y. + ... + χ в у e X e Y w e have 
1 1 η η 
I | u | | = π (u) := sup {Ь(х y ) + . . . + Ь ( х ,y ) : b : X •*• Y b i l i n e a r , 
Ti i l η η 
І І Ь | | £ 1 } 
| | u | | = E ( U ) := sup { < φ β ψ , и > : ф е Х , | | ф | І £ І and φ e Y , 
I M I £ 1 } 
where < φ β ψ, u > := φ (χ, ) · ψ (y . ) + + φ (χ ) · ψ (y ) . 
i l η η 
In literature about tensor products, e.g. [ D U ] , VIII, not much attention 
is paid on Banach lattices. G. Wittstock ([wi]) treats the tensor product 
of two ordered normed vector spaces, but does not mention if the tensor 
product of two normed Riesz spaces (or the completion for some tensor 
norm) is a Riesz space too. Next to it, D.H. Fremlin has introduced the 
Riesz tensor product β of two Riesz spaces ([Fr] ). In [Fr] he restricts 
himself to the order projective tensor product. We deduce (4.9) that, 
in general, the completion of the order tensor product of two Banach 
lattices is again a Banach lattice. 
Let X and Y be Banach lattices. 
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DEFINITION 4.1 С ( X,Y) := {u € Χ β Y : u = Χ, β y, + ... + Χ β y 
1 1 η η 
with χ. e Χ and y. s Y , 1 ^ . i £ n } is called the projective cone in 
Χ Θ Y. If X and Y are understood, we simply write С instead of С (Χ,Υ). 
Ρ Ρ 
С. (Χ,Υ) := {u s Χ β Y : <φ β ψ, u> >_ 0, for all φ e (X*) + and ali 
* +1 
ψ ε (Y ) } is called the injective cone in Χ β Y. As before, instead 
of C. (Χ,Υ) we sometimes write C., for short. A tensor norm α is a norm α 
ι ι 
with ε (u) <_ OL(U) <_ π (u) , for all u e Χ β Y. A cone С in Χ β Y is called 
a tensor cone if С с с с с.. D 
Ρ ι 
D.H. Fremlin ([Fr] ) has shown, that the projective cone in 
C([0,1]) β C([0,1]) differs from the injective one. Take 
u : [0,1] x [0,1] •+ Ж with 
u(s,t) = e* · e"S + e S . е~Ь - 2 (s, t с [0,1]). 
Then it is an element of the injective cone of C([0,1]) β C([0,1]), 
identified as a subspace of C([0,1] x [0,1]), but u ¿ С (С([0,1]),C([0,1])). 
Although the injective and projective cone may be different, they are 
alike when we take their closure for convenient topologies (4.10). 
The order in Χ β Y, induced by a tensor cone, does not define a Riesz 
space structure in Χ β Y, in general. 
EXAMPLE 4.2 When we look at the injective cone C. in 
ι 
C([0,1]) β C([0,1J) , then we establish that C. - sup(u,v) does not exist 
in C([0,1]) β C([0,1]), where u, ν : [0,1] χ [0,1] •* M are given by 
u(s,t) = s and v(s,t) = t(s,t e [0,1]). Suppose w := C. - sup(u,v) exists. 
Because C([0,l]) β C([0,1]) is order dense in the Riesz space 
C([0,1]) β C([0,1]) с C([0,1] x [0,1]) (see [Er]^ we necessarily get 
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w(s,t) = max (s,t) , for all s, t e [0,1]. So there exist η e ]N , 
х^ ..., x
n
, Yj, ..., у
п
 с C[0,1], with 
η η 
w(s,t) = max (s,t) = ( Σ χ. β y.) (s,t) = Σ χ. (s) .yi (t) , 
i=l i=l 
for ail s, t e [0,1]. But if we define ζ : [0,1] ->• Ш by ζ (t) = max (s,t) 
(t £ [0,1]),then {z : s e [0,1]} is a linearly independent set in 
C([0,1]). On the other hand, by the above formula, {z : s e [0,1]} is 
s 
contained in the finite dimensional subspace span ({y., ..., y }) of 
С ([0,1]), so we have a contradiction. Π 
DEFINITION 4.3 Let С be a tensor cone in Χ β Y and α a tensor norm 
on Χ β Y. We call a an order tensor norm (on the ordered tensor product 
(Χ Θ Y, С)) if the following two conditions are satisfied. 
(i) u, ν € Χ β Y with ν ± u e С implies a(u) <^a(v). 
(ii) if u e Χ β Y and α(u) < 1, then there exists a ν € Χ β Y with 
ν ± u e С and α(ν) < 1. D 
EXAMPLE 4.4 The order projective (|π|, on (Χ β Y, С )) and order in-
jective (|ε|, on (Χ β Y, С.)) tensor norm are defined as follows. 
For w = x, ® у, + ... + χ »у e С and u € Χ β Y 
1 1 η η ρ 
p(w) := s u p { b ( x , , y . ) + . . . + b ( x , y ) : b : X x Y •*• IR b i l i n e a r , 1 1 η η 
p o s i t i v e and | | b | | < 1 } , 
| π | (u) := i n f { p ( v ) : ν e Χ β Υ and ν ± u e С }, 
Ι ε 1 (u) : = i n f { ε (ν) : ν e Χ β Υ and ν ± u e С. }. 
ι 
These definitions are due to G. Wittstock ([wi], 2.7 and 2. ). He has 
stated the following theorem without a proof ([wi], 2.9). 
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THEOREM 4.5 Both |ε| and |π| are symmetric order tensor norms. For 
every order tensor norm α we have | ε | <^  α <_ | π | . 
Proof. From the above definition it is clear that both |e| and |π| are 
symmetric. Furthermore, |e| and |π| are tensor norms on Χ β Y, because 
we have the following inequalities: 
ε (u) <_ | ε | (u) _< | π | (u) <_ π (u)
 f for all u e Χ β Y. 
* 
Firstly, we identify Χ Θ Y as a subspace of L(X ,Y) by means of u •*-*• Τ . 
+ * 
For ν ± u e С, we get Τ ± Τ = Τ . e L (Χ ,Υ). Therefore, 
1 ν u v±u 
ε (ν) = Ι |τ Π > Ι |τ Π = £(u), 
ii y ι ι — ii
 u
 I I 
so we have |ε| (u) >_ ε (u) . Secondly, we want to prove |ε| (u) <_ |тг| (u) , 
for u € Χ β Y. Suppose ν ± u e С . We are done if we can show that 
| IT | (v) >_ ε (v). Now there exist x. e X , y . e Y (l<^i_<n) such that 
η η 
Σ χ. β у. - ν e С. and |π| (ν) га Σ | |χ.|| . | |y.|| (see [Fri ). Then 
i=l 1 1 1 i=l 1 1 
η η 
Ι π Ι (ν) >_ ε ( Σ | χ. | Θ | у. | ) >_ | ε | ( Σ χ β у. ) >_ | ε | (ν) = ε (ν) . 
i=l i=l 
At last we remark that | π | (u) <_ π (u) , because Ιττ] (u) = sup {| |b(u) | | : b 
positive, ||b||£l} (see [Fr]2) and тг( ) = sup {| |b(u) | | : llbll^l}, 
where b(u) := b(x,,y,) + ... + b(x ,y ) for 
1' 1 η η 
u = χ. β y, + ... + χ ® y e X S Y . Next we show that |ε| and Ι π are 
1 1 Π Π l i l i 
order tensor norms. Suppose u, u' e Χ Θ Y with u ± u' e С.. If ν € Χ β Y 
with ν ± u e С. , then ν ± u' e С. . Therefore, | ε | (u) >_ |ε | (u1) . If 
|ε|(u) < 1 for some u s Χ β Y, then by definition there exists a ν e Χ β Y 
with v ± u с С. and |ε|(ν) = ε(ν) < 1. Suppose u, u' € Χ β Υ with 
u i u ' e C . I f v e x e y with ν ± u e С , then ν ± u ' e С . Therefore, 
Ρ P P 
π I (u) > π I (u 1). If π (u) < 1 for some u e Χ β Y, then there exists a 
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ν e X ® Y with ν ± u e С and |тг| (ν) < 1 by the definition of [π| (u) . 
For the last statement in the theorem we suppose α to be an order tensor 
norm on the ordered tensor product (X 9 Y, C ) . Let u e Χ β Y with 
a(u) < 1. Then there exists a v e Χ β Y with ν ± u e С and α(ν) < 1. 
Then of course, с (ν) <^  α (ν) and ν ± u € С , so we find |E|(U) < 1. We 
conclude that |ε| (u) <_ a (u) , for every u £ Χ β Y. For the inequality 
o(u) <_ |π| (u) we refer the reader to [FrL·, theorem 1 J. G 
Other descriptions of |ε| and |тг| exist. For example, |TT|(U) = 
η 
inf ί Σ | |x | | · | ІУ I I : x e X a n d У e Y + for all i, |u| <_ 
i=l :L 1 *- 1 
η 
< Σ χ в у in Χ β Y }, a formula which makes use of the Riesz tensor 
-i-l 1 1 
product of X and Y ([Fr] ). 
THEOREM 4.6 For every u e Χ β Y we have |ε|(u) = ||T |[ . 
Proof. We make use of the fact, which was observed by J. Chaney in [Ch], 
that 
{u e Χ β Y : u = Σ x. β y. with y 1 y for ι И j} l i I T 
ι=1 
is η-dense in Χ β Y, where the norm η is defined by 
n n 
n(u) = inf { Μ Σ I |x. I I · ly I I I : u = Σ χ β y } (u e Χ β Y) . 
I l I I J I I I - * , I I I , J - , 
i=l 1=1 
We will treat this norm η extensively in section 5. Now we can already 
n 
prove that |e| (u) <_ n(u), for all u e Χ β Y. Let u = Σ χ β y with 
n ι=1 
χ ε Χ and y e Υ all ι. Define ν= Σ |х.|в|у|. Then ν ± u £ С , 
ι ι 'i' 'ι ' ι 
and therefore 
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| ε | ( ι ι ) < e (ν) = sup | |φ ( | χ | ) • | y | + . . . + φ( χ ) . | y | | | < 
φ£Χ 1 1 η η -
I M i l i 
i l l I I X J M Y J
 + ... + ΜχηΙΙ· |γηΙ II. 
We conclude that | e | (u) <^  n(u), and that D is dense in (Χ β Υ, |ε|). Now 
we give the proof of the theorem. If ν ± u e С , then 0 < Τ , = Τ ± τ 
ι — v±u ν u 
and ε (ν) = | |τ | |. Therefore, | |τ | | <_ \ ε | (u) , for all u e Χ β Υ. For 
η 
the reverse inequality, suppose that u e D. Then u = Σ χ. β y. with 
i=l 
(x.),
w
^ in X and disjoint (y.),,.^ in Y. If S € L(X*,Y) and S > ±T , 
ι l£ifn ι l£i£n — u 
^ " ^ ' I x J . l y J + . - . - b l x J - l y J ' t h u s 
l l s l l ì Ι Ι ' ΐ χ , ι . ΐ ν , μ . , . + ΐ χ | . | y I 1 1 = ^."'"il β ІУІІ» i | e | ( u ) · 
1
 1' ' 1 ' 'η' 'η' 1=1 
We conclude that Ι ΙΤ II > Ιε|(u) holds for u e D. Because D is dense in 
i l
 u
 I I j . 
(Χ β Υ, Ι ε |) » we have | |τ | | >_ | ε | (u) for all u с Χ β Y. £ 
г * ** 
REMARK 4.7 Even when we consider Χ β Y as a subspace of L (X ,Y ), we 
have an isometry : |ε|(u) = ||σ " Τ || (u e Χ β Y) (proof by a slight 
* * 
adaption of the above one). If we identify X B Y as a subspace of 
r * 
L (X,Y ) by means of u •«-»• Τ ι , we have an isometry too. This will be 
U |X 
used in theorem 4.11. С 
We define the θ-tensor norm on Χ β Y by θ(u) = ||τ || (u e Χ β Y), 
THEOREM 4.θ For every u e Χ β Y we have θ(u) = |ε|(u). 
Proof. From theorem 2.3 it follows that I IT IL = Ι la » Τ | | . From the 
''и Ύ ^'r 
above remark we see that Τ = ε (u). Π 
1
 ' u 
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If οι is a norm on Χ β Y, the completion of (X Я Υ, α) is denoted by 
Χ β Y. (The norm on Χ β Y will be denoted by a.) 
a a 
THEOREM 4.9 Let С be a tensor cone in Χ Θ Y and α be an order tensor 
norm on (Χ β Y, С) . Then Χ β Υ is a Banach lattice (positive cone α-clo С )• 
Proof. By completing we have gotten a Banach space Χ β Y. Furthermore, 
D.H. Fremlin ([Fr].) has shown that the theorem is correct in case 
α = ITTI. We continue by using the special properties of the Riesz tensor 
product Χ β Y of X and Y, as they have been listed in [Fr]. and been 
proved in [Fr] . It has been proved that there exists a Riesz homomor-
phism Χ β Y •+ Χ Θ ι ι Υ, which extends Χ Θ Υ •* Χ β ι ι Υ. Because α < Ι π Ι 
|π| ¡π | — ' ' 
on Χ β Υ, we can also extend Χ β Υ - » - Χ β Y to a continuous linear map 
α 
Χ β ι . Y * Χ β Y. We claim that that composition Χ β Υ + Χβι ι Y -»• 
Χ β Υ is injective. It is sufficient to prove this in case α = |с|, 
for we can prolong the above chain of maps to 
Χ β Υ + Χβι |Υ->-Χβ Υ->-Χβ| ι Y. 
Μ
 α
 M 
We identify Χ β ι ι Y with a subspace of L (Χ , Y ). Define 
b : X x Y -»• Lr(X*, Y**) by b(x,y) (φ) = φ(χ) · g (y) (χ £ X, y € Y, φ e Χ*). 
It is not hard to prove that |b(x,y)| < b(|x|,|y|) (x e X, y e Y). For 
* + 
the reverse inequality, take φ ε (Χ ) .We prove that 
η 
|Ь(х,у)|(ф) > b(|x|,|y|) (φ). Indeed, φ(|χ|) = |q (χ)|(Φ) » Σ|φ.(χ)|, 
i=l 1 
* + for some φ , ..., φ с (Χ ) with φ + ... + φ = φ. Then 
η 
|Ь(х,у)|(ф) = Υ** - sup Σ |ь(х,у)(ф,)|^ Σ Ui (Χ) Ι · ІУІ = 
(Ηΐφ'Ι^φ І=1 
φ'ex* 
= φ(|χ|) · |у| = ь(|х|,|у|) (ψ). 
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It follows ([Fr] ) that b corresponds to a Riesz homomorphism 
_ y. ft fr 
Χ β Y •* L (X ,Y ) . It is easy to see that this homomorphism is just the 
- r * ** 
map Χ β Υ - > - Χ Θ | l Y ^ L t X j Y ), thus it is infective. Now we can 
identify Χ β Y with a dense subspace of X ® Y. We know that Χ β Y is 
a Riesz space for which С = (Χ β Υ) η (Χ β Y). Furthermore, (Χ β Υ, α) 
is a normed Riesz space. We prove this as follows. If w., w_ e Χ β Y 
and 0 < w. < W-, then w„ - w. e α-clo С = α-clo С, so there are 
— 1 ¿ ¿ι ι 
u , ν € С (η с UN) w i t h α - l i m ν = w. and a - l i m u = w. - w. . I t 
η η n i η ζ 1 
η-χ» η-*" follows that α- lim (u + ν ) = w„. We deduce a(w.) = lim о(u + ν ) > 
η η 2 2 η η — 
η-χ» η χ» 
> lim α(ν ) = a(w,) . 
— η 1 
η-*» 
Suppose w с Χ β Υ with ο(w) < 1. There are (see [Frl.) u £ Χ β Υ (η e M) 
with 
(ι) n-lim u = w, 
η 
η-ΧΟ 
(li) oi(u ) < 1, for all η s ΠΝ , 
η 
(in) |w - u < x„ β y„ (for ail η с ZN ) for some x_ e X and y A e Y. 
1
 η — 0 0 0 0 
There exist ν £ Χ 8 Υ (η e Μ) with ν + u f С and α(ν ) < 1. In Χ β Y 
η η η η 
we then have 0 < u < ν (η £ U) and α- lim lu I = |w I, thus 
— ' η — η η 
П£ 3Ν 
a(|w|) <_ 1. It follows that a(|w|) <^  a (w) . Of course we have 
i l + + + 
a( w ) > a(w) (for choose w . w Ε Χ β Υ (n e ДМ) with a - lim w = w 1
 — η η η 
n
-x= 
and α- lim w = w , the inequality follows immediately). We conclude 
η 
n-x» 
that Χ Θ Y is a Banach lattice with positive cone α-clo С . It remains 
α ι 
to be proven that α-clo С = α-clo С. But we know ([Fr]„) that С is 
π -dense m С , thus С is α-dense in С . Π 
1
 ' ι ι 
REMARK 4.10 (ι) For every cone С in Χ β Y and every order tensor norm 
α on (Χ β Y, С) we have α-clo С = α-clo С . 
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(il) In general, (Χ β Y, ε-clo С , ε) is not a Banach lattice. 
H.H. Schaefer notes that Χ β Y is isomorphic to K(X,Y) (the space of 
all compact operators X •+• Y with the operator norm) as Banach space. 
But K(X,Y) is not a Riesz space, in general (see [Sch], page 231 example 
2 and page 305) . D 
I f χ = φ, β ψ, + . . . + φ β ψ and u = χ . β y . + . . . + χ в у f o r 1 1 m m 1 1 n n 
φ e Χ * , ψ e Υ * , χ c X , y e Y ( l < i < m , 1 < з < п ) t h e n 
m η 
<X,u> := Ι Σ φ (χ ) . ψ (y ) . 
1=1 ]=1 1 Ι ^ 
Let α be an order tensor norm on (Χ Θ Y, С), where С is a tensor cone in 
* * * 
Χ β Y. The dual of a, denoted by a , іч the function on Χ Θ Y defined 
by 
α (χ) = sup {<X,u> : u e Χ β Y with a(u) < 1} (χ e Χ β Υ*) . 
* * * 
The dual of С, denoted by С , is the subset of Χ β Y defined by 
С = {χ с Χ β Y : <X,u> >^  0, for all u с С}. 
THEOREM 4.11 The dual of an order tensor norm is an order tensor norm. 
* * * * 
Proof. Evidently, С is a cone in Χ β Y . Furthermore, С is a tensor 
* + * + 
cone. If u с С, then u £ С (Χ,Υ). Thus if φ с (Χ ) and ψ € (Y ) , then 
<φ β ψ, u > ^ 0 . This means that С (X ,Y ) <- С . Moreover, suppose 
η 
χ= Σ φ βψ e C . We prove that χ £ С (Χ ,Υ ). Let a £ (Χ *) and 
ι=1 1 1 1 
** + + + 
a' ε (Υ ). There exist χ с Χ and у ε Υ with а(φ ) « φ (χ) and 
ι ι 
a' (Ψ ) га Ψ (у). It follows that <a » a', χ > fa <χ, χ β y> >_ 0, because 
* * * * 
χ e С с с .We conclude that С is a tensor cone. Of course, α is a 
Ρ 
* 
tensor norm. We will prove that α is an order tensor norm. From theorem 
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4.9 it follows that (Χ β Y) is a Banach lattice. It is easy to see that 
(Χ β Υ ,α ) ->· (Χ Θ Υ) , defined by Τ(φ β ψ) (χ β y) = φ (χ) · ψ (y) 
* * 
(φ e Χ , ψ £ Υ , χ e Χ, y e Υ) is an isomorphism of Banach spaces. If 
χ e С , then Τ (χ) f ( (Χ β Y) ) . Now suppose ω, χ e Χ β Y with 
ω ± χ e С*. Then α*(ω) = ] |τ(ω) | | >_ [ | |τ(χ) | | | = | |τ (χ) | | = α* (χ) . 
* * * 
Suppose χ € Χ β Υ with α (χ) < 1. We will show that there exists an 
ω e Χ β Y with ω ± χ € С and α (ω) < 1. We can view the Riesz tensor 
product Χ β Y as a Riesz subspace of (Χ ® Y) ([Fri ). There exist 
* + * + 
Ф
п
 с (Χ ) and ψ e (Y ) such that for every d > 0 there is an 
ω' e X ® Y with | |χ| - ω' | <_ d ·φ
η
 β ψ , where absolute signs refer 
* _ * 
to the Riesz space Χ β Y . Let ω := ω' + d·(φ- β φ ). Then 
ω + χ £ С (Χ* β Υ*) = С*. Now |π| (|χ| - ω") £ d ·| ΙΦ01 Ι·Ι |Ψ01 Ι » a n d 
* 
therefore we have α (ω) < 1 if we choose d sufficiently small. Remark 
that α £ | ε | on Χ β Y . Furthermore, we have |e| £|тг|опХ ® Y , 
as can be concluded from [FrJ , theorem U (see also remark 4.7). D 
THEOREM 4.12 The dual of the order projective norm is the order infective 
norm. 
Proof. We show that C*(X,Y) = С (X ,Y*) and that |π| (χ) = |ε[ (χ), 
for all χ с Χ β Y . From the previous theorem we already know that 
С f С . Suppose χ с С (Χ ,Υ ) . Then <а ® a', χ > >_ 0, for all a e (Χ ) 
** + 
and a' e (Y ) . In particular we find <χ, χ ® y> = 
+ + * 
= <q (χ) β qY(y) / Χ > ì_ 0, for all χ с Χ , у e Y . Therefore, χ e С . 
So we have С c c . D.H. Fremlin (LFr~L) proves that there exists an 
ι ρ 2 
*
 Tl г 
isomorphism of Banach lattices (Χ βι ι Y) >Bil (Χ,Y), the space 
m 
of all regular bilinear maps Χ χ Y •+ TR with 
I|b¡I := inf {|¡b'|| : b' > ± b} . 
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τ2 * * ι ι Т2 г * 
Furthermore, χ » Τ defines an isometry (Χ Θ Υ , |ε|)—»L (Χ,Υ ), 
χ|χ 
which is bipositive. Now the following diagram is commutative. 
Tl 
(χ »ι ι Y) :—^ Bii (X,Y) 
,
 π 
T4 τ, 
ι 
* * I I 2 ν r * (Χ β Y , |c| ) — > L (X,Y 
where τ. is the inclusion Χ β Y •+ (Χ β ι ι Υ) and τ, is given by 4 Ι π J J 
τ (Τ) (χ,y) = Tx(y), for all Τ e Lr(X,Y*), χ e X and у e Y. It is not 
difficult to see that τ is a Riesz isomorphism between the two Riesz 
r r * 
spaces Bil (X,Y) and L (X,Y ). It is also an isometry, for 
I I V T ) | |
r
 =
 II І тз ( т )І II = sup { | T 3 ( T ) | (x,y) : χ e X +, ||x|| <_ 1 
and у £ Y+, ||y|| £ 1 }, 
and 
||T|| = sup 11 |T|X|| = sup |т|(x)y. G 
r
 I Wlii І М М І У І І І І 
x^O x,y>0 
REMARK 4.13 We have already stated in the proof of theorem 4.11 that 
ι ι * II 
we always have |e| <^  | π | . We do not know if, in general, the converse 
inequality is valid. D 
H.H. Schaefer has introduced other normed tensor products of Banach 
lattices ([SchJ, IV, 7). His m-norm coincides with the η-norm, as we 
shall prove in the next section. Both his m-norm and his H-norm are 
order tensor norms, if they are defined on tensor products of Banach 
lattices (see section 5). 
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§ 5. TENSOR PRODUCTS OF BANACH SPACES AND BANACH LATTICES 
Γπ this section X is a Banach space and Y is a Banach lattice. 
We have mentioned (see the proof of theorem 4.6) a norm η on Χ Θ Y, which 
has appeared at several places m literature. For instance, J. Chaney 
gives the same definition as we do and also mentions an alternative one 
([Ch], 1.4). V.L. Levin ([Lev]) and H.H. Schaefer ([SchJ) have given still 
other descriptions of this norm, as we will see below. 
DEFINITION 5.1 For u e Χ β Y we define 
n n 
n(u) = inf {||Σ I |x I |.y I I : u = h χ « y with χ e X and 
ι=ι ι=1 
y e Y , for 1 < ι < n}. 
We remark that J. Chaney writes |v| instead of η. He proves that 
sup {Τ (φ) : φ e Χ , | |φ| | <_ 1} exists in Υ for every u с Χ β Y and that 
η(π) = Ι |Υ - stfptT (φ) : φ e X , | |φ| | <_ 1}| |.V.L. Levin defines the 
norm m a similar way, but does not recognize the existence in Y of 
sup {Τ (φ) : φ e Χ , Ι |φ| I <_ 1}. He defines η (u) for u € Χ β Y by 
η (u) = inf { I | y | | : y f Y, for all ф г Х , | | φ | | <_ 1 we have 
γ : . |Т
и
(ф)|}. 
THEOREM 5.2 η is a tensor norm. If, in addition, X is a Banach lattice, 
then η is an order tensor norm. 
Proof. By computation it follows immediately that for u e Χ Θ Y we have 
n n 
η (u) = inf { | | I | |x | | · |y | | | : u = Γ χ в у with χ e X, у с Y 
1=1 1=1 
for 1 < ι < n}. Thus η(u) £ π(u), for all u с X Я Y. Furthermore, 
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n(u) = I |sup {Т
и
(ф) : φ € Χ , | |φ| | <_ 1}| | >_ sup {| |Т
и
(ф) Μ : φ e Χ , 
| |φ| Ι <_ 1}; thus η(υ) >_ | |Τ | | = c(u) , for all и с Χ β Υ. We conclude 
that η is a tensor norm. Now suppose X is a Banach lattice, u, ν e Χ β Y 
with ν ± u e С, for some tensor cone C. Then sup Τ (φ) j^ sup Τ (φ) , where 
the supremum is taken twice over {φ £ X : | |φ| | <_ l}. It follows that 
η(ν) >_ n(u). If n(u) < 1, for some u € Χ β У, choose χ e X and 
n n 
у e Y + (1 < ι < n) with u = Σ χ β у and | Ι Σ | |χ | I.у Ι Ι < 1. Let 
1=1 1=1 
n 
ν = Σ Ι χ Ι β y . Then ν ± u с С с с and π(ν) < 1. G 
ι=1 " 1 P 
THEOREM 5.3 For the η-norm we have η = η on Χ 9 Υ . 
m 
Proof. Let χ = Σ φ β ψ e x β Υ . Then 
m 
n(x) = I I Y* - sup { Σ a (φ ) · ψ : a e Χ , | | a | | <_ 1} | | = 
3-1 ^ ^ 
= (Υ* - sup { Ι а(ф ) · ψ : a ε Χ**, ||а|| < 1}) (у ) = 
3 = 1 3 3 - О 
n m + ι ι ι ι + 
= Σ Σ a (φ ) .φ (y ) , for some y„ e Y with yJ < 1, у с Y 1=1 ] = 1 ι- D 3 ι 0 ' '-Ό1 ' - ' Ί 
n
 * * I I I I 
with y 0 = λ у and a^^ e Χ with | laj | <_ 1, for all ι = 1, ..., п. 
* ** 
Because Χ is w -dense in X , the last double sum is approximately equal to 
n m m n 
Σ Σ φ (χ ) -ψ (y ) = < Σ φ β ψ , Σ χ » y > = <x,u>, where | |χ | |<1, 
ι=ι 3-1 3 ΐ ι Уі
 3 = 1 3 : 1 = 1 ι
 У
і I м -
п
 * 
u := Σ χ β y with n(u) <_ 1. We conclude that η (χ) <_ η (χ). For the 
1=1 1 *-
n
 + 
reverse inequality, suppose u = Σ χ β y with χ e X , y £ Υ ( l ^ i Ê n ) 
n 1=1 
I l I I I I I I * * 
and | | Σ | | х | | - У І І . £ І · L e t χ e Χ β Y . Choose a r e p r e s e n t a t i o n 
1=1 1 :l" 
m m 
χ = Σ φ β ψ w i t h φ e Χ , ψ ε (Υ ) and η ( χ ) » | | Σ | |φ | | · ψ | | . 
3=ι 3 3 3 3
 : ) = 1 3 3 
Then we have 
m n m n 
<X,u> = Σ Σ φ (χ ) · ψ (y ) = Σ ψ ( Σ φ (χ )y ) <_ 
3=1 ι = 1 ^ 1 ^ 1 з=1 ^ ι=1 3 1 1 
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m n m η 
< ς ψ ( | | Φ | | . ( ι | | χ | | . y )) = ( ς | | φ | | . ψ ) ( ς | | χ | | . у ) ι 
3 = 1 J -' 1 = 1 ] = 1 ^ J 1 = 1 
m 
<_ Ι Ι Σ Ι | φ Ι Ι ·ψ ] I « η ( χ ) , and t h u s 
3 = 1 D 3 
η (χ) = sup {<x,u> : u e Χ β Y with n(u) <_ 1}. 
* * 
It turns out that we can view (Χ β Υ, η) as a space of operators Y •> X , 
* int * * 
whereas (Χ β Υ, ε) is isomorphic to L (Y,X ) and (Χ β Υ, π) with 
L(Y,X*) ([DU], Vili, 2). If we deal with the η-norm we have 
THEOREM 5.4 (Χ β Υ, η)* is isomorphic to Ι/^Υ,Χ*). 
Proof. See [Ch], 1.8 or [Sch], page 277. In both proofs the isomorphism 
acts as follows: 
<T, χ β y> = <Ty, x> , for every Τ e L (Υ,Χ ), χ e X and y e Y. D 
REMARK 5.5 From theorem 5.3 it follows that we have an inclusion 
* * * * 
(Χ ® Υ ,η ) •*• (Χ β Υ, η) . It is easy to check that this isomorphism 
acts as follows: 
* * ,_ 
<φ β ψ, y> = ψ(y)-φ, for all φ e Χ , ψ e Y and y € Y. L 
J. Chaney has introduced a class M (X ,Y) of operators X -»• γ as follows. 
* * 
M (X ,Y) is the collection of all operators Τ : Χ -»-Y which have a de-
*
 Tl T2 
composition X > I »Y, for some y e Y with Τ compact and weak -
weakly continuous (here T_ is the natural injection of I , the ideal 
generated by y, into Y). For Τ e Μ (Χ ,Υ), let 
| | τ | |
Μ
 := || зир{Тф : φ £ Χ*, ЦфІІ < 1}||. 
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J. Chaney proves that || || defines a norm on Μ (X ,Y) such that 
(Μ (Χ ,Υ)/||||
Μ
) is a Banach space of operators. Furthermore, he proves 
([Chj, 1.7) that if X is a Banach lattice, then (M (X*,Y), M 11) is a 
* M 
Banach lattice for the natural ordering of operators between Banach 
lattices. 
THEOREM 5.6 u •+ Τ defines an isometry from (Χ β Υ, η) onto a dense 
* 
linear subspace of Μ (Χ ,Υ). 
A proof of this theorem is given in [Chi, theorem 1.3. That theorem 
states that (M^IX ,Y), || || ) is the completion of (Χ β Υ, η). Note 
that for u e Χ β Y we have u e C . « T c M ( X , Y ) . 
ι u * 
Equivalent to our definition in 1,2, H.H. Schaefer ([Sch], IV, 3.1) 
calls a map Τ : X •+ Y majorizing if for every null sequence (x ) 
in X, we have (Tx ) is a majorized sequence in Y. Because every 
n nclN J ι ι 
* 
Τ : X •+· Y (u e X S Y) is finite dimensional and therefore majori-
u 
zing, we can define 
M L = I l T J L = SUP i l l S U P T J ' t ' J I I : φ-j с x * ' ІІФ-ІІΙ ι i · 
1 <. j £ m}, 
'm ''u''m . . u η '' ι V 
l<j<m J J J 
(see [Sch], IV, 3). Analogously, define ||u|| = ||т || . It has been 
proved by H.H. Schaefer (Tsch], IV, 7.2) that Χ β Y is a Banach lattice 
with positive cone the l-closure of С (X Banach lattice). 
Ρ 
THEOREM 5.7 For u с Χ β Y we have n(u) = u . 
1
 ''m 
Proof. We have already seen that n(u) = | ] sup {τ (φ) : φ e Χ , | |φ| ]<_!} | | , 
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thus n(u) >_ ] |u| | . Because {τ (φ) : φ с Χ , | | φ | | <_ 1} is relatively 
* 
compact, there exist m e IN and φ., ..., φ in the unit ball of X 
1 m 
up Τ ( 
11<ι u 
such that I | sup Τ (φ ) | | > | | sup τ,, (Φ) [ [ - d» where d is an arbi-
l<j<m U ^ 
trary small positive number (LPerl, 3.10). So we get | |u| | <_ η (u) . We 
conclude that n(u) = 1 lul I . 
 m 
As a corollary of the above theorem we find that Χ β Y is a Banach 
lattice with positive cone the m-closure of С (X Banach lattice). Now 
Ρ 
we define, aside from the η-norm, another norm on the algebraic tensor 
* 
product of X and Y. For each u £ Χ Θ Y we know that Τ : X -> Y is a 
Δ-operator. 
DEFINITION 5.8 For u e Χ β Y we define 
* <5(u) = | I T J |
Д
 = s u p { | | Σ Ι Ί Μ φ ^ Ι I I : ф^ £ χ " , 1 <
 D < m a n d 
Ι Ι Ι ( φ 1 Ф т ) | І І 1 1 > · 
THEOREM 5.9 Let u £ X β Y. We have that ε (u) <_ б (u) <_ η (u) . If, in 
addition,X is a Banach lattice, then we also get |ε| (u) <_ δ (u) <_ |π| (u). 
n
 + 
Proof. Let u = Ζ χ β у with χ e X, у e Y , for 1 < ι < n. Suppose 
, 1 1 ι ι — — r r 1=1 
*
 m 
φ,, ..., φ e X such that Ι Ι Ι (φ., ..., φ )I I I = sup Ι Ι Σ a φ || < 1. 
1 m 1 ш
 σ =±1
 3=1
 D 3
 ~ 
m m n 
Then И Σ |τ (φ )| || = || Σ | Σ φ (χ ) y | || < 
:=ι
 J
 з=і 1=1 J 
ΠΙ II 
1 II Σ Σ Ι φ (χ ) | y 
3=1 1=1 J 
n m 
Ι Σ ( Σ |φ (χ )|) - y 
ι=1 з=1 
n n n 
Ι Σ I |x I I · Y I Ι ι because 0 < Σ | φ ( χ ) | = Σ σ φ (χ) 
1=1 ^ ι ' "з-І ^ ^ 3-1 Э J ι 
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= ( Σ σ.φ.) (χ.) < χ . , for all i. We conclude that 6(u) = Τ , < 
._ y-j ι — ' ' д. ' ' ' ' ' u' 'Δ — 
£ П ( и ) . Of course we have S (u) = | ¡T || >_ | |τ || = c(u). Now suppose 
X is a Banach lattice. Then lei (u) = I IT I I =11 |σ β Τ I 11 = 
l i i i
u
i i
r
 Ι Ι Ι Τ γ u
1 1 1 
= 11 | q Y · T J (Φ) 11 « Ι Ι ^ ί ψ ^ + т и ( ф 1 - Φ) 11 < | | І ^ С Ф ^ | + | т и < ф - Ф^ I | 
for some φ e (Y ) and φ e (Y ) with 0 <_ φ <_ φ. Thus | | | (φ , φ - φ ) | | |<_ 1 
and therefore |e| (u) <_ δ (u) . Finally, if X is a Banach lattice, then η 
is an order tensor norm, thus δ (u) <_ n(u) <_ |тт| (u) . D 
1 2 1 2 
EXAMPLE 5.10 The identity I -*• I defines a Δ-operator I -*• I , which 
1 2 is not majorizing (see 3.5). Define Τ : i -*• I by Τ (a , a», ...) = 
= (a,, a-, — , aK,, 0, 0, — ) ( (a , a , — ) e i , Ne U . ) Denote the 1 2 Ν 1 2 
2 
unit vectors of с as usual by e (ne Ж ) , those of I by d (ne IN), for 
the time being. Then we can view T.. as Τ . = Τ _ , _. . We alreadv 
N N e.®d, + .. .+e Bd.. 1 1 N N 
know that | |T.,| | и /Ν · | IT I | . , this means 
''N''m ' Ν ^ Δ 
η (e. e d , + . . . + е., β d.,) f« Λί · S (e. β d, + . . .+e . β d.,) . Thus the 1 1 N N 1 1 N N 
δ- and the η-norm are inequivalent norms, in general. Π 
§ 6. EXAMPLES OF TENSOR PRODUCTS 
First we repeat some results of the theory of tensor products. 
THEOREM 6.1 For every Banach space Y and every compact Hausdorff space S 
we have 
(i) C(S) Я Y is isomorphic (as Banach space) to C(S,Y), the space 
of all continuous functions S •+ Y, endowed with the supremum 
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norm. In particular C(S, C(S')) (with compact Hausdorf f space S') 
is isomorphic to C(S χ S"). 
and 
1 1 * (ii) L (μ) β Y is isomorphic (as Banach space) to К * (L (μ) ,Y) 
ε w —w 
(see 11,3). D 
The proofs of (ii) and (i) of this theorem can be found in [DU], VIII, 1.5 
and [Sch], IV, 2.1, respectively. From (ii) it follows that the comple-
1 * 
tion of Ρ (μ,Χ) is К (L (μ) ,Υ). The next result, which states that 
sep * 
w -w 
the Bochner space is also isomorphic (as Banach space) to a tensor pro­
duct, is classical (see [DU], VIII, 1.10). 
THEOREM 6.2 Let Y be a Banach space. Then Β(μ,Χ) is isomorphic to 
L (μ) β Y. In particular, Β(μ,Ι, (ν)) (with \) a finite measure) is iso­
morphic to L (μχν). D 
Next we give examples of the order projective and order injective tensor 
product of two Banach lattices . 
THEOREM 6.3 For every Banach lattice Y and compact Hausdorff space Ξ 
we have an isomorphism of Banach lattices between C(S) Θι ι Y and C(S,Y). 
Proof. J. Chaney ([Ch], 1.5) has proved that the η-norm on Υ β C(S) 
equals the e-norm. Then of course we have ε = |e] = η ο η Υ β С(S). The 
norms ε and |e| are symiretric, so we have that C(S) Θ ι ι Y is isomorphic to 
C(S) β Y, and consequently to C(S,Y). Indeed, the isomorphism in theorem 
6.1 (i) acts as follows: (χ β y)(s) = x(s)-y (x e X, y e Y, s e s ) . Then 
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С (C(S),ï) = (C(S) β Y) η C(S,Y)+. For, if u e C(S) β Y, then we have 
u t C(S,Y) « u(s) e Y , for all s e S » i|i(u(s)) > 0, for ail s e s 
and ail ψ € ( Υ ) » ψ » υ € C(S) , for ail ψ e (Y ) « u € С (С (S) ,Y) . 
Therefore we have an isomorphism of Banach lattices. Q 
THEOREM 6.4 Suppose S and S. are compact Hausdorff spaces. For every 
u с CtSj) β C(S ) we have ε (u) = |ε| (u) = | π | (u) . 
Proof. We already know from the above theorem that ε(u) = |ε|(u). 
G. Wittstock ([Wij, 4.7) has proved that |ε|(u) = |π|(u), so we are done. 
D 
COROLLARY 6.5 There exists only one order tensor norm on C(S ) β C(S_). 
The completion of the order tensor product of CtS.) and C(S ) is 
c(s1 χ s 2 ) . D 
THEOREM 6.6 For every Banach lattice Y we have an isomorphism of Banach 
lattices between L (μ) β ι ρ Y and Β(μ,Y). 
M 
Proof. We know ([Fr J-, 2.В) that |тг|(и) = π (u) , for every u e L (μ) β Y. 
Therefore, L (μ) βι ι Υ is isomorphic to Β(μ,Υ) as Banach spaces. The 
positive cone in the Banach lattice L (μ) βι ι Y is π -clo(C (L (μ),Y)) = 
M ρ 
|ir|-clo C M L (μ),Y). We prove that (L (μ) β Υ) η Β+(μ,Υ) = С (L (μ) ,Υ) . 
Then the theorem has been proved. If u e С (L (μ),Υ), then 
u = χ. β y. + + χ ® y In € ti , χ € Χ, y e Y for 1 < ι < η) with 
1 + * + 
Ψ (y.) • χ. + . .. + ψ (y ) · χ € (L (μ)) , for every ψ e (Y ) . Thus u, 
viewed as a Bochner integrable function Ω •* Y (with и(ш) = χ (ш)у. + ... 
... + χ (ш)у , for every ω e Ω), is an element of F (μ,X), thus an element 
η η w 
HO 
Β (μ,X). On the other hand, if u e L (u) И Y and u e Β (μ,Y), then for 
* + 1 
every ψ e (Y ) we have ψ ° u >_ 0, μ-a.e. , thus и e С (L (μ) ,Υ) . 
THEOREH 6.7 Suppose v. and \j are finite measures. For every 
u e L (v) ® L (v) we have | г | (u) = ]π | (u) = π (u) . 
Proof. We already know that |TT|(U) = π (u) (proof of 6.6). G. Wittstock 
has proved ([Wi], 4.7 ) that |ε|(u) = |π|(u). D 
COROLLARY 6.8 There exists only one order tensor norm on L (ν ) Θ L (v ) 
The completion of the order tensor product of L (v.) and L (v ) is 
L (υ1 x v 2) . D 
REMARK 6.9 By comparing |ε| and |тг| o n £ β С ([0,1]), we see that in 
general the order infective and order projective norm are inequivalent. 
For in .this case |ε| (u) = ε (u) , for all 
Ц = a, β x. + + a β χ e l β C([0,1]), thus 
1 1 η η 
| ε | (u) = sup Ι Σ α - a · χ ( t ) Ι , where η e U ,- a = (a ) e l 
^
 г
 „ ,
 Ί
 . m im ι ι im mt IN 
t € [ 0 , l ] 1=1 
0<n <1 
m 
and χ e C([0,1]), for all 1 < ι < n. On the other hand, |π| is a 
"Bochner norm" (see 6.6) . D 
Now we are going to deal with the n-norm. 
In the remainder of this section X is a Banach space and Y is a Banach 
lattice. 
We have already made some remarks about η, which we summarize in 
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THEOREM 6.10 If X is an AM-space, then ε = η on Χ β Y. If Y is an 
AL-space, then π = η ο η Χ β Υ . Π 
V.L. Levin ([Lev], 2.2) has also proved the reverse of these implicati­
ons. In the next theorem it follows that the space |p|(μ,Υ) has very 
much to do with the normed tensor product (L (μ) β Υ,η). 
1 T i l 
THEOREM 6.11 The map L (y) β Υ »|ρ|(μ,Υ) 
x 1 β Υ ι + ... + x n e y n - L > x 1 < - ) . y 1 + ... + xn(-).yn 
is an isometry from (L (μ) β Υ, η) onto a dense linear subspace of 
|P| (μ,Υ). 
Proof. It is easy to see that Τ is the induced map of the bilinear map 
from L (μ) x Y into |p| (μ,Υ), given by (x,y) ·* x(-).y. Every step fune-
n
 1 
tion f = Ζ y.χ e 5(μ,Υ) is the image of an element of L (μ) β Y 
. . i E . 
ι=1 ι 
(indeed, f = Τ(χ β y. + + χ β y )). Therefore, the image of Τ 
E. 1 E n 
1 n 
is a dense linear subspace of |p|(μ,Υ). Next we prove that Τ is an 
isometry. Suppose (E,, ..., E ) is a partition of Ω and y., ..., y e Y 
I n I n 
{new). We prove that n(u) = ||T(U) | | where u = χ β y. + ...+ χ β y . 
E. 1 E n 
1 n 
Indeed, 
I | T ( U ) | | = Il | | χ
Ε
 l l - l y j + · · · + llxE І М У П І II i n ( u ) . 
1 n 
m 
Conversely, suppose we have a representation u = Σ x' β y ! with 
j = l J J 
* + 
x'. e X, y! € Y, for ail j = 1, ..., m. For every φ e (Y ) we find 
φ (μ (E.) · ly, I + ... + μ (E ) · |y | ) = μ (E. ) -φ ( | y. | ) + ... +μ (E )ф(|у | ) = l ' i ' nn 1 1 n n 
= f (Ф(|у 1|)-х Е + ... + Ф(|у п|)-х Е )dV 
1 n 
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= I Ф Ч У І - Х Е + · · · + y
n
-x E I ) * -
1 η 
= ƒ Ф(|х1' (-)-у; + . . . + x M - J - y ' h d u < ' 1 1 m m — 
< ƒ Φ d x ! (-) Н У ; I + . . . + (χ· (-) Н У ' h dp = 
= Ф ( | | Х І І І - І У І І + · · · + l l x J I - l y J ) · 
We conclude that ||T(U)|| <^  n(u). Because S(pfY) is dense in L (μ) β Y 
(for Ξ (μ) is dense in L (u)),we get ||T(U)|| = n(u), for all 
u € L (y) β Y. 
1 * Il 
COROLLARY 6.12 M (L (μ) ,Y) is the completion of |ρ|(μ,Υ). 
li Τ' 1 * 
Proof. Indeed, the map |ρ|(μ,Υ) »M (L (μ) ,Υ) , defined by 
Τ'(f) (g) = Ρ - ƒ f (ω) · g(ü)) άμ(ω) (f e |ρ|(μ,Υ),· g e L*'(μ) , identified 
1 * 
as L (μ) ) composed with Τ gives us the canonical injection 
1 1 * II 
L (μ) β Y -> M (L (μ) , Y). Therefore, Τ' is an isometry from |p| (μ,Υ) 
1 * 
onto a dense linear subspace of MA(L (μ) , Y). In addition, for 
f € |p| (μ,Υ) we have f > 0 iff T' (f) >_ 0. 
In case Y is a dual Banach lattice, Υ = Ζ for some Banach lattice Z, we 
1 * * * ι 1 
know that M (L (μ) , Ζ ) is (Τ «—» Τ |_) isomorphic to A(Z,L (μ)), the 
space of operators Τ : Ζ -*• L (μ) , which have a decomposition Τ = Τ ° Τ 
Tl 1 
with Ζ >Ь (μ), where Τ is positive from Ζ to some AL-space L, and 
T, : L -»• L (μ) compact ([Ch], 2). 
THEOREM 6.13 K r(Z, L (μ)) is the completion of |ρ|(μ,Ζ ). 
Proof. Define R : |p| (μ,Ζ*) -f ΚΓ(Ζ, L (μ)) by R f (ζ) (ω) = f (ω) (ζ) 
ι ι * (f e |Ρ|(μ,Ζ ), ζ e Ζ, ω e Ω). If we have shown that 
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1 г 1 
Л(Ζ, L (υ)) = Κ (Ζ, L (υ)), it is easy to see wxth the aid of the above 
corollary, that R defines a linear isometry onto a dense linear subset 
r 1 1 
of the Banach lattice Κ (Ζ, L (μ)). Suppose Τ e Λ(Ζ, L (μ)). Then Τ has 
Τ Τ 1 2 1 
a decomposition Ζ ^L — ^ ^ L (μ) as above. T„ is compact, thus it is 
given by a Bochner integrable function ([DU], III, 2.2). Such an 
operator is the difference of two positive compact operators. Composed 
with Τ , we get Τ £ Κ (Ζ, L (u)). Suppose Τ e Κ (Ζ, L (μ)). Now in order 
1 * 1 * * 
to prove that T e Λ(Ζ, L (μ)), we show that Τ e M (L (μ) , Ζ ) 
* 1 * 
(LChJ, 2.2). Of course, Τ is compact and regular. But L (μ) has a 
* 
unit. This means that the image of Τ is contained in an ideal I , for 
1 * * * ** 
some g e h (μ) . Besides, Τ is weak - weakly continuous, for if a e Ζ , 
** ** ** ** ι ι #* 
then a ο Τ = Τ (a) and Τ : Ζ -> q(L (μ)) C L (μ) , for Τ is 
(weakly) compact. Π 
COROLLARY 6.14 If Ζ. and Ζ are Banach lattices such that Ζ is iso-
* r 1 
morphic to Ζ as Banach lattice, then Κ (Ζ., L (μ)) is isomorphic to 
r 1 
Κ (Ζ , L (μ)) as Banach lattice. 
ι ι * 1 1 * 
THEOREM 6.15 As Banach lattices, |Ρ|(μ,Υ) is isomorphic to L (Y, L (μ) ) 
Proof. See for instance ([ch], 1.Θ and 1.3), which states that 
1 * * 1 1 * 1 1 * 
M (L (μ) , Y) is isomorphic to L (Y, L (μ) ). The action of L (Y, L (μ) ) 
il 1 1 * 
on |Ρ[(μ,Υ) is given by <x β y, T> = Ty(x), for Τ e L (Y, L (μ) ), 
χ с L (μ) and y с Y. Q 
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IV. VECTOR MEASURES 
This chapter deals with vector measures. We are particularly interested 
in vector measures with values in a Banach lattice, which have a deriva­
tive. Extensive literature exists on this subject. The main reference 
book is "Vector measures" by J. Diestel and J.J. Uhi, Jr. The theory is 
not completed yet and still claims wide attention. Even so we will try 
to derive new results for working with Banach lattices. We will be 
* 
discussing weakly and weak measurable functions, the (Weak) Radon-
Nikodym Property and the Pettis Integral Property. We will give suffi­
cient conditions to prove that Ρ (ιι,Χ) is equal to or is dense in Ρίμ,Χ1 . 
sep 
§ 1. VECTOR MEASURES WITH VALUES IN A BANACH LATTICE 
It was J.D.M. Wright who has made a study of finitely additive measures 
with values in a Dedekind complete vector lattice (fwrl). Countably 
additivity of these measures refers to the order. A vector measure is a 
finitely additive vector valued map defined on a σ-algebra. Except from 
this section, we will assume that vector measures are countably additive 
with respect to the norm. 
EXAMPLE 1.1 Let m - B([0,1]) •+ I™(L0,ll) be defined by m(E) = χ for 
all E с B([0,1]). Then m is a finitely additive measure. Furthermore, if 
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(E ) ^, is a diSTOint sequence in В ([0,1]), then 
η ne IN 
m
< " V = X N t X„ = m( U E n ) . 
n = 1
 UE ^ ' JE n = 1 
n=l n n=l n 
Thus m is countably additive with respect to the order, but surely not 
with respect to the norm. D 
Tn his thesis ([Gr], III), G.L.M. Groenewegen makes a study of finitely 
and countably additive vector measures with values in a Banach lattice. 
He distinguishes strongly additive measures, countably additive measures 
and measures of bounded variation, all with values in a (Dedekind com­
plete) Banach lattice, and compares them with order bounded (see defi­
nition below) vector measures. 
DEFINITION 1.2 Let m : Σ -+ X be a measure. The variation, | |m| | , of m, 
is defined by 
η 
||m||(E) = sup { Σ || m(E ) || : (E , ..., E ) partition of E} (EeE). 
i=l 
m has σ-fimte variation if there exists a partition (Ε , E , ...) of Ω 
with ||m||(E ) < », for all η e U. By Μ (Σ,Χ) we denote the space of 
г r 
all norm countably additive measures Σ ->• X, and by Μ (Γ,Χ) (M (X)) we 
denote the space of all order bounded measures Σ ->- X (where X is a Banach 
lattice). D 
THEOREM 1.3 Let X be a Dedekind complete Banach lattice. Then МГ(Х) is 
r 
a Dedekind complete Riesz space. If m e Μ (Χ), then we have for E £ Σ 
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|m| (E) = sup { m(F) - m(E\F) : F C E , F f E } = 
η 
= sup { Σ |m(E )| : (Ε , ..., E ) is a partition of E}. 
1=1 
Furthermore, m •+ | | |m| (Ω) | | defines a Banach lattice norm in Μ (X) . 
Proof. See [GrJ, III, 2.4. D 
If we take an infinite dimensional AL-space X, it is possible to construct 
an example of a countably additive nonorder bounded vector measure. Indeed, 
there exists an unconditionally summable sequence (x ) in X such that 
η nr IN 
( χ ) is not summable. Hence ( Σ χ ) is not an order bounded 1
 n' neJN , ' n' NeüN 
n=l 
sequence. If we define m : Б(Г0,1]) •+ X by 
m(E) = Τ λ (Ε η [2" η, 2"η+1)) · 2 η - χ (Ее 8([0,lJ)), 
η=1 
then we get a countably additive vector measure, which is not order 
bounded. The following example is taken from [Db]. 
EXAMPLE 1.4 Let m : 8([0,lJ) •+ c„ with m(E) = (ƒ Ξΐη(2πη t)dX(t)) 
0 E nrlN 
for all E e В(ГО,il). Then m is countably additive (and has finite varia­
tion) , but m is not order bounded. Ü 
THEOREM 1.5 (Groenewegen) (i) Suppose every countably additive vector 
measure Τ •*• X is order bounded. Then X is isomorphic to an AM-space, in 
which every norm bounded collection of pairwise disjoint elements of X 
is order bounded. 
(n) If X ^ (0), then ΜΓ(Σ,Χ) / Μ (Γ,Χ). 
s 
Proof. See ГСгІ, III, 5.4 and 6. 
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G.L.M. Groenewegen also gives an example ([Gr], III, 5.14) of a countably 
additive order bounded vector measure m with values in a Dedekind com­
plete AM-space, such that |m| is not countably additive. 
We extend the above mentioned theory in case we deal with dual Banach 
* * 
lattices. Suppose X is a Banach lattice with dual X . Every weak inte-
grable function f : Я ->• X induces a finitely additive measure 
m : Σ •* X by m (E) = w - ƒ f dp, for all E e Σ. We know ([Mus] , 3.1) 
that m, has σ-finite variation and is weak countably additive. Of 
course, m is μ-continuous. 
THEOREM 1.6 Suppose X has order continuous norm. If m : Σ ->• X is weak 
countably additive, then m is norm countably additive. 
Proof. If X has order continuous norm, then Ji. ? X as Banach lattice 
(LSch], II, 5.14). It follows that l <f- X as Banach space, for otherwise 
с с" X as Banach space, thus с <" X as Banach lattice ([LT] , 1.C.4), 
Л с χ as Banach lattice. Now use [DU], I, 4.7. D 
* * 
On the other hand, if m : Σ ->· X is a u-continuous, weak countably addi-
* 
tive measure of σ-finite variation, then there exists a weak integrable 
f : Ω -»• X with m = m (Rybakov's theorem; see [Mus]., 2.0). From 
([Dm], II, 11; see also 4.6) it follows that m is positive iff f is 
1 * 
positive in L (u, X ). 
w 
σ * 
DEFINITION 1.7 By M ^(y, X ) we denote the collection of μ-continuous, 
w 
* * 
weak countably additive measures Σ •+• X , which have a σ-finite variation. 
D 
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THEOREM 1.8 Let X either be isomorphic to an AM-space or a Banach 
σ * r * lattice with order continuous norm. Then Μ (μ, Χ ) η Μ (Σ, Χ ) is an 
* w 
ideal of Μ Γ(Σ, Χ ). 
σ * г * Proof. Firstly, we prove that Μ ( μ , Χ ) η Μ (Σ, X ) is a Riesz sub-
w 
r * 
space of Μ (Σ, Χ ). It suffices to show, that for every 
m e Μ
σ
*(μ- Χ ) η Μ Γ(Σ, Χ ) we have |m| e M^ty, X*). Let m e У?*^' x )' 
W W W 
* * 
be order bounded. There exist a weak integrable f : Ω •* X and a par-
* 
tition (Ω , Ω , ...) of Ω such that m = m and f is weak uniformly 
bounded on each Ω ( n e u ) ([Mus] , 2). It follows that | |m| | (Ω ) < •», 
for all η e 3N . From the formula in the proof of theorem 1.3, it is imme­
diately clear that |m| is p-continuous and | | |m| (Ω ) | | = | |ni(fi ) | | , 
for all η € IN . Therefore m has σ-finite variation. It remains to prove 
that |m| is weak countably additive. In case X has order continuous 
norm, it follows from theorem 1.6 that m is countably additive. But then 
so is |m|, as follows directly from the formula of |m| (see 1.3), again 
* 
using the order continuity of the norm. If X is isomorphic to an AM-
* 
space, we use the fact that every weak summable sequence (φ ) in 
η neJN 
* * I l 
X is order weak summable (I, 3.5). Now using the formula for ]m|, we 
ι ι * easily can derive that |m| is weak countably additive. 
r * Secondly, suppose 0 S m' Sm, with m1 e Μ (Γ, Χ ) and 
о * r * 
m e M ^(μ, Χ ) η Μ (Σ, Χ ). One easily checks that m' is y-continuous, 
w 
has σ-finite variation with ||m'||(E) < ||m||(E), for all E e Σ, and 
* * r * 
that m' is weak countably additive. Hence Μ (μ, X ) п м (Г,X) is an 
w 
ideal of Μ Γ(Σ, Χ*). Q 
As we have already announced in chapter II, we want to define order weak 
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integrability for functions with values in a dual Banach lattice. With 
the above theory for vector measures and Rybakov's theorem (see [Mus]., 
2.0) we are able to do so. 
* 
DEFINITION 1.9 A function f : Ω -+ Χ , where Χ is a Banach lattice, is 
* * 
called order weak integrable if f is weak integrable with m order 
ι ι О * W 
bounded and [m | e Μ (μ,Χ ). The collection of all equivalence (~ ) 
w 
* * 
classes of order weak integrable functions Ω -+ X is denoted by 
|G|(U, X 1 For f с |G|(μ, Χ ) we define 
l|fMl G| = II |mf| (П)||. 
THEOREM 1.10 |G|(μ, X ) is the largest Riesz subspace of L *(μ,Χ 
N e x t
' II I I |
r
I defines a Riesz norm on |G| (μ, X ). 
The proof of this theorem is left to the reader. 
THEOREM 1.11 Let X be a Banach lattice. 
11 * 1 * * 
(i) |G| (μ, X ) = L (μ, X ) •• X is isomorphic to an AM-space. 
w 
(ii) If X is an AM-space, then ||f|| = ||f||, , for all fsL (μ, X ). 
G G * 1
 ' w 
(iii) If X is isomorphic to an AL-space, then (|G|(μ, Χ ), || ||ι ι) is 
lGl 
a Banach lattice. 
* 
Proof. ad (i) (*») . Let (φ ) _, be a weak summable sequence in X . 
η nelN 
Take disjoint E e Σ, η e ΠΝ, with μ (E ) > 0, for all η e U . Then 
η η 
œ -1 * * 
ω -*• Σ μ (Ε ) - φ · χ (ω) is weak integrable, thus order weak inte-
. η η E 
n=l η 
I l * * 
grable. Then ( φ ) _ is weak summable, so X is isomorphic to an 1
 n' ntlN 
AM-space (I, 3.5) . 
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1 * (*•) Let f e L (μ, Χ ). There exists a partition (Ω , Ώ-, ...) of Ω 
w 
such that | |m | | (Ω ) < ™, for all η e JN . For each η e IN , the restrict­
ion of m,. to { E e. Σ : Ε <= Ω } is denoted by m . It follows that m is 
f η η η 
* * 
order bounded (X has a unit). Define m : E -»• X by m(E) (χ) = 
CD ι ι * 
= Ζ Ι ra Ι (Ε Ω ) (χ), for each E e E and χ e X (note that every weak 
n=l 
* * 
summable sequence in X is also order weak summable). Then m is a posi-
σ * ι ι * 
tlve measure, m e M (y, Χ ) and ra ^_ ±m . It follows that f e |G| (υ, Χ ). 
* f 
w 
1 * * 
ad (il). Let f e L (y, Χ ). Assuming X is an AM-space, we have 
w 
l l f | | | G | = II | ™ Ε | ( Ω ) | | = 
= I I sup (m (Ω·) - m (Ω\Ω'))|| ^ = 
Ω'εβ (X is AM) 
= sup I I m (Ω·) - m №\Ω') | | = 
Ω^Ω 
= sup sup (m (Ω') (χ) - m (ΩΧΩ'Ηχ)) = 
Ω'εΩ χίχ 
Ι Ы 111 
sup sup (ƒ f(-)(x)dy - ƒ . f(-)(x)dy) = 
Χ£Χ Ω^Ω " " N " 
I Ы li1 
sup f
n
 | f ( - ) ( x ) | dy = | | f | | G . 
xeX 
I W L·1 
ad (111). Let (f ) , be an absolutely summable sequence in G (y, Χ ). 
г * 
Then (m, ) is an absolutely summable sequence in M (X ). Define f neu 
η 
* OD 
m : E •* X by m(E) = E m (E), for all E e Σ. It follows that m is 
n=l η 
* 
y-continuous and is weak σ-additive. It remains to prove that m has 
σ-finite variation. There exists a constant С > 0 such that for every 
φ.,..., φ e (Χ ) (η e ΠΝ) we have | | φ, | | + ... + ||φ || ± 
£ С ІІф. + ... + φ ||. Let (Ω , Ω , ...) be a partition of Ω. Then 
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Ilmtnj) 11 + I |m(fi2) | | + ... + | |ιη(Ωη) || <_ 
< С · || Imííí.)! + |m(íí-)| + ... + |πι(Ω )| || < 
— ' ' ' Ι
1
 ' 2 ' ' η ' 1 1 — 
< C · || |ιη| (Ω.) + | m | (Ω.) + ... + |πι| (Ω )|| = 
η 
= С · || |m| ( U Ω.) I I _< С · M |m| (Ω) Π 
i=l :L 
(in fact, every order bounded measure Σ -»• X has finite variation) . D 
The remainder of this section deals with integrability of scalar 
valued functions with respect to vector measures. We follow the theory 
of J. Kluvanek and G. Knowles ([KKJ, 11,2). 
DEFINITION 1.12 Let m : Σ -»• X be countably additive. A measurable 
* 
function к : Ω -*• Ш is m-integrabie if for every φ e X we have that 
к is φ » m-integrable in such a way that there exists to every E e Σ 
* 
an χ e X with φ (χ ) = ƒ к с1(ф 0 m), for all φ € Χ . We will denote 
E E H 
х^ by ƒ к dm, for all E e Σ. D 
E E 
THEOREM 1.13 Let f : Ω ->· X be Pettis integrable. Suppose к : Ω •+ m 
is measurable. Then к is m-integrable iff k-f is Pettis integrable. 
If к is m integrable, then ƒ к d m = f k-f dy, for all E e Σ. f E Γ E 
Proof. Suppose k-f is Pettis integrable, let χ = Ρ - ƒ k-f du, for 
E E 
* 
all E e Σ. Then for every φ e X we have φ (χ ) = j k^°f dp = 
= ƒ к а(ф°т ), thus к is m-integrable. Now, suppose к is m-integrable. 
If к is bounded, then k-f is Pettis integrable (I, 1). If к is positive, 
then there exist for η е. Ж measurable, bounded к : Si •+ Ш with к t к, 
η η 
pointwise. Then (ƒ к d т^) _, is Cauchy, for every E t Σ, and it r
 Ε η f neIN 
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follows that (ƒ к d m.) _, tends to Ρ - ƒ к· f dy. If к іь not posi-
E η f ntlN E 
tive, write к = к - к , and the proof follows directly. Ü 
After the Pettis-like definition 1.12 of integrability, we want to iden-
tify functions, which induce the same measure. 
DEFINITION 1.14 Let m be a vector measure. An E с Σ is called an 
m-nuli set if m(F) = 0, for all F £ Σ with F с E. If к. , к : Ω •* IR are 
measurable, then к = к m-a.e. if {ω e Ω : к (ω) φ k^do)} is an m-null set. 
α 
Now we can prove that the m-integrable functions, modulo those functions 
which are 0 m-a.e., form a Riesz space. We will denote this Riesz space 
by L (m). Elements of L (m) are still being viewed as functions and are 
denoted by k., к , ... etc. For к £ L (m) we define 
| | к | | = sup { ƒ |k| а|ф°т| : φ £ X* with | |φ| | <_ 1}. 
THEOREM 1.15 Suppose m : E -*· X is a norm countably additive and positive 
measure. Then (L (m), || ||) is a Dedekind complete Banach lattice with 
order continuous norm. 
Proof. It is standard to prove, that (L (m), || ||) is a Banach space. 
From the definition above, we see that || || is a Riesz norm on the 
Banach lattice L (m). Furthermore, L (m) is a Riesz ideal of the Dedekind 
complete Riesz space of all real measurable functions modulo the m-null 
functions ([dj, V R ] , I,1.F). Therefore, L (m) is Dedekind complete. 
Suppose (k ) is a decreasing net in L (m) with inf к = 0 . There exists r r
 τ τετ
 э
 „τ 
Т£Т 
* + • 
a φ e (Χ ) such that for all ψ £ X we have that ψ » m is absolutely 
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continuous with respect to φ ° m ([DUJ, IX, 2.2). It follows that there 
exists a countable subset (k ) of (k ) with inf к = 0 . Then 
τ new τ теТ τ 
η пеЗМ η 
ƒ к d(ψ » m) + 0, for all ψ e (Χ ) , thus ƒ к dm — — > 0, and there-
τ τ 
η η (η-*») 
fore M ƒ к dra I I >0 ([Sch], II, 5.9). It follows that 
η (η-*») 
I |k || + 0. D 
REMARK 1.16 L. Egghe has proved that if m : Σ -*- X has finite varia­
tion, then the dual of L (m) is identified as a quotient of the space 
of the bounded Bochner (||m||) integrable functions Ω -»• X (see [Eg]). D 
In the sequel, a vector measure is norm countably additive. 
5 2. WEAKLY EQUIVALENT FUNCTIONS 
We want to find sufficient conditions for the measure space (Ω,Σ,μ) or 
the Banach space X (Banach lattice X) , in order to have a function 
Ω -»• X weakly equivalent to a strongly measurable one. First we mention 
several results concerning this problem in case we deal with Banach 
spaces, in the second part of this section we are interested in Banach 
lattices. 
We call X (u-) measure compact if every weakly measurable function 
Ω -* X is weakly equivalent to a strongly measurable function Ω -»• X 
(for the several definitions of measurability, see I, 1). 
A basic result is stated in Pettis' measurability theorem 2.1. 
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THEOREM 2.1 (Pettis) A function f : ί! -»• X is strongly measurable iff 
we have 
(i) f is (μ-) essentially separably valued and 
(11) f is weakly measurable. G 
A proof of this theorem can be found in B.J. Pettis' work on vector 
valued integration theory (LPetJ, 1.1). J. Diestel and J.J. Uhi, Jr. pre­
sent another one ([DU], II, 1.2). A slight generalization of this theorem 
has been proved by A. Alexiewicz : condition (n) is weakened by "φ ° f 
* is measurable for every φ m a total subset of X " (LAlexJ, 2). It 
* * 
follows that a weak measurable function Π •* X with essentially sepa­
rable range, is strongly measurable. However, research on this subject 
has been continuing for the last ten years. For instance, D.R. Lewis 
has found a beautiful result for weakly compactly generated Banach spaces 
(see [DUJ, III,4 or [St]). We will improve his result in 
THEOREM 2.2 Let X be a weakly compactly generated Banach space and 
f : Sì •*• X a weakly measurable function. Then there exists a strongly 
w 
measurable g : fi -> X such that f ~ g. 
Proof. D.R. Lewis has proved this theorem for bounded f, see [DU], page 
88. That proof, however, works just as well if f is not bounded but 
only "weakly uniformly bounded", i.e. if there exists an M e IR such 
that for every φ € Χ |φ°ί| f_ M- | |φ| | holds μ-a.e. Starting from this 
observation we proceed as follows. Let f be as in theorem 2.2. As was 
noticed by V.l. Rybakov ([Mus]., 2) there exists a measurable function 
к : Ω -* [0,°°], such that we have |φ0ί| £ ||ф||-к, y-a.e. , for every 
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φ £ Χ . Define Ω = { ω ε Η : η - 1 < _ к(ш) < η} (η ε № . For each η e IN, 
the restriction f of f to Ω is weakly uniformly bounded. So there 
w 
exists a strongly measurable g : Ω > X with f ~ g (η £ U) . Defi-3
 η η η η 
ning g : Ω -»• Χ by g (ω) = g (ω) (η e ]Ν , ω e S2 ) we have a strongly 
measurable g with f ~ g. Π 
There are other situations in which we have the conclusion of the above 
theorem. G.A. Edgar has given a sufficient condition for X in order to 
have that X is measure compact. His condition is a topological one (see 
[Edg] , 5.4). On the other hand, R. Geitz has given a sufficient geo­
metrical condition for measure compactness of X (see TQ] , 2.8). First 
we give two examples in which a weakly measurable function is not weakly 
equivalent to a strongly measurable one. 
CO 
EXAMPLE 2.3 We construct a weakly measurable f : [0,1] -»• i that is 
not weakly equivalent to a strongly measurable one. For every ω ε ΓΟ,Ι] 
there exists an infinite subset A of IN such that Α η A , is finite 
ω ω ω 
as soon as ω ^ ω'. In fact, we can choose A : = { n e ] N : o o c D } , where 
ω η 
D is the n-th diadic interval of 10,11» thus D, = ΓΟ,Ι], D = ГО.Ы, 
D 3 = ih,lì, D 4 = Í0,hi, . . . etc. Define f : [0,1] •* 1°° by f(u>) = e 
ω 
(ω e [0,1]). For the proof of the weakly measurability of f, denote by ρ 
co œ 
the projection t, -»• t. /c . Then ρ(ί(ω)) л p(f(u')) = 0 in the Banach 
00 CO * 
lattice 5. /е., where ω, ω' с [0,1] , ω ^ ω'. If φ s (Л ) , then φ » f is 
U с 
» * 
measurable (trivial). If φ e (.1 ) , then φ (χ) = 0 for all χ e c„, thus 
s 0 
there are only countably many ω € [0,1] with φ(ί(ω)) ^ 0. Therefore, 
oo * со 
φ
 0
 f is measurable for all φ с U ) . If g : I 0,1] •* I is such that 
* 
w * 
g ~ f, then g = f, λ-a.e., because X has a countable total subset. 
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Evidently, f is not essentially separably valued. For if ω φ ω', then 
||ί(ω) - fdü·)!! = 1 (ω, ω' e Γο,ΐΐ). Π 
EXAMPLE 2.4 ([Edg],, 5) Define f : [0,1] •+ Ь<°(Г0,1]) by f (ω) = χ
Γη
 , 
1 1U ,ω) 
for all ω e [0,1]. Every φ с L ([0,1]) is the difference of two posi­
tive linear functionals, φ = φ - φ . Now φ » f and φ » f
 a r
e increas­
ing, hence measurable. Thus f is weakly measurable. Again, there is a 
countable total set of functionals on L ([0,11). So f is not weakly 
equivalent to any strongly measurable function. Π 
The reader might think, that measure compactness is guaranteed for a 
vi 
space, which does not contain a copy of i. . This is false. J. Lmden-
strauss and C. Stegall (iL, St], corollary 5) have constructed a weakly 
measurable function with values in the dual of the James tree space, that 
is not equivalent to any strongly measurable function. 
Recent research in this field has been done by G.A. Edgar and R.F. Geitz. 
We will give a summary of their results. First we quote some definitions. 
Let (Τ, τ) be a topological vector space (completely regular, Hausdorff). 
By Baire (Τ, τ) we denote the smallest σ-algebra of T, for which every 
τ-continuous real function on Τ is measurable. A probability measure on 
Baire (Τ, τ) is called tight in (Τ, τ) if for any δ > 0 there is a com­
pact set S с τ such that S has outer measure >_ 1 - δ. For f : Ω -*• X and 
E £ Σ, the core of f over E, denoted by cor (Ε), is given by the formula 
cor (Ε) = Π clo (co(f(E\F))) . 
P(F)=0 
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THEOREM 2.5 (Edgar) Let f . Ω -*· X be weakly measurable. Then f is weak­
ly equivalent to a strongly measurable function iff the image measure 
f (μ) is tight in (X, w) (where f (μ) is defined by f (μ) (E) = \i(f~ (E)), 
for all E £ Baire (X,w)). 
Proof. See [EdgJ , 5.2. D 
G.A. Edgar also proves (LEdg] , 5.4) that measure compactness of X, i.e. 
every weakly measurable X-valued function is weakly equivalent to a 
strongly measurable one, is a topological property of (X, w). Indeed, 
he states that X is measure compact iff every continuous functional on 
{f : X ->• ГО : f is bounded and w-continuous} is order continuous. 
THEOREM 2.6 (Geitz) Let f : П -*• X be weakly measurable. 
(i) If g : Я •+ X is weakly measurable and weakly equivalent to f, 
then cor (E) = cor (E), for every Ε ε Σ. Conversely, if both f 
and g have nonempty cores (over all E e Σ with E ^ 0) and if 
cor (E) = cor (E) (all E € Σ), then f ~ g. 
di) f is weakly equivalent to a strongly measurable function iff for 
each set E of positive measure, and for each 6 > 0, there is a 
set E' <= E, such that μΙΕ') > 0 and cor (E1) is a nonempty set 
with diameter < 5. 
Proof. See [G] , 2.6 and 2.Θ. G 
R.F. Geitz has done more research on this subject together with J.J. Uhi, 
Jr. In a paper [GU] of both of them we have found the following 
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THEOREM 2.7 (Goxtz, Uhi) Let f : Я »- X be bounded and weakly measurable. 
(i) f is weakly equivalent to a strongly measurable function iff for 
each E e. Σ with μ (E) > 0, there is an F с E with μ (F) > 0, such that 
CD ii 
f-X is v-Pettis integrable, for all ν £ L (μ) (see [dj, vR], V, 
25.3). 
г * I I I Ι η ^ 
(11) I f { ( t > 0 f : < i , c X , Ι |φ| | <_ li is relatively weakly compact m L (μ) 
and f is Pettis integrable, then f is weakly equivalent to a strong­
ly measurable function. 
(in) Tf {φ » f : φ e Χ , Ι Ι φ Ι Ι <_ 1} is relatively weakly compact in Β(Σ) 
(see [DU], I, 1), then f is weakly equivalent to a stronly measura­
ble function. [] 
In the same way as we did in the previous theorem, we can also look at the 
problem when a Pettis integrable function is weakly equivalent to a strong­
ly measurable one. In the next theorem, RNP stands for "Radon-Nikodym Pro­
perty", which is sub]ect of section 3. 
THEOREM 2. θ Suppose X has RNP and f : Ω ->· X is Pettis integrable. Then 
f is weakly equivalent to a strongly measurable function. 
Proof. Define m : Σ >· X by m(E) = Ρ - ƒ f â\i , for all E € Σ. We know 
L· 
that m is a σ-additive vector measure, which is μ-continuous and of 
σ-finite variation (I, 1.12;[Musi , 3.1). Thus there exists a partition 
(Ω. , Ω„, ...) of Ω, such that m has finite variation over each Ω (n с U) . 1 ¿ n 
Let m : Σ •»• X be defined by m (E) = m(E n Ω ) = ƒ f-v,- d\i, for all ΕίΣ. 
n n n Ε Ω 
n 
Then m has finite variation. Because X is an RNP-space, there exists a 
strongly measurable f : Ω •+ X (with f = 0 on Ω\Ω ) such that 
n n n 
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m (E) = Ρ - ƒ f du ( E £ i . , E c i 2 n f I N ) . For every η e IN we derive 
η Ε η η 
w ^ 
that fi ~ fi. . Then ω -*• Ζ f (ω) is weakly equivalent to f and is 
nL· Ω η j ~ι 
Ώ ' η n=l 
η 
strongly measurable. G 
As the following example shows, we do not have the conclusion of theorem 
2.θ for a weakly measurable function with values in an RNP-space. 
EXAMPLE 2.9 Let Γ be a set whose cardinality is IR-measurable, which 
means that there exists a finite positive σ-additive measure ν on ρ(Γ) 
(the σ-algebra of all subsets of Г), such that ν(Γ) = 1 and ν({γ}) = 0, 
for all γ € Г. Then }γ, is Ж-nonmeasurable; it is unknown if card TR is. 
However, the assumption that all cardinal numbers are Ш-nonmeasurable 
is consistent with the Axiom of Choice (TLevy], IX, 4.10 and page 347). 
Define f : (Γ, ρ(Γ), ν) -* i (Γ) by f (γ) = e for all γ € Г. Then f is 
weakly measurable. On the other hand, f is not weakly equivalent to a 
strongly measurable g. If so, g would be essentially bounded, for 
. * , 
{w - ƒ g dv : E £ р(Г)} is bounded. But then we find that g is 
Bochner integrable, and therefore, f is Pettis integrable. This leads 
to a contradiction. Suppose χ = (x ) is the Pettis integral of f 
1 * 
over Γ. Then φ(χ) = 1 φ ° f dv, for every φ e Ι (Γ) (identified as 
00 
Ι (Γ)) . Taking φ = e (with γ f Γ) we get χ = 0, while φ = e,, then 
γ Ύ Γ 
gives us 0 = 1, a contradiction, surely. D 
In [DU] there is a list of spaces which have RNP([DUj, page 218). 
Furthermore we mention a theorem of R.r. Geitz ([G] , 3.4), which states 
that a bounded weakly measurable function Í2 •* X is Pettis integrable 
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iff there is a finitely additive vector measure m : Σ •+ X, such that 
m(E) e ciò (с ((E)(E))), for every set E in Σ. There is a general situ­
ation in which we dot have weak equivalence of a Pettis integrable func­
tion to a strongly measurable one. For the proof of the next theorem, see 
[Mus]., corollary 5.6. 
THEOREM 2.10 (Musia4) Suppose X is a separable Banach space with i (¿X 
* * 
and X nonseparable. There exists a Pettis integrable function f iì -*• Χ , 
which is not weakly equivalent to a strongly measurable one. D 
Finally we mention a property of Banach spaces which finds its origin 
in this theory of measurable functions. For the following definition, 
see [Edgl^»section 3, which also gives a survey of related properties. 
Let υ be a probability measure. A Banach space X has the v-Pettis 
Integral Property (v-PIP) if every bounded weakly measurable function 
with values in X is Pettis (v) integrable. X is said to have the Pettis 
Integral Property (PIP) iff X has the υ-ΡΙΡ for every probability 
measure v. 
From I, 1.6 we already know that for a separable Banach space X the 
following assertions are equivalent. 
d) c 0 ?! X. 
(n) bvery weakly integrable function S2 •* X is Pettis integrable. 
Furthermore, D.II. Fremlin and M. Talaqrand have proved that S. does not 
œ 
have PIP, but under the assumption of Martin's Axiom, i has λ-PIP 
([Fr, Tal], 3). G.A. Edgar has proved the following implications-
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X is measure compact * X has PIP ([Edg]., 4) 
f : Ω •+• X is bounded, weakly integrable 
ι ι ι ι *i 
{φ" f : | | φ | | < _ 1 ; φ £ Χ } uniformly integrable 
cor (E) ft 0, for all E € Σ with y (E) > О 
=» f is Pettis integrable. 
The last implication is stated in an until yet unpublished paper of 
G.A. Edgar, entitled "On pointwise-compact sets of measurable functions". 
We now focus our attention on Banach lattices X. 
,[0,1] 
EXAMPLE 2.11 Let G = 1-1,1} be endowed with the Haar measure. 
Then there exists an infective f : [0,1] •* G, where G is the dual group 
2 2 * 
of G, viewed as a subset of L (G). For every φ e L (G) we have 
φ(ί(ω)) И 0, for at most countably many ω e [0,1]. Thus f is weakly 
equivalent to 0. On the other hand, |f(ii))| = 1 e L (G) , for every ω e ΓΟ,Ι]. 
Therefore, |f| is not weakly equivalent to 0. D 
The above example shows us that weak measurability is not well-behaved 
with respect to the order in a Banach lattice. In the sequel we are 
proving theorems for weakly measurable functions with values in a Banach 
lattice, which are weakly equivalent to strongly measurable ones. For 
indeed, whenever f : Ω •* X is strongly measurable, then so is |f|, and 
moreover, if g : Я •+• X is strongly equivalent to f, then |g| is strongly 
equivalent to |f|. The remainder of this section has been published 
in report 24 of [Special]. 
LEMMA 2.12 Let X be a Banach lattice with order continuous norm. If X 
has a weak order unit, then X is weakly compactly generated. 
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Proof. Let e bc a weak order unit in X. Then the order interval [0,e] is 
weakly compact (LSch], II, 5.10). This order interval generates X. Take 
χ >^  0; it suffices to show that χ ε clo (span ([0,eJ)). But choose 
χ := χ л ne, for η t ΠΝ . Then χ e span (ГО,e]) , and χ - χ + 0, thus 
η η η 
Ι|χ - χ 11 + o. D 
ιι
 η
ι ι 
THEOREM 2.13 Let Χ be a Banach lattice with order continuous norm. Let 
f : Ω -»• X be Pettis integrable. If { ƒ f dp : E с Σ} is order bounded, 
w 
then there exists a strongly measurable g : Ω ->• X with f ~ g. 
Proof. Let e £ X such that |m (E) | <_ e, for all E с Σ. Let X be the 
band of X that is generated by e. Then X is a weakly compactly genera­
ted Banach lattice, for e is a weak order unit for X
n
. The order conti­
nuity of the norm of X implies that there is a projection ρ of X onto 
X ([Sch], II, 2.10 and 5.10). Then ρ ° f : Ω -»• X is Pettis integrable 
w 
and m , = ρ 0 m,. = m,, therefore f ~ ρ 0 f. By theorem 2.2 there exists 
pof f f 
a strongly measurable g : Ω •+ X с χ such that ρ ° f ~ g. D 
COROLLARY 2.14 Let X be a Banach lattice with order continuous norm. 
Let f : Ω •+ X be Pettis integrable and positive. Then f is weakly equi­
valent to a strongly measurable function. D 
THEOREM 2.15 Let X be a Banach lattice such that q(X) is a band in X . 
If f : fi -+• X is Pettis integrable, then there exists a strongly measu­
rable g : Ω -* X with f ~ g. 
Proof. We know that m has σ-finite variation; thus there exists a par­
tition (Ω, , Ω_, ...) of Ω such that the restriction of m,. to Ω is of 
1 2 r η 
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bounded variation. It follows (ГГМІ) that {ιη(Ε) : E € Σ, Ε с Ώ } is 
f η 
order bounded. By theorem 2.13 there exists a strongly measurable 
g : Ω •+ X with g ~ fi- . Defining g : fi •+ X by g (ω) = g (ω), for 
η η η fi η 1
 η 
ω ί fi (η с U) , we have a strongly measurable g : fi -* X with f ~ g. Q 
We want to have the same conclusion from theorem 2.15 for weakly mea­
surable functions, instead of Pettis integrable functions. But example 
2.9 shows us that we need additional assumptions for the Banach lattice 
X. In fact we need an assumption about the measurability of the cardi­
nality of the Banach lattice. 
** 
LEMMA 2.16 Let X be a Banach lattice such that q(X) is a band in X 
Suppose that, as a Banach lattice, X is generated by a subset Ξ, whose 
* * 
cardinality is IR-nonmeasurable. Then g(X) = (X ) . 
с 
Proof. Without restriction, let S be infinite. Let S' be the smallest 
Q-vector space that contains X and is a sublattice of X. It is easy to 
see that card S = card S' and that S' is dense in X. We may assume 
5 = 5 ' . By [Schi, II, 5.10 cor. ?, we know that the smallest band of 
X that contains q(X), is (X ) so q(X) = (X ) . It remains to prove 
that (X ) = (X ) -By Г Lux! , theorem 4, this equality is guaranteed 
by the following premises. 
+ 
(i) For every band Y in X there exists a Riesz pro]ection of 
X onto Y. 
(n) There is an IR-nonmeasurable cardinal number К such that 
card Φ <^  M , for every set Φ of pairwise disjoint elements of X . 
* ί π 
Because X is Dedekind complete, we always have such a projection (ISchJ, 
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II, 2.10). For d i ) , we take >5 .= card S. Let Φ f X bo such that 
φ л φ = 0, for all φ , ф_ £ Φ, φ φ φ . We may assume 0 / Φ. Note 
* * г -ι 
that Χ = X., because Χ has order continuous norm. It follows from (I AB I, 
3.10) that we can choose a family (x.), . of elements of X, such that 
2
 φ феФ 
I lx,1 I = 1, for each φ and x, л χ = 0 (φ ^ φ , φ , φ г Φ ) . If 
Φ Φ. Φτ
 1
 ¿ У ¿ 
φ, , φ_ г Φ and φ, ^ φ_ thon | |χ, - χ. Ι Ι > 1; hence, S being dense in X, 
1 2 1 2 'l *2 
we obtain card Φ = card {x. : φ e Φ} < card S = i\ . I] 
φ — 
THEOREM 2.17 Let X be a Banach lattice such that q(X) is a band in X . 
Let f : Ω •* X be weakly measurable. Assume that the cardinal number of 
f (fi) is JR-nonmeasurable. 
w (i) There is a strongly measurable g : Ω ·* X with f ~ g. 
(ii) If f is bounded, then f іч Pettis integrable. 
Proof. Without losing generality, we assume that X has no proper Banach 
sublattice that contains f(Ω) . Then we are in the position to apply 
lemma 2.16. 
We first proof ( n ) . Assume f to be bounded. Then f is weakly integrable 
** 
and ƒ f du с X , for all E e Σ. We are done if we can show that 
* * ƒ f dy с (X ) , for all E t Σ. Let φ., φ-, ... be a decrea4ing sequence 
* 
in X , whose infimum is 0; then lim φ (χ) = 0, for all χ с X. Now apply 
η χ» 
the Lebesgue convergence theorem and we get 0 = lim ƒ φ 0 f du = 
Ε η 
n-x» 
= lim (ƒ f du) (φ), for all E e Σ. 
η
-*α> 
It remains to prove (ι). There is a partition (Ω , Ω , ...) of Ω such that 
|φ ° f| £η·||φ|| u-a.e. on Ω (η e 3N) . Then our proof of part (ii) 
works for f ι . Now apply theorem 2.15 to obtain strongly measurable 
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g : fi •* X which can then be combined to forra a strongly measurable 
η η 
g : fi •* X With f ~ g. 
COROLLARY 2.18 If card [0,1] is Ш-nonmeasurable, then for every Banach 
** 
lattice X with q(X) a band m X , we conclude that X has the λ-ΡΙΡ. 
** 
In general, for every Banach lattice X, with q(X) a band in X and 
with card X is Ш- nonmeasurable, X has the PIP. U 
REMARK 2.19 A.C. Bukhvalov ([Bu], 3) proves that the following condi­
tions for a Banach lattice are equivalent. 
* 
(i) If Φ с χ is order bounded and if φ л φ = 0, for all φ. φ φ-, 
φ., φ- f Φ, then card Φ is Ш-nonmeasurable. 
di) Every weakly measurable X-valued function is weakly equivalent to 
a strongly measurable function. D 
§ 3. THE RADON-NIKODYM PROPERTY 
As was noted in chapter I, a Pettis integrable function f : Ω • X in­
duces a map m : Σ •* X, given by m (E) = Ρ - ƒ f dp (E € Γ). In the 
original work ((.Peti) on the Pettis integral we can find the following 
THEOREM 3.1 Let f : fi • X be Pettis integrable. Then m is a y-contmuous 
vector measure. Furthermore, we have that lim m (E) = 0. 
UE-K) 
Proof. See [Peti, 2.4 and 2.5, or [DU], II, 3.5. Π 
Furthermore, K. Musiai has derived for a Pettis integrable f, that m„ 
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is of σ-finite variation ([Mus] , 3.1). Of course, m is bounded. If, in 
addition f is Bochner integrable, then m has finite variation (FDU], II, 
2.4). We continue by giving the notion of the (Weak) Radon-Nikodym Pro­
perty. Let (Г, T, v) be a probability measure space. X is said to have 
the Шеак) Radon-Nikodym Property with respect to ν if for every v-conti-
nuous vector measure m : Τ ->• X with finite variation, there exists a 
(Pettis) Bochner integrable function f : Γ >• X with m = m.. Note that 
the v-contmuity of m implies that lim m(E) = 0 ([DU], I, 2.1). Now 
(Е)-Ю 
X is said to have (WRNP) RNP if X has the (Weak) Radon-Nikodym Property 
with respect to every probability measure v. 
The notion of RNP for an infinite dimensional Banach space X is due to 
N. Dunford ([Dun], 5.3), that of WRNP to K. Musiai ([Mus] ). 
REMARK 3.2 (ι) X has WRNP iff for every probability measure space 
(Г, T, v) and every ν-continuous vector measure m : Τ •* X with σ-finite 
variation, there exists a Pettis integrable f : Γ -»• X with m = m . 
(li) X has RNP iff X has RNP with respect to ([0,1], B([0,l]), λ) 
([Chat]). X has WRNP iff X has WRNP with respect to ([0,1], В([0,1]), λ) 
([Mus],) . 
In the last fifteen years there has been published an enormous amount of 
papers on the subject of the Radon-Nikodym Property (the reader is re­
ferred to [ D U ] , III, IV and VII). In some of these the research has 
focussed on the range of a given vector measure Σ -*• X (see also [DU], IX). 
Here we summarize some of these results, and also look what consequences 
they have in case X is a Banach lattice. 
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THEOREM 3.3 Let f : Ω -» X be Pettis integrable with μ-essentially 
separable range. 
(i) For u-almost every ω £ Ω we have 
f (ω) e ciò (co {μ(Ε)~ • m (E) : E с Τ, μ (E) > 0)). 
di) For every E e Σ with μ (E) > 0 we have 
μ(E) · m (E) e ciò (co ({ί(ω) : ω € Ω \ Ν } ) ) , for every μ-null 
set N. 
Proof. See [Rief], 1.9 and 1.10. In [Rief], M.A. Rieffel introduces the 
essential range (er(g)) of a μ-essentially separably valued function 
g : il •* X. 
er(g) := {x e X : for every ε > 0 the set {ω e Ω : ||f(ω)- x|| < ε} 
has positive μ-measure}. Q 
R.F. Geitz remarked in tel. that cor and er(f) are related to each other 
by 
clo (CO {μ(Ε)~ - m (E) : E e Σ, μ(Ε) > 0}) = cor (Ω) = ciò (co (er(f))) 
COROLLARY 3.4 Let f be as in theorem 3.3 and suppose X is a Banach 
lattice. Then we have f e Ρ (μ, Χ) iff ΟΟΓ^(Ω) e x . • 
sep f 
QUESTION 3.5 Suppose X is a Banach lattice. Let f с Ρ(μ, Χ) with 
m (E) € Χ , for all E e Σ. Does there exist a g : Ω -* X with g(u)) 21 0, 
w 
for all ω с Ω, and f ~ g? 
THEOREM 3.6 Let ra : Σ •* X be a μ-continuous vector measure. If for 
each E s Σ with μ (E.) > 0 there exists an E. e Σ with E <= E and 
μ (E ) > 0, such that {μ(Ε)~ -m (E) : E e У,, E с E , μ(Ε) > 0} is 
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relatively weakly compact, then there exists an f £ Ρ (μ, X) with 
m = m . If, in addition, m has finite variation, then f is Bochner in­
tegrable. 
Proof. See fDUl, III, 2.1Θ. 
Of course, conclusion d ) of theorem 3.3 is incorrect for arbitrary 
Pettis integrable functions f : Ω -»• X. But still we can say something 
about a Pettis integrable function f : Ω •* X, if we know the behaviour 
of m . 
THEOREM 3.7 (Uhi) If f e Ρ (y, X), then {m.(E) · E с Σ} is rela-
sep f 
tively compact. 
Proof. Let (f ) be a sequence of step functions Q •* X with lim f = f 
η nfN i r
 n 
in Ρ(μ, X). Then lim Τ = Τ , thus Τ is compact. It follows that 
η-*» η 
{Τ (χ ) = m (E) : E с Σ} is relatively compact. D 
Γ Ε г 
THEOREM 3.Θ Suppose f : Ω -> X is Pettis integrable. Then {m (E) : ЕеГ} 
is a relatively compact subset of X iff f can be approximated, in the 
Pettis norm, by step functions. 
Proof. Let {m (E) : E e Σ} be relatively compact. From chapter I we 
» * 1 
know that f induces operators Τ : L (μ) -<- X and S : X •* L (μ). By the 
assumption on m we get that Τ and therefore its adjoint S are com­
pact. We proceed by using the metric approximation property of L (μ) 
([Sch], IV, 2.4). Let ε > 0. There exists a finite dimensional operator 
A · L (μ) > L (μ) with ||A » S (φ ) - S (φ) | | < t., for every φ f Χ with 
||φ|| _< 1.There exist an η e IN and g. , . . . , g e L (μ) , such that 
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We 
the g 's are linearly independent and A(L (μ)) = span ({g.f ...» g }). 
can extend the canonical projection span ({g., ...» g )) •* span ({g }) 
to a continuous linear ρ : L (μ) • m , for every ι = 1, ..., n. We 
can regard ρ as an element of L (μ), and put χ = Τ (A (ρ )), for 
ι = 1, . . . , η. Define f : Ω -»- X by f (ω) = q (ω) • χ, + . . . + α (ω) · χ 
ε ε ^1 1 rn η 
for all ω e Ω. Then f is a step function with 
ε 
* 
Ξ (φ) = Φ(x.) · g. + ... + φ(χ ) - g for all φ e Χ . Furthermore, 
ε 
for every ι = 1, . . . , η we have 
P i (S (φ)) = φ(χι)= φ(Τ£ (A*(pi))) = ф(Т (р^ » A)) = 
ε 
= p i о A (S (φ) ) = ρ (A S f (φ) ) , 
for all φ e Χ . We conclude that S (φ) = A S (φ), for all φ e Χ . 
ε 
Finally we get 
| f
 " V 'P = ' | s f " s f ' ' т ! 3 1 ! 1 ? ' ΐ 3 ί ( φ ) " S f {*^ 
ε φ <1 ε lili 
•к 
феХ 
Conversely, if f can be approximated by step functions, then T f can be 
approximated by finite dimensional, hence compact, operators and is 
therefore compact. 0 
COROLLARY 3.9 Let f : Ω -»• X be Pettis integrable and suppose X is 
a Banach lattice. If {m (E) : Ь e Σ} is a relatively compact subset 
of X , then f can be approximated in the Pettis norm by positive step 
functions. This is a consequence of the fact, that a positive compact 
* 1 
operator X •+ L (μ) can be approximated by positive finite dimensional 
operators X •*• L (μ) (LschJ, proof of IV, 2.4). D 
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It is known, that the measure m , induced by a Pettis integrable function 
f : Ω -* X, has relatively weakly compact range. In fact, every vector 
measure m : Ω ->• X has this property ([DUl, I, 2.7). Example II, 4.1 
shows us that m (λ) need not necessarily be relatively compact. D.H. Frcm-
lin and M. Talagrand give an example (fFr , Tal], 2D) of a Pettis inte-
grable function f : (Γ, Τ, ν) •+ ί (W) (ν a nonperfect probability 
measure, W a set of cardinality S» )» with m (Τ) not even separable. 
By the way, they use Riesz space theory for decomposing elements of 
I (W) . 
THEOREM 3.10 Let f : И -»· X be Pettis integrable. 
(ι) If μ is perfect, then m (Σ) is relatively compact. 
di) If the measure algebra of (L, μ) is separable, then m (L) is 
separable. 
oo 
(in) If X = SL , then m (Γ) is separable. 
(iv) Suppose Marton's Axiom is valid.If i is not a quotient of X, 
then m (Σ) is relatively compact. 
(v) If X has WRNP, then m AT) is relatively compact. 
(vi) If f is weakly equivalent to a strongly measurabJe function, then 
m (Σ) is relatively compact. 
Proof: We refer to ([Fr, Tal], 3J) for a proof of (ι), which is due to 
Ch. Stegall. We conclude by theorem 3.8 that Ρ (μ, X) is dense in 
sep 
Ρ(μ, X). Assertion (n) is an easy consequence of 3.1. And (vi) is an 
easy consequence of theorem 3.8, for if f ~ g, then m = m . In [Tal], 
M. Talagrand proves (iv). He also notes that, assuming Martin's Axiom, 
there exists a Banach space Y, such that every Pettis integrable func­
tion g : Ώ ->- X induces a vector measure m with relatively compact 
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range, even though I is a quotient of Y. In [Musi , section 6 we can 
œ 
find a proof of (v) . It remains to prove (111) . Let f : Ω -»• i be Pettis 
integrable. Because ||f(-)|| is a measurable function, in order to prove 
that m (Σ) is separable, we may suppose f to be bounded, say for every 
ω € Ω we have 0 <_ | |f (ω) | | <_ 1. Then it easily follows that 
Ι |πι_(Ε) | | £ 1, for all E £ Σ. Now, m (Σ) is a relatively compact subset 
ÛD 11 11 T№ 
o f í x e í . :||х||<_1} = [-1, 1] . The weak topology on m (Σ) is the 
restriction of the product topology on [-Ι,Π , which is compact 
and metnzable. Thus m (Σ) is separable for the product topology. There­
fore is πι,(Σ) separable for the weak topology, thus norm separable. Π 
COROLLARY 3.11 Suppose f : fi -»• X is Pettis integrable and X is a Banach 
lattice such that c. ? X. Then m (Σ) is relatively compact. For in that 
case f is weakly equivalent to a strongly measurable function (2.15). Ü 
Now we come to the Radon Nikodym Property, first for Banach spaces. 
D.R. Lewis has proved (TLewl) that whenever X has RNP, then с cannot 
be embedded into X. K. Musiai has shown ([Musi , 3.4) that a WRNP-space 
00 
cannot contain I . We can even prove the following 
THEOREM 3.12 Suppose X has WRNP. Then с cannot be embedded into X, 
i.e. с £ X as Banach space. 
Proof. Assume that there exists a linear homeomorphism ι : c
n
 >· X with 
norm d. Denote by ρ : с -*• Ш the n-th coordinate function and let 
ρ : X •+ ГО be a continuous extension of ρ with ρ < d. We conti-
n η '' n'' — 
nue the proof by assuming X to have WRNP with respect to the Lebesgue 
measure λ, although the construction below can be carried out with any 
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nonpurely atomic measure. Take a sequence F , F , ... of Lebesgue 
measurable subsets of [0,1] with the following properties. 
(i) lim λ (F ) = 0. 
ρ 
ρ-Κο
 C 
(ii) If ω. , ..., ω . ω.'...., ω' are distinct points of Γθ,1), then there 1 η 1 к 
exists ρ с Ht such that ω,, ..., ω e F and ω!, ..., ω' ί F 
1 η ρ ι к ρ 
(η, к e IN) . 
(Such a sequence F , F , ... can be constructed as follows. For 
к = 1, ..., 2 n (η = 0, 1, ...) define D = Г(к - 1)2~П, к 2 _ П ) ; take 
for the F all sets of the form U D , with V с {1, ..., 2 } and 
Ρ , η,к 
^ keV 
#V < η.) 
Define a measure ν : 8 ([0,1 J) ->-Xby 
υ(Ε) = lUfEFj), X(EF ), ...) (E с 8(Г0,П)). 
Then ν is a λ-continuous vector measure with finite variation. Hence 
there exists a Pettis integrable f : [0,ll •Χ with ν(E) = ƒ f dX, for 
E 
all E e В([0,1]). It follows that 
ƒ_ (ρ ° f) = ρ (ƒ„ f dX) = ρ (ν (E)) = λ (Ε F ) 
E n η Ε η η 
for all η e IN and E e 8 ([0,1]). Therefore, ρ ° f = χ , X-a.e, for 
η 
every η с IN. Except for a X-null set N of [0,1], all the equalities 
Ρ ° f = X,, (n e IN) hold simultaneously. Because of property (ii) , 
η г 
η 
the elements of {£(ω) : ω с [0,1)\N} are linearly independent. Now let 
h : [0,1) ->• [0,1) be a non-Lebesgue measurable function. Define 
φ : span ({f (ω) : ω e [0,1)\N}) ^ IR by 
φ (α ,·ί(ω,) + ... + α .ί(ω )) = ο -Μω ) + ... + ο .Κ(ω ), 
1 1 η " i l η η 
for α. e m and ω. e [0,1)\Ν (i = 1, . .. , η, η e Μ) . 
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Then φ(α,-f(ω.) + ... + α -f(ω )) < α, + ... + α and 
' 1 1 η η — 1 ' η 
llo.-fdD.) + ... + α .f(u> )|| > d"1·!? (α, f (ω.) + + α · f (ω ))| = 
''1 1 η η 1 1 — ' ] 1 1 η η ' 
= <3~ · loij-Xp (lüj) + ... + an-XF (ω
η
) I i 'г d" · (loijl + ... + h j ) , for 
a suitable choice of ] e ΠΝ . Therefore, φ is continuous. Extend φ to an 
- * 
element φ of X . Then φ » f is nonmeasurable, hence f is not weakly 
measurable. A contradiction. D 
REMARK 3.13 L.H. Riddle ([RidJ) has proved that if X has WRNP, then 
L ([0,1]) cannot be embedded into X. G 
Evidently, if X has RNP, then X has WRNP. The converse is not true. The 
dual of the James tree space (see [jam]) has WRNP, but not RNP ([Mus]. , 5). 
However, every separable Banach space which has WRNP also has RNP. 
And for Banach lattices X the properties WRNP and RNP are equivalent. 
This remarkable distinction of Banach lattices from Banach spaces was 
independently proved by G.L.M. Groenewegen ([Special], report 27) on 
the one hand, and N. Ghoussoub and E. Saab ([Gh, Sa]) on the other hand. 
THEOREM 3.14 (Groenewegen, Ghoussoub& Saab) Let X be a Banach lattice. 
Then X has RNP iff X has WRNP. D 
Furthermore, J. Bourgain and M. Talagrand derived in their paper [Bo, Tal] 
that for Banach lattices the properties RNP and the Krein-Milman Pro­
perty (= every closed bounded convex subset is the closed convex hull of 
its extreme points) are equivalent. This equivalence was already known 
for dual Banach spaces, but does not hold for Banach spaces, in general. 
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We should mention also the work of H.P. Lotz on the RNP for Banach 
lattices [Lotz!.. However, part of his research is contained in theorem 
3.12. We only mention 
THEOREM 3.15 (Lotz) Let X be a Banach lattice. Then we have 
* ** 
X is reflexive « X and X have RNP «» X has RNP. 
Proof. See [Lotz]-. D 
We turn back to the range of a vector measure. J. Diestel and C.J. Seifert 
proved the following 
THEOREM 3.16 Every weakly compact order interval 
[x, y] : = {z € X -. χ S ζ < y} (χ, y e Χ) of a Banach lattice is the 
range of a vector measure. 
Proof.' See [DS]. D 
For our purpose the following theorem, which is a slight generalization 
of a theorem of E. de Jonge, is of more interest. In fact, it shows us, 
that the definition of RNP for Banach lattices can be reformulated in 
such a way, that it leads to a very nice characterization of those 
Banach lattices, which have the Radon-Nikodym Property. The paper of 
E. de Jonge (CdjJ), however, deals with Bochner integrable functions. 
THEOREM 3.17 Let X be a Dedekind complete Banach lattice. Suppose 
f : Ω ->- X is order Pettis integrable. Then m (Σ) is order bounded. 
Furthermore, we have inf sup |m |(E) = 0. 
6>0 Ее!; 
μ(Ε)<δ 
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Proof. In Ldj], E. de Jonge has proved the above theorem in the case 
that f is Bochner integrable. We extend his proof m the case that f is 
order Pettis integrable. We may assume that f is positive. Suppose 
m f sup m (Ε) φ 0. Then there exists an χ € X with 
δ>0 EeL 
μ(Ε)<δ 
0 < x
n
 <_ sup m (E) , for every 6 > 0. By theorem I, 2.8, f = g+h where 
EeE 
U(E)<6 
g,h · Ω ->• X, with g Bochner integrable and h >_ 0 and such that x
n
 / ƒ h dp. 
Then m = m + m. and therefore, 
x
n
 <_ inf sup m (E) = inf sup (m (E) + ni (E)) <_ 
6>0 Eel δ>0 EeZ 9 
μ(Ε)<6 μ(Ε)<δ 
£ inf sup m (E) + inf sup πι (E) <_ 0 + S h dp, 
6>0 EfF g 6>0 EeZ 
μ(Ε)<δ μ(Ε)<6 
a contradiction. G 
THEOREM 3.1Θ (de Jonge) Let X be a Dedekmd complete Banach lattice. 
Then the following assertions are equivalent. 
(i) с j¿ X as Banach lattice. 
(n) For every vector measure m : Τ -> X , where (Γ, Τ, ν) is an arbi­
trary probability space, with finite variation and which has 
the property inf sup m(E) = 0, there exists a Bochner 
δ>0 E^T 
ν(Ε)<δ 
integrable f : Γ -»• Χ with m = m . D 
Finally, from the research of the sections 2 and 3 we summarize our re­
sults in 
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THFOREM 3.19 Let X be a Banach space. 
U) Ρ (y, X) = Ρ(y, X) is guaranteed by each of tho following pro­
perties: 
-) X has RNP 
-) X is weakly compactly generated 
-) X Banach lattice, c
n
 / X as Banach lattice. 
If X is a Banach lattice with order continuous norm, then 
P+(U, X) = Ρ +(y, X) . 
sep 
(11) Ρ (y, X) is dense in P(y, X) if one of the following conditions 
sep 
is satisfied: 
-) X has WRNP 
-) (assuming Martin's Axiom) I is not a quotient of X 
-) y is perfect. 
5 4. WEAK MEASURABLE FUNCTIONS 
In this section we deal with dual Banach spaces and dual Banach lattices. 
* 
It is the aim of this section to prove that a given weak measurable 
function S2 •* X , under additional assumptions, is weak equivalent to 
a strongly measurable function Ω •* X . A first result in this direction 
THEOREM 4.1 Suppose X is a Banach space and X has RNP. Let f : Ω •* X 
* * 
be weak measurable. Then f is weak equivalent to a strongly measurable 
g : Ω > X*. 
Proof. We may assume that there exists a positive number M such that 
||f(-)(x)|| < Μ·||χ||, y-a.e., for all χ t X. Then f is weak integrable. 
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Define m : Ω -*• Χ by m (E) = w - ƒ f dy (EeZ) . Then m is weak 
σ-additive. Because X has RNP, we have 2. ? X . But then it follows 
(see LDUJ, I, 4.7), that m is norm σ-additive. The variation of m is 
finite. If (Ω,, ...,Ω ) is a partition of Ω, (N с 3N ), then for every 
1 N 
η = 1, ..., N there exists an χ in the unit ball of X, such that 
η 
I |m(Q ) I I «< m(fi ) (x ) = ƒ_ f (ω) (χ ) dp (ω). Thus for every η e IN we have 1
 ' η ' ' η η Ω η 
η 
Ι |πι(Ω ) | Ι <^  Μ·μ(Ω ) (by the way, from this inequality it also follows that 
m is (norm) σ-additive). We conclude that m is a μ-continuous vector mea-
* 
sure with finite variation. By the assumption on X , there exists a Boch-
ner integrable g : Ω •+ X such that m(E) = В - ƒ g dp, for all E e Σ. It 
* 
then follows that f is weak equivalent to g. U 
REMARK 4.2 If X has RNP and f : Ω •+ X is weakly integrable, then f is 
not necessarily Pettis integrable. Indeed, example 2.9 gives us a counter­
example. Should f be Pettis integrable then theorem 4.1 tells us, that f 
would be weakly equivalent to a strongly measurable function. This solves 
in the negative problem 1 in [Mus]-. D 
Next,R.F. Geitz and J.J. Uhi, Jr. have found in their paper ГсіЛ that if 
f : Ω •* X is weak measurable with {f (-) (x) : χ с X, | |x| | < 1} is 
relatively weakly compact in Β(Σ), the space of all bounded E-measurable 
functions Ω -*• IR , endowed with the supremum norm, then f is weak equiva-
lent to a strongly measurable function Ω •+ X . 
An important role is played by the weakly compactly generated (WCG) Banach 
spaces. For the proof of theorem 4.4, which deals with WCG dual Banach 
spaces we need the following 
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LEMMA 4.3 Let Τ be a locally convex space. The σ-algebra Baire (T, weak) 
is the σ-algebra generated by the continuous linear functionals. 
Proof. See FEdg] , 2.3. • 
THEOREM 4.4 Suppose X is a Banach space such that X is WCG. Let 
* * 
f : ß -»• X be weak measurable. Then f is weakly measurable. 
* * 
Proof. Let A be a weakly compact subset of X such that span A = X . 
By a theorem of M. Krein and V. Smulian ( [ D U ] , I I , 2.11), we may suppose 
A to be closed and convex. Because the weak topology, (w), on A is 
* * 
stronger than the weak topology, (w ) , on A, we have that both topolo-
gies coincide on A, for A is weakly compact. The same is true for any 
subset nA := {ηφ : φ e A} (η б IN) . Next we introduce the Baire 
σ-algebras on (X , w ) , (X , w ) and on their subsets nA (n £ U) . For 
* 
every η e IN we have (nA, w) = (nA, w ) . Therefore Baire (nA, w) = 
= Baire (nA, w ), for every η e TN . It is not hard to prove that 
* * 
Baire (Χ , τ)ι = Baire (nA, τ ) , for both τ = w and for τ = w . Now | nA 
suppose f : Ω •+ X is weak measurable. Then f is Baire (X , w ) 
measurable ([Edg] , 2.3), so f is Baire (X , w) measurable, since 
Baire (X , w ) = Baire ( U nA, w ) = Baire ( U nA, w) = Baire (X , w ) , 
ne IN nc Ж 
as can be seen by explicitly computing. Thus, f is weakly measurable. Q 
COROLLARY 4.5 If X is WCG and f : Ω -»· X is weak measurable, then 
f is weakly equivalent to a strongly measurable function. This is a 
consequence of the above theorem combined with a theorem of D.R. Lewis 
and Ch. Stegall ([DU], 111, 4, page 88). Π 
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In case X is a Banach lattice we have the following 
THEOREM 4.6 Suppose X is a Banach lattice. Let f : Ü •* X be weak 
* * + 
integrable such that w - ƒ f dp e (X ) , for every E с Σ. Then there 
E 
* * 
exists a weak integrable g : Ω • X such that g (ω) >_ 0, for all шей 
* 
and f is weak equivalent to g. 
* * 
Proof. Define m : Σ •* X by m(E) = w - ƒ f dp (E e Σ). Then m is a 
weak σ-additive map Σ •* X , which is y-continuous. By the construction 
of N. Dmculeanu ([Din!, II, 11), there exists a function g : Я •* Χ 
with 
* * г 
(ι) g is weak integrable and m(E) = w - , g dp, for all E e Σ 
and 
* 
di) for every χ с X and every ω € Í2 we have g (ω) (χ) >^  0. 
From (ι) and di) it follows that g has the announced properties. D 
There has been published a rather new result in the Russian Mathematical 
Surveys (volume 34, number 2 (1979), theorem 4.4) about WCG Banach 
lattices by A.V. Bukhvalov, A.I. Veksler and G.Y. Lozanovskn. They 
prove the following 
THEOREM 4.7 Let X be a Dedekind complete Banach lattice. The following 
assertions are equivalent. 
(ι) X is weakly compactly generated. 
(n) || || is order continuous and there exists a Riesz norm on X 
which is order continuous. D 
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We see that WCG dual Banach lattices are nearly reflexive (see [Sch], 
II, 5.16). Therefore, theorem 4.7 seems to be more important for Banach 
space theory, rather than for Banach lattice theory. 
We will end this chapter with an example, that will show us, that 
it is necessary to know, which predual we are considering, in order 
* 
to define weak measurability. 
EXAMPLE 4.8 Let Τ := [0, ω ], the topological space of all countable 
ordinals together with the first uncountable ordinal ω.. For Τ we take 
the disjoint union of two copies of Τ . Let X := С(T ) and X. := C(T-). 
We have X - X , that means, there is a bijective isometry 
Î. (T ) •+ Í (T,) induced by a bijective map τ between Τ and Τ . Remark 
that Τ has exactly two points, that do not have a countable basis of 
open sets, which contain those points. Let Y be the dual of X (i=l,2) 
and suppose that every (Y, X. )-measurable function f : Ω -* Y is also 
(Υ, Χ )-measurable. By (LFdg]., 2.3) we can translate this measurability 
into terms of Baire σ-algebras. By assumption, there exists a linear 
isometric isomorphism I (T ) •* i (Τ ) , given by e -*• e , for all 
t e l . This isomorphism is bi-measurable for the Baire a-algebras, in-
* 1 1 
duced by the weak topologies U (T ) , ССГ.)) and U (T ) , C(T )). Now 
we can derive a contradiction. 
For every t e Τ , t / ω , we have a Baire (i (T ),C(T ))-measurable 
map S. (T,) •* m with χ •+ χ . There are g с С (Τ.) (η e IN) with 1 t n i 
I ¡g Π £ 1 and lim g = ΧΓ,,Ι/ pointwise. Thus χ = x(Xr ι ) = lim x(g ) 
is Baire measurable (t с T, t ^ ω.). On the other hand the map 
I (T.) -<- Ш with χ ->• χ is not Baire (I (T, ) , C(T.))- measurable. 
1 ω, 1 1 
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Every countable subset F с c(T ) generates a σ-algebra В of subsets 
of Л (T.), and we know that Baire (Л (T ) , С (T )) is the union of all 
such В with F с С (T.) countable. For every countable F <= С (T.) there 
F l 1 
exists an ω
η
 e [0, αϊ.) such that for every g e F, we have that g is 
constant on [ω , ω J. This implies that for every В e В we have 
e с В » e e В. Now it follows that χ ->· У can not be 
(Я1(Т, ), С (Τ, ) )-measurable Ι (Τ, ) •* Ю , for e ¿ {χ : χ fi 0} and 
1 1 1 ω 0 ω1 
e е { х : х ^ О } . From this we conclude that τ : Τ, •+ T„ cannot be 
ω ω. 1 2 
a bijection. 
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V. DANIELL INTEGRATION 
The classical extension of the integral on S([0,1 J, IR) gives us the 
Lebesgue integral on [0,1 J by means of Darnell's procedure. In this 
chapter we apply this procedure to the Pettis integral on |P|(μ, X). 
In section 1 this іч carried out and the result is a Riesz space P(u, X) 
of Pettis integrable functions Ω ->• X. Instead of starting with |P| (μ, X) , 
in section 2 5(μ, X) is our initial class, but we will see that the 
Danieli procedure does not always result in Ρ(μ, X). In section 3 we in­
vestigate convergence theorems in Ρ(μ, X). In section 4 finally, we 
look at equivalence classes of Danieli integrable functions. 
In this chapter X is a Danach lattice. 
§ 1. AN EXTENSION OF THE PETTIS INTEGRAL 
First we mention two convergence theorems. 
THEOREM 1.1 Let (f ) _, be a decreasing sequence in Ρ (μ, X) with 
η ne m ^ sep 
lam f = 0 , pointwisc. Then we have lim ff d\i = 0. 
η
 Γ
 η 
Proof. See II, 2. 1. D 
THEOREM 1.2 Let (f ) _, be an increasing sequence in Ρ (μ, X) such 
η ne IN = - α
 s e
p 
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that 
(ι) lim f exists pointwise, with limitiunction f, 
n-x» 
(11) lim f £ du exists. 
η 
η-*» 
Then f is an essentially separably valued Pettis integrable function 
and f = Ρ - lim f . 
η 
n-x» 
Proof. The pointwise limit of a sequence of essentially separably valued 
functions ii -*• X is essentially separably valued. For every F f Τ the 
sequence (''„ f ) _, is Cauchy: if m, η f IN with m > n, then 
E n ncJN — 
I U f du - ƒ„ f dpll = ||j' (f - f )du| | < | \f (f - f )du||, so 
' ' E m E n '' ' ' E m η ι ι - ' ι
 m
 η ' 
χ := lim ƒ f dp exists. It follows that f is Pettis integrable with 
E Ь η ч 
n-x» 
χ = ƒ f du (E £ Σ). Indeed, if φ e (Χ ) , then φ ° ί t φ » f (η -<• ») 
and lim ƒ φ ° f dy = lim φ(ƒ f ) dy = φ(lim ƒ f du) = φ(χ ), for all 
F η E n E n E 
n-x» n-x» n-x» 
Ε ε Σ. Furthermore, lim I If - f M = lim | | , ( f - f ) d p | | = 0 . • 
li η''Ρ ' ' η ' ' 
η χ» ηχ» 
The Danieli construction (Г0а];[ні1і, 12) extends an integral which is 
defined on an initial class of real valued functions. Now we will take 
the space |P| (y, X) of all order Pettis integrable functions Ω ->• X ач 
our initial class. The Pettis integral is positive and linear on 
|P|(U, X) and satisfies the continuity conditions mentioned in theorem 
1.1 and theorem 1.2, Analogously to the classical case (ΓΗιΐΊ, 12) we 
give the following 
DEFINITION 1.1 A function f : Ω •* X is called Danieli integrable if 
in Ρ (y, X) there exist an increasing sequence (f) _, and a decreas-
ing sequence (f') such that 
^ η ncJN 
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(l) f ' < f < f " (η с ΠΝ) , 
η — — η 
Ui) lim ƒ (f • ' - flau = 0. 
η η 
The collection of all Danieli integrable functions is denoted by V(v, X). 
Π 
Let f be as in definition 1.3. Then f is Pettis integrable but not neces­
sarily separably valued. Indeed, in the proof of theorem 1.2 the condition 
"f = lim f , pointwise" is used to prove that f іч an essentially sepa-
n*o° 
rably valued function. Furthermore, we have that ƒ f du = lim / f' du = 
η-*» 
= lim ƒ f" du. 
η 
η-*» 
The proof of the next theorem is left to the reader. We gather from it 
that Ρ(μ, X) is closed under Darnell's procedure of definition 1.3. 
THEOREM 1.4 Let (f) be an increasing sequence in Ρ (μ, X) and 
η nelN 
(f') be a decreasing sequence in Ρ(μ, X) and f : fi •+ X such that 
η neu 
(ι) f ' < f < f · ' ( п е т , 
η — — η 
(il) lim f (f" - f'ídu = 0. 
η η 
η-χ» 
Then f is Danieli integrable. 
From definition 1.3 and theorem II, 1.7 it is easy to prove 
THEOREM 1.5 Let f : Ω -*- X. Then f is Danieli integrable iff for every 
ε > 0 there exist f', f' с |P|(u, X) with 
(i) f ' <_ f <_ f " , 
di) I I ƒ ( f " - fMdiil I < ε. 
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The restriction of the Pettis integral to P(y, X) is called the Danieli 
integral. 
THEOREM 1.6 Ό(ν, X) is a Riesz subspace of Ρ(μ, X). The Danieli integral 
Ρ (μ, Χ) -»• X is a positive operator. If Y is a Banach lattice and 
Τ : X »· У is a positive operator, then Τ induces a positive operator 
Τ : Ό(ν, Χ) •+ Ρ(μ, Υ) by T(f) = Τ ° f, for all f € V{\i, X). D 
We leave the proof of this theorem to the reader. In some ways the inte-
gral notion of Danieli differs from that of Pettis, as becomes clear 
in the next example. 
EXAMPLE 1.7 Here we will show that in the case of a closed ideal Y of 
X, it does not necessarily follow that Ό(\i, Y) = {f e Ρ (μ, Χ) : f (ω) € Y 
for all ω e Ω}. Take Χ = i°([0,lì) and Y = с ([0,1])- Let f : [Ο,Π •+ Y 
be defined by f(ω) = e for all ω e [0,1]. Let ε > 0. Choose а к e IN 
ω 
with 2~ k < ε. Define f', f" : [0,1] •+ X by 
f,,(íü)=e if ω e [ (i-l)2"k,i 2"k) ( 1 ^ і £ 2 к ) 
[(1-1)2 ,i 2~k) 
f'" (1) = 0 
f'(ω) = 0 if ω e [0,1] 
Then f, f e |P|([0,1], X) and | | ƒ ( f - f M d v H = 2 _ k < ε, thus 
f £ P([0,1], X). But f cannot be majorized by an essentially separably 
valued function [0,1] ^  Y. • 
A Danieli integrable function f : Ω У X is not essentially separably 
valued (see example 1.8 below); however, { ƒ f dp : E с Σ } is a 
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separable subset of X, because it is contained in clo { ƒ f' du : 
η « Iti , E £ Σ}, where f and the f' (neu) are as in definition 1.3. 
η 
EXAMPLE 1.8 Let Ej = [0,1), E 2 = [O,^) , E = [Ь.П, E = [0Л), 
E = [h,h) , ... be the sequence of the dyadic intervals of [0,1]. Define 
f : [0,1] -* С by 
f (ω) = (χ (ω), χ (ω), ...) (ω с [Ο,Π). 
Ε1 Ε2 
Then f is Danieli integrable. Indeed, define f', f11 : [0,11 -* I by 
f' (ω) = f(ω) л er. . , 
n { 1
'
2 n]
 (ω e [0,lj). 
f" (ω) = f (2_П-[2П.
Ш
]) 
η 
It follows that f' < f' , < f < f'. < f · ' for all η € Iti. Furthermore, 
η — n+1— — n+1— η 
f' and f' are step functions with lim ƒ (f' - f'JdX = 0. [ 
η η η η 
η-χ» 
We continue by having a look at the way 0(μ, X) differs from |P|(μ, X). 
THEOREM 1.9 Suppose X is σ-Dedekind complete and has σ-order continuous 
norm. Then |Ρ|(μ, Χ) =Ρ(μ, Χ). 
Proof. Let f : Ω •*• X be as in definition 1.3. Define f ' , f' : Ω -»• X by 
f' (ω) = sup f' (ω) = lim f' (ω) 
™
 n
 ^_
 n 
neu n-«° , 
(ω e Ω) . 
f" (ω) = inf f" (ω) = lim f · ' (ω) 
ηέΙΝ η-«» 
Then f' and f' are Pettis integrable with an essentially separable range 
(1.2). Furthermore, ƒ (f" - f'jdu = lim ƒ (f" - fMdu = 0. It follows 
η η 
η-*» 
that f' = f11, μ-a.e., and consequently f' = f = f', μ-a.e. Thus 
f e |P|(μ, Χ). ΰ 
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THEOREM 1.10 Suppose X is σ-Dedekind complete with ηοη-σ-order continu­
ous norm. If μ is a nonpurely atomic measure, then |P|(y, X) is a proper 
subset of Ό(ν, X). If μ is purely atomic, then |Ρ|(μ, X) = Ρ(μ, Χ). 
OO CD 
Proof. Riesz homomorphibms ι : I •+ X and ρ : X •+ I exist with 
œ 
ρ ο ι(χ) = χ, for all χ f i . By adapting example 1.8a little we can 
construct a function f • Ω -* Í. which is Danieli integrable but not order 
Pettis integrable. Of course, ι » f is Danieli integrable Ω -»• Χ. Should 
ι
 ο
 f be order Pettis integrable, then so would f = p ° i ° f be, which 
is a contradiction. The last statement in the theorem is an easy conse­
quence of I, 2.10 and the fact that every order Pettis integrable function 
on a purely atomic measure space is countably valued. D 
Finally we remark that V(\i, X) is a proper subset of Ρ(μ, X) in the case 
that l с χ as Banach lattice and nonpurely atomic μ. For, in this case 
Ρ(μ, X) is not a Riesz space, whereas 0(у, X) is always a Riesz space. 
I 2. THE EXTENSION OF THE INTEGRAL ON S(μ. Χ) 
In the previous section the Danieli procedure was applied to |P| (μ,Χ). 
The result was the space Ρ(μ,Χ) of Danieli integrable functions Ω •* Χ. 
Now we apply this procedure to S(y, X), the space of all step functions 
Ω > X. In analogy to LHIIJ we first define S (μ, X), the class of all 
those functions f : Ω -»· X for which there exists an increasing sequence 
(f ) „, in S(μ, X) with f = lim f , pointwise and lim ƒ f αμ exists 
η ntlN η η 
η
 χ» η-«
1 
in Χ. Next we define the Danieli class S (μ, Χ) of integrable functions. 
2 
A function f : Ω •+ X belongs to S (μ, X) iff there exist an increasing 
sequence (f) and a decreasing sequence (f') , 
^ η nslN Ί - Ι
 n n e : [ N 
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both in S (μ, X) with 
(ι) f ' < f < f ' ' (η с ТЫ) , 
η — — η 
(il) lim f (f • - f • )dp = 0. 
η η 
η-Ho 
2 
Analogously to Ρ(μ. Χ) (compare 1.4) we have that S (μ, X) is closed 
? 
for the Danieli operation. Remark that d function from S (μ, X) is 
majorized by a (countably valued) function from 5 (μ, X). Now we can 
2 
wonder whether S (μ. Χ) = Ρ(μ, Χ) holds. Of course, we have 
2 
S (μ, X) с V (.μ, Χ), but the reverse inclusion is generally not valid. 
EXAMPLE 2.1 Let E be an uncountable subset of [0,11 with Lebesgue 
2 
measure 0. Define f : ΓΟ,Π > Я (ΓΟ,ΐ!) by 
= e if ω £ E 
ω 
f (ω) 
= 0 if ω / E. 
Then f is a null function, thus order Pettis integrable. But f cannot be 
2 
majorized by a countably valued function [0,1J ->- Í ([0,1]), therefore 
f (Í S2([0,1], i2([0,l])). С 
Let А, В с χ. we say thet A is majorized by В if for every a e A there 
exists an element b e В with a < b. 
LEMMA 2.2 Suppose f is a positive null function Ω -+ X and f(fi) is 
2 
majorized by a separable Riesz subspace of X. Then f e S (μ, Χ). 
Proof. Let Υ be the Riesz subspace of X generated by f(f). Then Y is 
majorized by a separable Riesz subspace Ζ of X. Let {ζ , ζ , ...} be 
a countable dense subset of Ζ . For every y e Y there exists an N(y) с JN 
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such that Σ ζ. exists in X and y <_ Σ ζ. . Define for η e M the 
ieN(y) 1 ieN(y) 1 
function f : Ω -»· X by 
η 
Ι ζ. if f(ω) / О 
ieN(f(io)) 1 
с Í
 1
 і < п 
f (ω) — 
η 
= 0 if f(lD) = 0 
Each f (η e ]N) is a step function ß •* X and we have that f := lim f 
η » η 
. η-χ» 
exists pointwise. Furthermore, f e S (μ, X) with ƒ f du = 0 and 
2 
0 <_ f <_ f . Consequently f e S (μ, Χ) . 
2 
THEOREM 2.3 S (μ. Χ) = {f e V (μ. Χ) : f (Й) is majorized by a separable 
Riesz subspace of x}. 
Proof. Suppose f € Ρ(μ, X) such that f(fi) is majorized by a separable 
Riesz subspace of X. Choose f ' , f' e |Ρ|(μ, Χ) as in definition 1.3. 
Now there exists a separable Riesz subspace Y of X which majorizes 
f''(fi\fi ), where Ω» is some null set of fi. We will prove that 
2 2 
f ' , f ' e S (μ, X), for all η e IN (then we are done, for S (μ, X) is 
η η 
closed for the Danieli operation). Suppose g : fi •* X is Bochner integrable 
and g(Ω) is majorized by a separable Y. Then g induces the equivalence 
class [g] in Β(μ, X). By a beautiful theorem of W.A.J. Luxemburg there 
are g1 e 5(μ, X) and g' e Β(μ, X) for η, m e IN (see [Lux]., 60.3) 
nm η ι 
such that ([g' 1) _, is a decreasing sequence in B(y, X) with norm limit 
nm melN 
[g 1], and ([g']) _, is an increasing sequence in Β(μ, X) with norm limit 
η η neüN ^ 
Гд]; analogously, there exist g 1' e 5(μ, X) and g''e Β(μ, X) with 
nm η 
([g11]) „, an increasing sequence in Β(μ, X) with limit [g1'] 
nm me]N η 
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and ([g11]) „, is a decreasing sequence in Β(μ, X) with limit [g]. 
^n neJN 
We may assume that outside a null set fi, we have that (g' ) is a de-
1 nm m 
creasing sequence in B(u, X) converging pointwise to g' (n f IN) and 
η 
that (g') is an increasing sequence in Blu, X) which converges 
to g, pointwise. The same assumption is made for the g''-functions in 
view of the order relations between the equivalence classes of these 
functions. For every η e Έ) we have -g' · Х
о х о
 e S (μ. Χ) and 
1 2 
'
З
п '
 Xfi\í2 e S ί μ' X'* T h e n ІЬ f o l l o w s t h a t 5 - Χ
Ω
\ο £ 5 (V, X)· With 
2 
lemma 2.2. we conclude that g = g - Хпчо + 9 ' Хо £ ^ ' μ' ^ '· Finally, 
every order Pettis integrable function fi ->- X is the sum of a Bochner 
integrable function and a countably valued one. Of course, a countably 
2 
valued order Pettis integrable function is an element of S (μ. Χ). 
Furthermore, in the above mentioned decomposition our functions take 
their values in the sarae Riesz subspace as does the given function. U 
COROLLARY 2.4 Let f : fi •* X. Then f e Ρ (μ. Χ) iff there exists a 
2 
g e S (μ, X) with f = g, μ-a.e. 
Proof. See the proof of theorem 2.3, in which we assume that f(fi) is 
majorized only in order to prove that a null function belongs to 
52(μ, X). [] 
2 
We conclude that V(v, X) = S (μ, X) iff every null function is an 
2 
element of 5 (μ, X). If, for instance, X has a strong unit, then 
2 
Ρ(μ, X) = S (μ, X) (see lemma 2.2). 
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5 3. CONVERGENCE THEOREMS FOR THE DANIELL INTEGRAL 
The classical Danieli extension gives rise to a space of real valued 
functions, in which the theorems on monotonie and dominated convergence 
are valid (Гніі], 12;[Za], 15.2). If we are dealing with spaces of 
vector valued functions, for instance |Ρ|(μ, X), these theorems can be 
compared with 1.2 and II, 2.1. In this section we will investigate to 
what extent we have such theorems for Οίμ, X). 
DEFINITION 3.1 We say that the monotonie convergence theorem holds 
for Ρ(μ, X) if for every increasing sequence (f ) in Ρ(μ, X), for 
which lim f exists pointwise and lim / f d\i exists, we have that 
η η 
η-*» η-«» 
lim f e Ρ(μ, X) and ƒ lim f άμ = lim ƒ f αμ. Analogously, we say that 
n-
> 0 0
 n-*
15
 n-M° 
the dominated convergence theorem holds for Ρ(μ, X) if for every domi­
nated sequence (f ) .in Ρ(μ, X), for which lim f exists pointwise, 
η neIN η 
η-*» 
we have that lim f e Ρ (μ, X) with ƒ lim f d\i = lim f f dv. Π 
η η η 
η-κ» η-*= η-«» 
We are especially interested in the case X = i (Γ) with Γ an infinite set, 
for then in general Ρ(μ, X) differs from known integration spaces (1.10). 
It turns out that we have to distinguish between countable Γ and noncount-
able Γ. The theorems on dominated and monotonie convergence hold in 
CO ОЭ 
Ό{\ι, I ) , whereas they do not hold in Ρίμ, Ι (ΓΟ,Ι])), in general. 
THEOREM 3.2 Both the dominated convergence theorem and the monotonie 
OD 
convergence theorem hold in Ρ(μ, ϋ ) . 
•η ^ Proof. Dominated convergence. Suppose f , g с Ρ(μ, Ι ) (η e ΠΝ) such 
that If I < g and lim f exists pointwise. We may assume that 0 < f 
' η ' — η — η 
η-*» 
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for all n e u and that g с |P|(μ, Χ). Every f (η s 3N) is weakly mca-
œ 
surable Ω •+ i ; therefore, f is weakly measurable too. Thus к : Ω •+ Ш 
with к (ω) = ||ί(ω) - f (ω) Ι Ι (ω € il) is measurable for all η € IN. We 
η η ' ' 
apply the Egoroff theorem ([HalJ,, 2ІА) to (k ) . For every m с 3N 
1 η nf JN 
there e x i s t s an E £ Σ with μ(E ) < 2 such t h a t к tends t o 0 (as 
m m η 
η -»• <») , uniformly o u t s i d e E . For every m e IN we choose η £ JN in 
m m 
1 ι « ι => 
s u c h a way t h a t к (ω) < - , f o r a l l ω с Ω\Ε . C h o o s e f ' , f ' с Ρ ( μ , ί ) 
η _
 —
 m m m m
1 1 
1 
w i t h 0 < f • < f < f • ' a n d N / t f - f M d u l ^ - (m с ΠΝ). D e f i n e 
— m — η — m ' ' m m ' ' m 
m 
g ' , g ' ' : Π •+ 1° b y 
m m 
= f • ( ω ) - ( - , - , . . . ) i f ω £ Ω\Ε 
. , . m m m m 
g ' (ω) 
ш
 = 0 i f ω f E 
m 
a n d 
= f • · (ω) + ( - , - , . . . ) i f ω e Ω\Ε 
, . . . m m m m 
σ * ' ( ω ) 
= g((i)) i f ω e E 
m 
I t f o l l o w s t h a t f o r a l l ω e Ω we h a v e 
( - - , - - , . . . ) < g ' (ω) < f (ω) < g ' · (ω) < g (ui) + ( - , - , . . . ) . 
m m — m — — m — m m 
In addition, we have that g', g'1 с ІРІ(μ, X) with 
m m 
i; ; (g;· -я^\\ i\\ : E (g;· - g;)^l! + 
m 
+
 ii w к ' -g; )di j и ^  ii Έ 5<ΐμ ii + t · 'J(Î3)· 
m m 
Since lim μ(E ) = 0, it follows that lim ƒ g dv = 0 (see I, 1.12) and 
m E 
π-хю m-хю m 
therefore f e ^(μ, ί ). Furthermore, |ί(ω) - f (ω) | <_ 2.ς(ω) for all 
ω e Ω and it follows that ƒ f du = lin ƒ f αμ (see II.2.1). 
η-*=
 η 
Monotonie convergence. Suppose (f ) is an increasing sequence in 
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Ό(μ, Χ) such that lim ƒ f dp exists and f := lira f exists pointwise. 
η η 
η-*» η-«« 
We prove that (f ) can be maiorized by a function g e V(u, Л ) (then 
η ne Ж 
by virtue of the above proof we are finished). We may assume f > 0 for 
all η € m . Applying the Egoroff theorem on (I 1 f - f I I) _,, we see 
that there exist natural numbers η. < η < η < ... and measurable sets 
0 = Ω с Ω e ñ e ... with μ(Ω) > μ(Ω) - 2 and 
Ι Ι f (ω) - f (ω) | | < 1, for all ш е й , (к e UN) . 11
 η, — к 
к 
i j 00 
For every к e ]N we choose f ' ' e |P| (μ, i ) with f £ f ' ' and 
к 
1 1 f (f," - f )αμ I I < 2 _ k . Define g : Ω •* a" by 
к η, 
к 
(ι) glu) = f'(ω) + (1, 1, ...) if ω eE = Ω \Ω , (ne ]Ν) , 
η η η η-1 
οο 
(ιι) g majorizes f on Ω\ U fi (see 2.2), 
1 n n=l 
(m) g · x „ e Ό(ν, Γ). 
П\ U Ω 
ι
 η 
η=1 
Then g has an essentially separable range and f _< g for all η e JN . We 
| | 00 CD 
get g e |P| (μ, I ) by showing that Σ f g à\i exists. Indeed, if 
n=l η 
Ν , N e U with Ν < N then 
Ν 2 Ν 2 
| | Σ ƒ g αμ | | < μ ( U Ε ) + | | ƒ f du + . . . + f f dy | | < 
n=N η n=N Ν Ν Ν N 
N2 
< μ ( U E ) + I I ƒ f àv I I -i- 0 (as Ν, , Ν. •* ») . Q 
—
 „ Μ
 η Ν
τ
 п
ч 1 2 
η=Ν 2 Ν 
U Ε ¿ 
η=Ν1
 η 
Now we will deal with it ([0,1]) instead of I (IN) . From example 3.3 
below it follows that the theorems on dominated and monotonie convergence 
do not hold in Όΐλ, ί."(Γ)) if # Г > # ([0,1]). 
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EXAMPLE 3.3 We say that x, y e Ш are equivalent xf χ - у с Q. Suppose 
Η с [0,1] is a complete and irreducible system of representatives for 
this equivalence relation. If ω e [0,lj we use ω to denote its represen­
tative in H. Define f : [0,1] -* ¿"([Ο,Ι]) by ί(ω) = e_ for all ω с ΓΟ,Ι]. 
We claim that f is not Danieli integrable, although there exists an in­
creasing dominated sequence (f ) _, ιηΡ(λ, I ([0,1])) with 
ί(ω) = lim f (ω) for all ω с [0,1]. The proof is divided into three steps, 
n
-x» 
but is not given fully, as the details are omitted. 
Step 1. If ι : [0,1] -*• [0,1] is infective, then g : [0,1] > ¿""([Ο,Ι]) 
with 
g (ω) = e , , (ω e [0,1]) , 
ι (ω; 
is Danieli integrable with f g dp = 0 . 
Step 2. Let (q , q , ...) be an enumeration of (0,1) η Q. Define 
ι : [0,1] ->· [0,1] by 
= cü + q if ω + q < 1 
, ,
 n
n ^n 
ι (ω) 
η 
= ω + q - 1 if ω + q > 1. 
^п ^п — 
Now the function g : [0 ,1] •Л™([0,1]) with 
у
п
(ш) 
= 
= 
e_ 
0 
i f ι (ω) 
η 
otherwise 
= ω 
i s Danie l i i n t e g r a b l e with ƒ g dX = О. 
Let f := g. + . . . + g (η e M) . Then f (ω) < е
г
„ л and 
n i η η — [ 0,1] 
ΐ(ω) = lim f (ω) for a l l ω e [ 0 , 1 ] . 
η 
η-*» 
Step 3. If we assume f to be Danieli integrable then we can infer a 
contradiction. Let h e |P|(λ, ¿"([0,1])) such that 0 < f < h and 
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I I ƒ h <3λ I I < Ί. We may assume h to take on at most countably many values, 
thus h = Σ χ · χ^ with χ e Л°°([0,1І) (η £ M) and (E,, E„, ...) 
η E η 1 ¿ 
n=l η 
a partition of L0,1]. Measure-theoretic arguments lead to the conclusion 
that X(1R\(E +Q) ) = 0, for every η e ΠΝ with λ (E ) > 0, where 
E + 0 : = { ω + α : ω £ Ε and q e θ}. There exists a λ-null set F <= ГО 
η η 
with the property that for every η e Ж we have either λ(E ) = 0 or 
χ (t) > 1, for all t e H\F (in fact we can choose 
η — 
F = U m\(E +Q) ) . For every t e. H\V we get (ƒ h dX) (t) >_ 1, thus 
λ(Ε )>0 n 
η 
| | ƒ h A\\ | l_ 1. D 
In spite of the lack of a general dominated convergence theorem for 
fl(U, X), we still have (see II, 2.1) 
THEOREM 3.4 Suppose (f ) „, is a dominated sequence in Р(у, X) for 
η пеШ 
which lim f exists pointwise. Then lim ƒ f dp exists. 
η η 
η-*» η-*» 
The above theorem enables us to extend the class of Danieli integrable 
functions Ω -»• X by taking the pointwise limits of dominated convergent 
sequences in t>(u, X). The result is a Riesz subspace of Ρ(μ, X) in 
which the theorem on monotonie convergence holds (we do not know if the 
oo 
theorem on dominated convergence holds too). But in the case X = Я (IN) 
we do not get a proper extension of Ρ(μ, X), for the theorem of domi-
CD 
nated convergence holds for Ρ(μ, I ). From example 3.3 we derive that 
if X = Î. ([0,1 J) we get a proper extension of ί>(λ, t (ΓΟ,Π)). However, 
research on the above mentioned extension has not been completed. 
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§ 4. EQUIVALENCE OF DANIELL INTEGRABLE FUNCTIONS 
As in the case of Bochner and Pettis integrable functions (see I, 1) we 
define an equivalence relation in the space of Danieli integrable func­
tions. Suppose f, g ε P(v, Χ). We say that f and g are Ό-oquivalent if 
ƒ |f - g|dp = 0. The set of all equivalence classes of Danieli integrable 
functions fi -+ X is denoted by Dtp, X). 
THEOREM 4.1 Let f, g e ί>(μ, X). Then f and g are D-equivalent iff we 
have f ~ g. 
* 
Proof. If f and g are D-equivalent and φ e Χ , then 
ƒ |φ » f _ φ o g| dp <_ f |ф| (|f - g|)du = |ф| (ƒ |f - g|du) = 0. 
w 
Thus φ o f = φ o g, μ-a.e. It follows that f ~ g. Now suppose f is weak­
ly equivalent to g. We may assume that g = 0. Then we will prove that 
|f| ~ 0. Indeed, let φ e (X ) . Define Ν = {χ ε Χ : φ(|χ|) = 0}. Then 
Ν is a closed Riesz ideal of X. Let ρ : X -*• X/N* be the canonical pro­
jection onto Y :=X/N . By defining a norm on Y through | |p(x)| | := φ(|χ|) 
for all χ € X , and completing Y we get an AL-space Y. Now 
ρ ° f e Ρ(μ, Ϋ) and t>(y, Ϋ) = |P| (μ, Ϋ) . Then | |ρ ° f | | ι ι = 0, so 
'ρ Ι 
ρ ° f = 0, μ-a.e. We conclude that φ(|£(ω)|) = 0 for μ-almost every 
ω с Ω. It follows that ƒ | f | d\i = 0, thus f is D-equivalent to 0. D 
The easy task of proving the next theorem is left to the reader. 
THEOREM 4.2 0(μ, X) has a Riesz space structure induced by the one of 
V(j, X). Furthermore, f -»• ||/|f|du|| defines a Ries¿ norm in 0(μ, X) . 0 
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Every Danieli integrable function f : Я ->• X induces a vector measure 
m : Í •+• X (see I, 1.12). We know that the functions f, g e Ρ (y, X) are 
D-equivalent iff m. = m . Furthermore, if f e Ρ(y, X) then |m | = m| f|· 
Indeed, f can be approximated by order Pettis integrable functions for 
which the equality is valid. In contrast to the case of Pettis integrable 
functions (see IV, 3.5) we have the following theorem for Danieli inte­
grable functions. 
THEOREM 4.3 Suppose f с ί>(μ, X) with 0 <_ m . Then there exists a 
g с Ρ (μ, Χ) with m = m and g >^  0. 
Proof. Let f', f' € |Ρ|(μ, X) as in definition 1.3 (n e IN) . For 
η η 
every η e Ш and E € Σ we have ff" · χ dp >_ 0. Thus 
f'(ω) e ciò (co iff" ·χ„ du : E e Σ}), for y-almost every ω e Ω. It 
η η E 
+ ' ' -
follows that f''(ω) e Χ and (f (ω)) = 0, for μ-almost every ω £ Ω. 
η η 
We deduce that ƒ (f') dp = 0 (η ε IN) and consequently ƒ f dp = 0. 
Define g(ü)) = (f (ω)) for all ω e il. Now the theorems follows. 
There is still another difference between Danieli and Pettis integrable 
functions, as becomes clear from the following theorem (compare IV, 
3.10 and [Fr, Tal], 2D). 
THEOREM 4.4 Suppose (Γ, T, v) is a finite measure space such that the 
measure algebras of (Ω, Σ, μ) and (Γ, T, v) are isomorphic. Then 0(μ, X) 
and D(v, X) are isomorphic normed Ries7 spaces if either one of the 
following conditions is satisfied. 
d ) X is σ-Dedekind complete. 
(il) μ and ν are perfect. 
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Proof. If the measure algebras are isomorphic, then L (μ) and L (v) 
are isomorphic Banach lattices. Consequently we find that B(y, X) and 
B(v, X) are isomorphic Banach lattices (see III, 6.2), and by the decom­
position theorem I, 1.3 we find that there exists an isomorphism 
π : |p| (μ, X) -»• |p| (ν, X) . We will construct an isomorphism 
0(μ, X) -*- D(v, X) which extends π. 
ad (i). Suppose f € Ρ(μ, X). There exist f', f1' с |Ρ|(μ, Χ) (η e TU) 
with f' < f < f ' for all η, and lim f f' dy = lim f f' dp. Choose re-
n — — η η η 
n-w» η χ» 
presentatives g', g " e |P|(\>, Χ) (η e U) with iríCf']) = [g'J and π(Γί"]) = 
= [g''] in such a way that g' £ g' . íg 1', á q'' for all η € M (see 
rn
 J
 ^n Tn+1 n+1 ^n 
4.3). Assuming X is σ-Dedekind complete, we can define g : Γ -*• X by 
g(Y) = sup g'ÍY), for all γ e Г. It follows that g e Ό (ν, Χ), g' < g £ g", 
ne]N 
for all n e H and ƒ (g' · - g'Jdv = ƒ Eg'• - g'üdv = ƒ -π (If" - f'])dv = 
η ^п 'η ^п η η 
= ƒ [ f - ί'ΐαμ = ƒ ( f - fMdy -»-0 (as η ->· ») . 
η η η η 
Define Π(f) = [g]. One can easily check that in this way we have defined 
a positive linear map Ρ (μ. Χ) •* D(v, X) which can be factored through 
ЬК\І, X). In the same way we can construct a positive linear map 
D(v, X) ·* D(yf X) which is the inverse of the above constructed map. 
ad (n) . Suppose both μ and ν are perfect. Let h : Ω -+ IR be μ-integrable. 
Then h (by way of L (μ) = L (v) ) corresponds to a \)-integrable function 
к : Г -»• ГО . It follows that к(у) € h № ) for v-almost every γ e I . This 
will be used in the sequel. Suppose f £ Ρ(μ, X). Choose f', f ' e |P| (μ, Χ) 
as in (ι) and such that there exists a separable subspace X of X with 
f' (ω), f''(ω) e Х^, for all ω € Ω and all η e U . Let U,, U„, ... be 
η η О 1 ¿ 
a basis for the norm topology of Xn. Again, choose representatives 
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g', g " £ Ρ (V, Χ) (η ε ]N) such that π ([f • J) =[g'] and π ([f • ']) = 4
η η ' ' η ^п η 
= [σ··1, for all n c U . Now {£•" (U ), f" - 1 (U ) : η, m € TN) form a denu-
n η m η m 
marable collection ÍA , A , ...} of Z-measurable subsets of Ω. The same 
way of reasoning for the functions g' and g'  (n e Ж) yields a collect­
ion {В., В., ...} of T-measurable subsets of Г. Define h : Ω -»• ГО and 
к : Г •+ Ж by 
oo - η со — η 
h = Τ 3 n . х
д
 and к = Σ 3 · Х
в
 · 
η=1 η η=1 η 
Tt follows that [h] с L (y) corresponds to [к] e L (ν). Therefore, for 
every γ £ 1 there exists an ω e fi with h(u) = Μ γ ) . So we can define a 
map Γ •* Ω in such a way that χ = χ » α, for all η € ]N . It follows 
η η 
that g' = f' » α and g'1 = f' с α, for all η e ]N. Indeed, if γ e Γ, 
^п η ^п η 
then for all η, m € U we have 
f ' » α(γ) e U « α(γ) e A := f , _ (и ) » g' (γ) с U . 
η m ι η m η m 
We conclude that g' < g' . < f ° α < g , , , < g , • , for all η ε Iti. 
^п - ^п+І — — ^п+І — ^п 
Thus we can define a map Ρ(μ, X) •+ D(v, X) by f -»- [f ° a]. Again it turns 
out that this map induces an isomorphism D(u, X) -+ D(v, X). D 
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SAMENVATTING 
In dit proefschrift ontwikkelen we een integratietheorie voor functies, 
die waarden aannemen in een Banachtralie. 
Een Banachtralie is een Banachruimte met een Riesz-ordening, die compa-
tibel is met 70wel de vectorruimte - als de normstructuur. Voor functies 
met waarden in een (duale) Banachruimte kennen we de theorieën van 
Bochner, Pettis en Gelfand. De Bochnermtegreerbare functies vormen nu, 
in tegenstelling tot de Pettis- en Gelfandintegreerbare functies, alti]d 
een Rieszruimte. Om ook Rieszruimten van Pettis- en Gelfandintegreerbare 
functies te knagen, introduceren wij de begrippen "orde Pettis-", 
"Danieli-" en "orde Gelfandintegratie". Bi] onderzoek naar de ordestruc-
tuur blijkt dat Dedekind volledigheid van de integratieruimten equiva-
lent is met de ordecontinuïteit van de integraal, gezien als vector-
waardige afbeelding op zo'η ruimte. We bestuderen tevens het gedrag van 
de Pettis- en de Gelfandnorm ten aanzien van de ordening. Hierbi] spelen 
tensorproducten en vectormaten een rol. 
De completering van de ruimte der orde Pettisintegreerbare functies kan 
gerealiseerd worden als een ordetensorproduct van Banarhtralies. ledere 
integreerbare functie correspondeert op een natuurlijke manier met een 
vectormaat. Deze correspondentie realiseert de completering van de ruimte 
der orde Gelfandmtegreerbare functies. Twee functies heten (zwak) equi­
valent als ze dezelfde vectormaat induceren. Voor de theorieën van 
Bochner, Danieli en Gelfand geldt: een positieve vectormaat wordt ge-
ïnduceerd door een positieve functie. Zo'n samenhang kunnen we echter 
voor de Pettistheorie niet bewijzen. 
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STELLINGEN 
behorende bij het proefschrift 
"Integration of functions with values in a Banach lattice" 
(45) 
(12) 
•(34) 
Identificeer de punten van 
de Petersen-graph met de 
transposities uit S^ zó 
dat twee punten verbonden 
zijn door een ribbe precies 
dan als de transposities 
disjunkt zijn. 
(23) (15) 
Label de ribben van de graph met de 15 transposities uit S zó dat twee 
o 
ribben met een gemeenschappelijk eindpunt disjunkte labels krijgen. Dan 
genereert de toevoeging 
punt ρ * produkt van de ribben met eindpunt ρ 
een inbedding van S
c
 als transitieve ondergroep van S_. ledere dergelijke 
inbedding korrespondeert met één van de 720 mogelijke labelingen der 
ribben. 
II 
oo 
Zi] (Ω,Γ,μ) een eindige maatruimte. Identificeer zoals gebruikelijk Í 
1 * 
met (i ) . Baseren we ons op ordelimieten, dan breidt de Daniëllproce-
oo 
dure de ruimte der orde-Pettisintegreerbare funkties Ω -*· £. uit tot de 
OD 
ruimte der Gelfandintegreerbare funkties Ω •* Í . 
I l l 
Voor een lokaal kompakte groep G met linksinvariante Haarmaat m is 
M(G) de verzameling van equivalentieklassen (m-b.o.) van meetbare 
reële funkties op G, С
 n
(G) de deelverzameling van kontmue funkties 
op G met kompakte drager. Laten L en M linkstranslatie-invariante 
Rieszidealen van M(G) zijn zó dat C_„(G) с L en M с L, , (m). Veronder-
00 lok 
stel dat Τ : L ->• M lineair, positief en ordekontinu is en bovendien 
kommuteert met linkstranslaties. Dan bestaat er een positieve reguliere 
Borelmaat μ op G zó dat Tf = f * μ (konvolutieprodukt) voor alle f e L. 
IV 
Zij S een kompakte Hausdorffruimte en (Ω,Σ,μ) een eindige maatruimte. 
De aanname dat C(S) een aftelbare ordedichte deelverzameling heeft, is 
voldoende maar niet noodzakelijk opdat voor iedere dalende rij (f ) „, 
J c
 η ne IN 
u i t Β ( μ , α ( 3 ) ) g e l d t : 
i n f f = 0 » i n f f (ω) = 0 voor μ - b i j n a a l l e ω с Ω. 
ne]N neTtì 
ν 
Veronderstel dat К een volledig met-Archimedisch (met-triviaal) gewaar­
deerd lichaam is. Laten U en V open delen zijn van К en f een homeomor-
f isme van U op V. Neem aan dat f differentieerbaar is en dat f' (a) φ- 0 
voor zekere a e U. Dan bestaat er een e > 0 zó dat voor alle δ met 
0 < 6 < e geldt: f(B,(a)) = Br . . ι ,(f(a)). Overigens hoeft f niet 
lokaal een "similarity" te zijn. 
(cf. A.C.M, van Rooi]: Non-Archimedean functional analysis. Marcel 
Dekker Inc., New York and Basel 197Θ 
W.H. Schikhof: Non-Archimedean calculus. Report 7812, Mathematisch 
Instituut Katholieke Universiteit, Nijmegen 1978) 
VI 
Laten X en Y Banachtralies zijn zó dat Y onder de kanonieke inbedding 
** ** 
Y •* Y korrespondeert met een ideaal in Y . Voor iedere reguliere 
operator Τ : X •* Y geldt dat |τ| = |τ |. 
(cf. H.H.Schaefer: Banach lattices and positive operators, ch. IV, 
ex. 2, p. 296. Springer Verlag, Berlin Heidelberg New York 1974) 
VII 
Zi] X een Banachruimte en (Ω,Γ,μ) een lokaal eindige maatruimte. Voor 
iedere Pettisintegreerbare funktie f : Ω •* X heeft de Pettisintegraal 
een σ-eindige drager, d.w.z. er bestaan Ω e Σ (η £ IN) met 
μ (Ω ) < » zó dat Ρ - ƒ f dy = 0 voor alle E e Σ met E <- Ω \ Π Ω . 
η E . η 
n=l 
Vili 
Het verdient aanbeveling om in artikel 24, lid 2 van de promotieregeling 
van de Katholieke Universiteit Nijmegen het begrip "hoogleraren" nader 
te omschrijven. 
(cf. Promotieregelmgen van de Katholieke Universiteit Nijmegen (oktober 
1976). Artikel 24.2: De stellingen dienen tijdig ter fine van over­
leg te worden aangeboden aan de promotor en aan de hoogleraren op 
wier leeropdracht zij betrekking hebben.) 
IX 
De scharrelkip was er eerder dan het scharrelei. 
G.A.M. Jeurnink Nijmegen, 1Θ juni 1982 


